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• CHAP'I'ER ONE 

HOW DOliS ORGANIZATION INFLUENCE PERFORMANCE? 

If you v/ere to ask a proverbial "man in the stree1;f! l;lhether the 

structure of an enterprise affects its performance, he would prohably 

reply: "Of course it does ,II If you Viera to ask a social scientist. 

the same question, particularly t'lith reference to the structure of 

public enterprises, the response nlight be much less affirmat.ive. 

Somo social scientists would flatl~r declare that structure does not 

affect performance. Why this disjuncture between what "everyone II 

knol;lS and the position of many academics? The ans\ .... er lies in the 

academics. reading and interpretation of a ntnnber of research reports 

over the last three decades. 

TIlis study disputes the contentions of those who argue that 

structure is unimportant. Organizational structures, I ' .... ill argue, 

provide opportunities, incentives, and constraints for actors within 

them. If structure influences performance through opportunities J 

incentives, and constraints, then analyses finding no structural 

effects are, in most cases, incorrectly specified. TIlat is, organiza-

tional structure should not bc-conceiyed of simply as one more 

ingredient in a mixture yielding performance. Analyses of organiza-

tional structures as they influence performance must, instead, be 

based on a theoretical specification of how structure affects relation-:-

ships among other variables as they, in turn, may influence performance. 

One does not add structure, res Qur,ces , and environment together to 



of outputs in diverse C'nvi ronmt:'nt~;. 

The distinction is important. 

important?, JI have often found suh!;tant 1a1 ol'f~;mi ::at 1'.1ll,d 

using more complex models in theil' an:!ly:;cs. 1 

Accepting the taB}' of demonstrating how Ol'[t!mi;:atioll iufhl('ll""" 

performance does not requ:i 1'e denial of the import<U1C{> of env i r\l!Hllt'Il'!;11 

factors, Social, economic, and other environmental 01 ement~j l,,~an awl 

often do constrain performance possibilities in important ways. Yet 

these elements are generally immutable, at least in the short run. 

Policy analysts are forced to accopt these elements as given in any 

particular situation, and to ask what differences might result from 

alternative policy choices in that context. Organizational forms and 

procedures are more amenable to change than are underlying social» 

economic, psychological, or environmental factors. We can alter the 

size, internal structure, or vperating procedures of a public organizum 

tion more easily than we can alter the racial characteristics, income 

distribution, or extent of anomie among its clientele~ or the weather 

conditions in its jurisdiction. Because of environmental constraints~ 

performance differences due to organization may be modest and often 

the indirect result of policy choices. Thus the elaboration of 

organizational influences on performance is not simple. Careful 

analysis, informed by a theory of the processes at work, is required. 

() 
'~, 

o 



TIl thl" ';tully r Ni 11 offer a conceptual framework for exploring 

hiM orgaul:~aUoual')trtl!;tl.1re is 11:i~}Ortant in influencing the perfor~ 

nnw:.' (If (H'ganization'1 lnvolvod in the supply of public services. 

! will then ww the fl'amevlOrk to guide an analysis of relationships 

in a part h~ular arc[t of public service delivery, policing in residential 

neighborhoods. '11tis analysis \';l11 ;;how the usefulness of theory-based 

rcnearch and \'lill, I hope, contribute to an on-going public policy 

debate over how dif'ferem~os in organization affect the supply of this 

service. 

Firs t, however, I present a ~ricf x'eview of some important works 

that have been used to argue that stl'uc:ture is of 1i tHe importance. 

I \'1i11 :::hcn offer a sUllilllary critique oi these efforts and review some 

recent works that have used approaches m.ore consistent with what I 

propose. By presenting these materials first, I wish to ground my 

own work in a broad tradition of scholarship in political science, 

economics, and sociology. 

Studies of the Determinants of Public Expenditure,s 

Beginning with the work of Hawley (1951), empirical analyses of 

relationships between government expenditures and a variety of social 

and economic (and, somewhat later, political) variables have appeared 

in studies by sociologists, economists, and political scientists. 2 

The first extended analysis of these relationships was that of 

Fabricant (1952), who found that a set of socioeconomic variables 

could be used to account for a large proportion of the variation in 
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it was possible to acctJunt for 50, 60.~ 01' even more them 7i1 P(~l'i.'Qnt' 1,1' 

the varia.tion in government CXrCjldituTc~; 'by employing sodal ;ilHl 

economic variables as predi,etors. Thhi held true h'hethc:i' gllvorfil!lr.!Jltal 

Economists were generally cont<:mt to pur::;uc these analy~(Js of () 
the determinants of government expenditures qua expenditures. They 

pursued a positive theory of public expenditures that could bo .induced 

from the statistical results (BahI, 1969). The development of theory 

generally followed, rather than preceded the analyses (in fact, if not 

always in presentation), t1i th the result that these "theories" had 

:"t •• :; an ad hoc flavor that has been the subject of a number ot cTltlques. 

Political scientists often make greater claims for their analy:.;c5, 

often designating measures of expenditures as "policy outcomes" (e.g., 

Dye, 1966); and arguing that, by including a selection of. political 

variables in thei!' analyses~ they \'lere testing whether the political 

system made any difference for such outcomes. Contributors to this 

research include Dawson and Robinson (1963), Hofferbert (1966), 



... ,...-"-----------,,._'--------

t.Jueill)Tl'.'Y and Fowlor (1967)>> Fried (1974), and many more. 4 Given 

tiw flml1ngs of uotorminantfl ~jtudiCH that a large proportion of 

oxpendituro vari.ation :l.~, aceountcd fot' by sodal and economic variables~ 

it is not surp:dr;lng that poHtical "determinants" studies usually 

reported Ii tt Ie or no inflmmc{J fOT poll tical variables once controls 

for !.oclal and oconomic cundi tlons t1Cl'C imposed. 5 Nhile the efforts 

of these political zcicntl!'~t5 t'lere often couched in more theory#l3,den 

terms than tho efforts of economists and sociologists engaging in 

similar research, their thcorieH have heen challenged as equally ad 

hoc or as unconnected ,'lith thei.r {Jmpi:i'ir.:al analyses. 6 

Studies of the Determine.its =~J~bl1c Outcomes 

A different, yet related~ line of scholarship focused on the 

outputs and outcomes of public service agencies as distinct from their 

expenditures. Studies of education and police services, for example, 

have many similarities in technique: nnd in findings to the studies of 

determinants of public expenditures. 

In the field of education the primary study was that of James 

Coleman and his colleagues, Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966, 

hereinafter referred to as the Coleman Report). The Report raised the 

question of how much variation in childrens' educational &~hievement 

CQuld be accounted for by the characteristics of the schools they 

attended. The answer, after controls for a child's home and community 

characteristics were imposed, was not very much (see, in particular, 

pages 290-333 of the Report). 



/" , o 

"crime rates are largely a function of Jemogl\lph1.l: .md ~,\Id ;11 

characteristics, and th(} deal'alh'C' 

social and demographic contli tiomi \'/0.1,'0 impO~;(;;lt. tho dWl':l\'1 ~'r j <,'I '\.~~. 

variation in crime and t!leara!lcc l'ates. O'i:hcl',; ~'opn,'t:ing l)il~J;! t 

and Wadycki (1973), and St·.rimJI!ol' (H)74). 

The political scientists ~ vorl,dons of cmponditure determinnnt~; 

studies asked the question p "Docs politics make a difference?," nn,t 

advanced the anst1er "It does not ,II These sOl'vice outcome 5tudles o 
raised the question, "Does structure (or organizatif1n) malw u. 

difference? ," and reported a similar unsual', "Not much. II TIle findilIH:; 

across a large number of studies e::chibited a basic consistency. But» 

it may be that the similarity in question and in the techniqucr~ employed 

to provide an answer had more to do 't'Jith the consistency of that ama'lOl' 

than is apparent in reading these reports. This is the contention of 

a number of critics of such studies, one that 1 share t'Jith the critic;:;. 

Critiquing Studies of "Determinants" 

The skeletal framewol'ks of determinants studies have a. great deal 

in common, though the substantive flesh may be quite different. One 

----.---------~.--~ 
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asks, "Ho\,I important is X as an influence on Y?, II and develops an 

answer in terms of the proportion of :::-G7'laining variance in Y that 

can be a~~ounted for by X (remaining after control for some set of 

Zig). If that proportion i5 small, particularly if it is small in 

relation to the proportion accounted for by the Z' S , one asserts that 

X is not important. The Z's are variables that are claimed to be 

antecedent to Y a~d X, or to be a part of the environment where X 

must operate on Y. 

Thus the studies of determinants of policy outputs (measured most 

often as levels of expenditure by governments), asked whether political 

variables (X's) accounted for any variance remaining in expenditures 

(Y) once social and economic characteristics (Zrs) were controlled. 

Studies of the effects of school or police agency characteristics 

(X's) on levels of achievement by students, or crime in jurisdictions 

(Y's) similarly looked for remaining variance in the V's after control 

for social and demographic characteristics (ZIs). The particular 

techniques employed in these analyses were one of several variants on 

the general linear model in statistics (Bibby, 1977; Van de Geer, 1971), 

usually partial and multiple partial correlation or analysis of variance 

based on block regressions. But, as critic after critic has stated, 

these techniques cannot provide a sensible answer to the question at 

issue (IIHow important is X as an influence on Y?") , unless some very 

stringent assumptions are met. And, as critics have also argued, these 

assumptions are generally unmet in the analyses of determinants. 

The single most important assumption underpinning any statistical 

model of influences from the perspective of this argument is that the 



8 

r model is correct in specifying how X influenc<'~:5 Y (as lieU as hot.: tIl<' 

Z I S influence Y). A statistical finding of m" t~ffe\~t of X on Y \'au 

mean that: (a) there really is no relationship lJt~tN{,C'll thE:'1l1 Olh'\.: 'tIlt, 

effects of the Z's are contl'olled, 01' (b) the modol that is twing 

·1 
'., I 

.. 
tested by estimating the influence of X on Y is incorr(wt. i To li.n:v 

a correct model for statistical analysis, however, requb'('s that one 

have a theoretical understanding of how X influen(~es Y. To :;cnsib1r 

ansh'er the question, IIHow important are political va1'1ah 1(\:; 1 ," one 

must answer the prior theoretical question, flHm'll arc politi<.'u1 variah] eg 

important?" (Godwin and Shepard, 1976: 1,134). 

This requirement of specifying how political variables are impOl't:mt; 

and the failure to satisfy it in determi.nants studies is where cr:jtic~i 

have focused sharp attacks. Jacob and Lipsky noted that "each investi-

gator appends a theoretical framework to his study . . (but) tho 

theory ... rarely guides the resea"C'ch" (1968: 514). Meltsner and 

Wildavskynote this phenomenon as well, characterizing determinants 

studies in a most unfavorable light as "mindless empiricism with 

relations established not on grounds of explanatory relevance but 

simply by the availability of census data" (1970: 318). Where a 

theory of political or structural influence on a variable of interest 

(e.g., expenditures or service outcomes) might require the consideration 

of complex interactive or contextual effects, most determinants studies 

have employed a linear additive model. In practice, if not ~n theory. 

such research suggests th~t a given expenditure by a public agency, 

for example, is brought about by adding together three cups of per 

capita income, one cup of percent nonwhite, a tablespoon of intergovernmental 



reVf:ntw~;, tlnd a !:lnlidgeon of party competition in the previous election. 

l'ihll e the un:i.t:; and proportiolls are not g~neral1y stated in this way t 

tho logic of ,malysis is the same. It is, therefore, unremarkable 

tiwt U ttl0 influonee htll) been found for political or structural 

va.:dilhlO!3 thl'OU[l;h the uno of tId!; type of analysis. While we may feel 

t::omfortablc when these analyses usually indicate that wealthy states 

spend more, or that tho children of better educated parents achieve 

moro, our comfort should not increase our confidence in the findings 

\'lith respect to the lad. of pOlitical or structural influences. 

The Necessl.. "( and UtilitY_~f Theory-Based Analysis 

Statistical analyses that are based on an inadequate model of 

the underlying phenomena are fated to yield inadequate answers. In 

technical language, they are prone to "specification errors," which 

cause coefficient estimates to be biased and inferential statistics 

to be inaccurate (Johnston, 1972: 168-169; Hanushek and Jackson, 

1977: 79-86). Of greater importance, however, is the substantive 

problems they engender. Sophisticated statistical techniques can lend 

an aura of respectability to an incorrect substantive statement of 

relationships. As Bibby argues, the translation of a substantive 

argument into a statistical analysis inevitably tp.uds to narrow, 

trivialize, technicalize, obscure, and expertizea debate (1977: 77). 

He continues: 

while the original question could be stated, understood, 
and answered by the ordinary literat'9 man in.the street, 
the new "statistical fl question is formulated in such a way 
that only a few experts can understand it, let alone 
express an opinion (ibid.). 

It may well be that the statistical question as stated is only remotely 

connected to the substantive question. This does not mean that one 



( . 

should refrain from sophisticated statistical .malyst"h. It tilH,':' m",~an 

that the first issue to be addressed in any ilnaly:~,h; 'i s the ntlt'quat'} 

of the theoretical explanation that the statif.tical (mulYbi.~ impLidtl~ 

or explicitly tests. When the theoretical €'xl'lmw.titm :i~, tLl'C't)unted 

for satisfactorily 1 then the argument c,m turn to tile t('dmh',; t 

of the statistical analysis. 

TIle relevance of this for the politics and policy OHtl'OUR"; ,~;tlld ie'. 

and the structure and performance studies is that whtm such :,ttl~l it';': 

have used a theory of how poU,tiCf> might a.ff<:~-:t fmteor~!e!.l 01' hn·; 

structure might affect performance, they have oft.en found l:iuh:;tantJ ;11 

influences for these variables. In studic3 of the eff~:H:;t of poHHcs 

on policy outcomes, this has usually meant using a theory that 51'o.c1 nod 

ways in which politics operate to influence the relationship between 

socioeconomic conditions and public expenditures. Socioeconomic 

conditions are used as surrogate measures for the demand for public 

goods, while expenditures are surrogates for 'the supply. Political 

factors then are posited to condition the '.'Jay that governments tailor 

supply to demand. 8 

In studies of the effects of structure on performance, those that 

have shoWn structural influences have usually included a theory of 

how structural constraints operate to condition the transformation 

of inputs to outputs. Some have also considered hot-v structure affects 

an organization's capacity and incentives to tailor its supply to 

consumer demands. An important element shared by studies of political 

and of structural effects is their focus on differences in relation-

ships among variables in the context of different political or 

o 

I 
I 

j 
1 

o 
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Gtructural conditions. The political or structural contexts are 

conceptualized as systems in the uSage of comparative scholars. 

§x~~~ffe~ [that is, politics or structure makes a 
dif fcrence j not when. th~ freq~ency of particular 
,~'lr<!-::.teristic5 differ. but whe!!, the patterns of' the 
.~laj:.i.?~shJ1?s among, variables ulffar (Prze''lorsld and 
T("une~ 1970, emphasis in ori.gina~ 

Lineberry and Fowler, for example, examined the effects of 

political reforms in municipal governments on the linkages of supply 

and demand in their jurisdictions (1967). They hypothesized that 

outputs would be more responsive to social and economic conditions in 

cities that were less reformed and, thus. where the political system 

would be more open to social conflicts and cleavages. Their findings 

supported the hypothesis. Taxes and t;:;;xpenditures l'lere more closely 

correlated with social and economic conditions in unreformed cities 

than in cities with city managers and nonpartisan elections. Political 

variables, in this case the presence or absence of reformed structures, 

acted to condition the relationships of socioeconomic conditions and 

government policies, 

Carmines' (1974) analysis of the effect of legislative profes-

sionalism on the relationship between interparty competition and 

welfare policies offers another example. He hypothesized that profes-

sionalism would affect the strength of this relationship, with the 

strength likely to be greater in those states having well-organized 

state legislatures. His hypothesis was supported by the analysiS, 

indicating that political institutions in the states significantly 

influenced the possibility of linkage between politics and policy 

outputs. 



using partial correlation analysis nlong th(~ 1 ine;; 

earlier by Dye, reported that the party in POWt'l' had l:ittl(' ('ff~'I.·t 

on policy outputs in German cities. r:rt.~y and I\)mmtTC'lml' tl~I~":~i un 

the other hand, report tnat party do('!s make· n d i ffel't'u,'{' i 11 Ill'l i 

outputs in Germany if examined in an analysis that indutlt':; ,'nn~;idpl'ai' inn 

of the party-in-powerts rc-elec.tioll rn'i)$pects and the pro;;.imity in time· 

. 10 of the next electlon. . In the latter anrl~,::;iH, G'lretul l?onc;l\l(,p.~tinn 

of how politics might, in theory, gffect policy outputg ~ed to nn 

empirical finding that it did 50 in tIw sped fied ,-my. 

In a recent article Summers and Wolfe, once again, raise the 

issue, "00 schools make a difference?" (1977). They use a theoretical 

and analytic approach that enables them to explore the effects of 

schools as they interact VJith socioeconomic characteristic,s of pupil~) 

and their peers, rather than treating them as simple additive factor5. 11 

They report that school varia.bles do make a difference in pupils' gains 

in achievement, with some interesting interactive effects. Class 

size, for example, was found to have differential effects, depending 

UpO!1 the achievement level of students: a negative effect on 10\'1 

achieving stUdent's and a positive one on high achievers. Lo\-! achievers 

do better in smaller classes and high achievers do better in larger 

classes. School size a~so had differential effects. Smaller schools 

are more beneficial for all pupils, but particularly so for black pupils. 

Some recent analyses of the relationships among socioeconomic 

conditions, the structure and activities of police forces, and 
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t;~;dminal activity} indicate that a.nalyses based on theories of hot'i1 

tho &tructUl'(.l of polico forces might affect the relationships of 

crime to socioeconomic condit ions find eff'ects where earlier studies 

tih! not (e.g., McPheters and Stronge, 1974; Phillips and Votey, 1972; 

Wilson and Boland, 1978). Accepting 'the premise tllst crime may be 

ClO!Hl'ly related. to socioeconomic: (.~ondition5, through their effect an 

opportunities for legitimate gainful ,-'<mployment among those who might 

engage in crime, these studies go on to postula.te an interactive effect 

of crime and police activities, with more crime engendering more poliee 

who f in turn, may reduce crime through their presence and their 

aggressiveness. Here, as hi education and in the politics/policy 

outputs literature, theory-based analyses find that structure affects 

performance -- and politics affects policy -- where nontheoretical 

analyses did not. 

An important element in these theory-based analyses is their 

view of politics or st:~cture as a variable acting to condition 

relationships among other variables. Politics is not simply one more 

ingredient in a socioeconomic batter. Rather, political variables, 

the structure of the electoral process for example, act like different 

cooking devices -- campfires, gas stoves, or microwave ovens. The 

use of different cooking devices often requires different mixes of 

ingredients for a batter, and may affect whether it rises or not. 

Likewise, different electoral systems may alter the transformations 

between socioeconomic variables and government expenditures or outcome 

~easures, or specify whether desired outcomes are forthcoming at all. 

In multiple regression terms, the slopes of within-system relationships 
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''lould be expected to ht' different a::; (>IW 11\\'n',.1 
, , 

political ot' stt'uctural conditionR tQ Hnotlwr. l
" Thl;; ""H"j {If dn:!h:;'i:, 

appears to offer the most pronli ~(' for further UUdc'l'!:tathUnr. rd' 

structure and performance reI at.i nn~iri p,.~" 

Linldng Organization and rt:'l'formam~e 'I1H'oreth'ally 
-----_ .. _._ .. :-.-"'...-.-.. ""<-.... _ •. _-"'.,,-"-"'''' "'., ... .--.. _"-'-"'-- ...... 

The successes of recent efforts hasctl on tlwol'im; of' how Ill'!! j 1 i ': 

In spite of the success of these efforts at linking !~truc,tur(.~ and 

performance, however, most have sharEid the ad hoc nature of t.he 

determinants literature. This makes it most difficult to cmnulnte 

findings in any useful way. Analyses of the linkage of structure and 

performance would benefit substantiaHy from grounding in a thcorct:kal 

framework with broad application. 13 Analyses employing such tl fl'amo-

work would need to be informed by specific information on structural 

elements and important environmental factors$ but the framework should 

offer a common ordering for the array of th.ese factors. 

Scholars in the field of industrial organization have developed a 

promis ing framework. The framework) linking concepts of structure, 

conduct, and performance, has been used to guide studies of particular 

industries in the private sector (e.g.~ Bain, 1944-1947; Bain, 1959; 

Caves, 1977). The framework has been adapted to the study of at ieast 
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mw puhllc scetol' induDtry» that iuv()lved in the development and 

',up!'ly of water f,Bain, Cave,;, ant! r,1argolis, 1966). This industrial 

organization framework may he :ldapt~ble, as Vincent Ostrom and his 

colleagues have argued, much more genoral1y to studies of industries 

inv<>l ved in the supply oi~ publlc goods and services. 14 

Studies of industdal organization begin "'ith the concep' of an 

industry. A private sector industry consists of lia group of sellen's 

of close-substitute outputs who supply a common group of buyers" 

(Bain, 1959: 6). The sellers In ;1 [;ivGU lndustry come together with 

the group of buyers to forIll a m:l1'l-:()t. 'iil';) ;~ey elements of the indus-

trial organization fram6work, then. fOCa~5 on questions of: (1) the 

structure of the market linking sellers a:ld buyers, (2) the conduct 

of sellers and buyers in a market as they adapt to the structure of 

the market, and (3) the performance (/! the m"J,rket as measured by the 

application of normative criteria bearing on the efficienc:y of 

allocating pruductive resources among and within firms, as well as 

h . . 15 ot er cr~ter~a. 

Market structure consists of the relatively stable relationships 

of sellers to other sellers, buyers to buyers, sellers to buyers, and 

sellers to potential sellers currently outside the industry in question. 

Important among these relationships are the concentrations of sellers 

and of buyers. On the seller side, concentration ranges from atomistic 

competition among very many sellers through various degrees of 
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entel'pris(.>s or concentrated in 011(' 

important structural elements arc tilL' degn'l' Pi' Pi."\I~H.:t dif1\'lt;lt jet;, 
I 

oligopolists \."ho, in tl1i'n, f;;,hihlf tilt . ,~ 

a market encourages the dw:i,r:"e of (~! ffc}'(.'·n~· W'i c ing pol j l~ i ('~i hy fi l'lll'·, 

costs are very high, Firms acting to ca.ptu:!'o llorUmls of n rapIdly o 
expanding market should behave different 1:: tN'mrd one ~mothcr antI 

toward buyers than those attempting to maintain tll",lr share In a 

static or declining market. 1110 strategies and tactics of firm"> 

vary more or less predictably \1ith the structure of the market th(IY 

confront. 

The structure of the market that links the seller firms in an 

industry to their buyers» together with the conduct of the so:! len; 

and the buyers, act to determine the performance of the firms, the 

industry, and the market. T\'lO points are quite important here, 

First, performance is never solely determined by structure and 

conduct. Factors in the environment of an industry are likely to 

exert m:ajor influences on performance. With respect to influences 



\-;01 Grill motm j f, th:~t # e1ven dw Ch(H~c.:(;ter of all the other important 

differenco' in hOH performance; \'~'l.11 (;i'lw:rf~e.., or have some systematic 

influence 011 it" (l95!): 44,"45). St:euc'i:ure and conduct are important 

to H tudy fl.!, they determine performanc(;l, hm'1cver, because they are 

potentially manipulable for public policy purposes ~ \'lhere environ-

mental influences are not. 

We isolate and emphasize • • • these particular 
determining variables because • " . if t10 wish to 
influence performance via public policy, these 
determinants aro to Ii conside!'3bl(~ extent'muta.ble 
and subj ect to delibel.'ate modifica.tim1 (ibid.: 45). 

The second important 1)01n" 'Ch;;.: sepa:rability of performance 

6:om the products of the indu:;'i:l'Y. 'the performance of an irtdustry 

is measured through t,he application of diverse, normative criteria 

to the industry output and its distribution, and to aspects of 

industry conduct independent of its output. Scholars in the industrial 

organization tradition speak of the efficiency of an industry as a 

measure of its pel'formance. They are simultaneously concerned \Ili th 

the extent to which the industry is progressive, contributing to 

technological advance and taking advantage of such advances made in 

other industries. Other criteria applied to industrial performance 

include the contribution of the industry to goals of full employment, 

price stability, equitable income distributions, and the absence of 

discrimination by'race, sex, or other employee characteristics (Caves~ 

1977: 66-83). The range of criteria that might be brought to bear in 

discussing performance, the separation of these criteria and their 
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application from the a~~tivitics and output of 

an~ the explicit l'cct.)gnition that the.> crito:;:iG 

axe normative phenomena, arc quite important '1'~pl'.;tD \if the imiu:;trial 

11105e aspects are consonant wi th a d,t'\'; l)'f puhEe f,Ol'tn.t' 

of mul tiple, diverse "constituenl:ies. II ~~nl tipl ('. hut not IIC'\'(',;,,;1;' I y 

commensurable criteria mar he hrought to heal' nn the ,H't:ivit'if';; and 

1978; E. Ostrom, H)79). I '('I! n rC,'l.:urn to 

portion of this chapt'S'!:'. 

The del i very of goods and sCl'vii.~es t!lrough puh.1 ic al'lCnngCll1Cnts 

arises in response to irsefficieucies OJ.' failures til thoil' supply ~:h.i.·(mgh 

private markets ,16 Private mal'l<ets can be, predicted to fail in 

supplying goods or services where potential consumers cannot he 

excluded if they will not pay for l'Jhat they td.sh to consume (01son~ 

1965; Head, 1962). Those who can consume 'tli thout puying are unlilcely 

to contribute voluntarily. If all potential consumers are in Guch a 

position t'lith :respect to a good or service, no one t'lill pay for its 

proquction and, thus, none will be produced. Where a good or service 

is only partially eJccludable or \1here exclusion of nonpaying potential 

customers is costly, some of the good or service may be produced, but 

o 

o 
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tho quantity is likely to be al1ocationally inefficient. Generally 

it t!/ill he leg~ than what Nould be produced ~ofere full exclusion and, 

tl1U~, full payment for benGfits received possible. 

A rolated source of market failure or gross inefficiency results 

from jointness in consumption of a good or service. Jointness in 

consumption Occurs \'lhon consumption by one person does not subtract 

from the quantity available to others or, in cases of partial subtract

ibility, where the amount subtra.cted. is less than the amount consumed 

(Samuelson, 1954; 1955; Head, 1962). If joint consumption goods or 

services are supplied as toll goods, i.e., through the exercise of 

exclusion and the charging of a price for their consumption, the price 

charged may be allocationally in(;fficient. That is I it \'li11 often be 

higher than the marginal cost for an addjtional user. If, on the 

other hand, the price for a toll good is set at the marginal cost, 

. it may be ,.,ell belot., average unit cost and, thus, require a subsidy 

if the good or service is to be supplied at all (Bator, 1958). 

Joint consumption goods or services, when they are supplied, 

are typically subject to erosion through excess or unregulated use 

(Buchanan, 1970). Congestion problems arise when too many consumers 

are attracted to the good or service and their joint use degrades the 

quality of service available to each. Various means of regulating 

use to a level below the onset of congestion problems must be employed. 

Common means include tolls or entry fees and the use of queues 

(Wirt, 1971). Even without congestion, however, it may be necessary 

to regulate use patterns so that the behavior of some consumers does 

not prevent or degrade the enjoyment of the good or service by others 

(Buchanan, 1970; Oakerson, 1978). 

'~ -----.... _---....... _---- ,----
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entail the divorce of purclw,S" from \~onsuml1tion. Th('1.'c is HI' ,\ 

commonly linked through intcl'IlIelJhlr:i (~H. Tlw!->t' 1 nt ('l'mcd i:1 t' i (";. 

regulation of consumption or m;(-; (U:,;tTom. 'j'j ehmr£, ant) tVnJ"'VH, i !H,J 

the most common collective \~on~ump'~l()n unitH, but many other (m'(' it 

are also providers within many pub1:ie s(~rvice industries. 

The existence of providers QS important elements for IYi'gani ;:in,: o 
the dc~livery of public goods and services rcqviros that the erit{:l'i.<l 

used to define industry membership he br'o;:,donod for st.udios of pHil] 1 e 

industries. There are additional reasons dictating this broadening 

as we11. Public service products are commonly' amorphous, mul '( idimcrl n 

sional composites. Output compoul;'Juts are usually produced jointly, 

so that a tight focus on 11close substitutes It cannot be maintained. 

Moreover, very frequently consumers of public goods and SerV1Gr,~tJ a3.'C: 

intimately bound up in their production as well. 

Bain, Caves, and Margolis ~lent beyond the private, output-

substitutability, industry definition in their study of the water 

industry in Northern California. They included "all public and 

private agencies that develop and manage ''lTatar resources, use them 
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to generate electric power, and capture and distribute water for 

consumptive purposes" in their definition of that industry (1966: v). 

The industry t'las defined by referenCE: to a connnon raw material (\'ui.ter) 

instead of substitutable outputs. 

Robinson argued that any of severel common bonds might be used 

to define an industry. He included: (1) a broad type of general 

product, (2) common t...'sc of a given rt~t'l material, (3) common use of a 

gi ven type of machinery, and (4) COlfilllGlil use of a given process of 

manufacture a.s possible criteria for setting bounds on an industry. 

He argued that industry deiinitions '\";e::."e best set out for the purposes 

of the study at hand, with the key cGm,;:"~dc.£' . .J'i.:ion that the dGfinition 

was useful for the study: 

Industries as such have nj ide:nti'i.:y. 'Illey are 
simply a classification. of fi:l'nls which may for 
the moment be convenient (Robinscm, 1958: 8). 

Ostrom and Ostrom offered similar criteria to those proposed by 

Robinson. They argued that public industries could be bounded by 

"similarities in production mcthods J COJilffion knowledge, and similar 

technology among enterprises coordinating their activities in the 

provision of related services!! (1965: ~39). The similarities in 

technology, methods, and products would, they argued, be reflected 

in the organization of particular indu~tries. 

The Ostroms' reference to "related services" is a useful termino-

logical device. The products nf public service industries (e.g., 

public education, police protection, public health services) tend to 

be runorphous or, at least, highly multidimensional. Definitions 

based on "close-substitute outputs" may be much too restrictive . 
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What, for example, are the pr(~ducts of puhl k \'du'-~,.\u\m'? Al'{' th~'\' 

education industry? Public polh:c, 1'01' [UloHwl' (~xample. 

services in addition to those fOCtl~;ed directly on 'c~rime"nI~htillg. 

Some are closely related, as \'Jhen intervention in fmnHy dl:;tllrJ,;llh';'\; 

as related services rather th:m close ~;uh:.:;tjtnte ontpat';a llHlw;try 

of what enterprises are involved in prl')ducing education service:;, 

17 police services) or many other public serviees.-

Studies of private sector industries g(Jnel.'ully limit the COHl'cpt 

of industry to the sellers or producers involved, bringing tlwm 

together with buyers or consumers in a separable conceptual gl'ouplng~ 

the market (Bain, 1959; Caves, 197'1). But it is important to include 

providers and consumers within the boundaries of public service 

industries. In the public sector little or nothing might be produced 

without attention to the financing and regulatory functions that lie 

within the competence of providers. Furthermore~ for many public 

services, little or nothing of value can be produced without the 

active cooperation of consumers as IIcoproducers" of the services in 

question. 18 It is hard to categorize, for example, what is produced 

in classrooms where students do not actively cooperate in the production 

of their own learning -- certainly it is not education. The role of 

o 
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dHzcml> aD cuproducor!'; of policl; services has received increasing 

attention in reccmt years, with maliY willing to identify citizen 

input as the crucial clement ",Ii thout which formal pOlice efforts are 

. 19 of: 1l.ttle value. Consumer coproduction roles have been identified 

in such diverse public services as fire protection, solid 1'1aste 

collection and disposal, and :recreational services as well (e.g., 

MacGillivray ~. at al., 1971; Sava~ and Stevens, 1977; Grodzins, 1966), 

Given these considerations I I \'dll define a public service industry 

as a group of' producers, providers, and consumers of a set of related 

II ' • 20 PU) lC serVlces. For any particular study, industry boundaries can 

be drawn by reference to the i:ici: of ).'iHated services to be included 

and, for most studies, ';;i10 g(}O~z>a:p~~lc ~j;)~il>Ids vf interest. In a 

recent study of police service delivery i" metropolitan areas, for 

example, my colleagues and I l:i.sted 10 d.~stinct services supplied by 

police agencies as comprising the related set (e,g., general area 

patrol, traffic accident investigation, radio communications), and 

used Standard Metropolitan Statisticill Area (SMSA) boundaries estab-

lished by the Census Bureau to delimit the geographic bounds of 

interest (Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker~ 1978). Application of these 

criteria enabled us to identify all of the producers and groups of 

consumers in the police service 'ndustries of 80 different metropolitan 

21 areas. 

Producers in a public industry may be agencies of local government, 

agencies of other governments (e.g" county, state, or federal) with 

concurrent or overlapping jurisdictions, agencies established under 

the aegis of special assessment districts, private firms, or consumers 



private firms, or government agl~nd('s. I'li thin all indw:trr sump 

consumers of another su!'vlGU (e.,?,., radio cumimmkatii.lll:-;"l. 

production unit is a question to he ~)Htabl iSliC,d when descrihing tll" 

structure of particular service delivery 3yrangemcnt.s. 

The structure of relationships among the clements of a pub1ie 

seZ'vice industry is inherently more complex than the structure of 

relationships among buyers and sellers in private markets. As in the 

private case, relationships of producer to producer, "producer to 

potential producer, producer to consumer, and consumel' to consume!~ 

must be considered. But, with the additional element of providers, 

relationships among providers a.nd of provide:i."s to producors and to 

consumers must be considered as vlell. I vJill refer to the structure 

of these relationships as the structure of service delivery arrange-

ments. Some arrangements in some public service industries may closely 
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rr<H.:mblo the market structUl'CS found in studies of private industries, 

Other structlrral arrangements for the delivery of public services 

are likely to be quite different. 

Important aSpf,lcts of public servIce delivery structure are 

analogous to considerations i.n studies of private market structure. 

The dcgree of producer concentration, for example, is impol'tant as it 

affects opportunities for the capture of economies and the avoidance 

of diseconomies-of-scale in production. Producer concentration also 

affects the opportunities for cooperation, competition, and conflict 

among producers in a public industry. Producer concentration in an 

industry is measured by the number 8l1d l'elaJdve sizes of the producers 

of a given service. The propor-doD. of i:1dustry production that flows 

from the largest producer, or from the N largest producers can also 

be used to index this concentration. 

Consumer concentration is an important aspect of public industry 

structure also. Of particular interest, due to the geographic orienta

tion of most public service delivery, is the extent to which consumers 

cluster together in 'relatively homogenous social, ethnic~ and economic 

groupings (Cox, 1973). These homogenous clusters often have unique 

patterns of demand for given public services. Thus, the extent to 

which multiple and diverse clusters are grouped together in larger 

jurisdictions will affect the diversity of the demand schedule to which 

providers and producers attempt to respond. 

Another relevant aspect of consumer concentration relates to the 

nature of the public service in question and the domain of its consump

tion effects. Consumer concentrations that are well matched to the 



domain of effects of residential p,,)1 h~~ patrol 11l,lY, t\n: t',;\amp k, 

quite different from ones matcht~d t" the dOH:a i:; ,y;' 

are relatively similar in siz~ to the dom.,lin of cOll::;umption ('fft'l't!: 

ments than in cases \'l'here sizes 31'0 vr-r:v di.fferent. IHffDr,,:'fl('OS ill 

the domain of service effects may help to explain the pl'('~;ent.·{' 

mult.iple special districts fa:>:, ~he dnl iver:>, of particular ~,;('),'vh'(':-; 

ment of similar districts in areas \1]1101"0 they arc laddng (lLtrom, 

Tiebou~'$ and Warren, 1961; lUsh and Ostrom, 1973). 

Provider concentration is important as it affects the infol'matJon 

requirements of the providers. A single provider, attemptjng to 

arrange the supply of services to all consumer groupings in an 

industr~r, 'must consider a diversity of demand schedules in most casm;. 

Ascertaining and aggregating a large nUmbCjf of divG:i.'se schedules 

places a great information acquisition and processing load on ~ 

provider attempting to be responsive to demands. Various political 

mechanisms (e.g., ward or district election of council members) and 

administrative mechanisms (e.g., decentralized administrative centers 

such as "little city halls tl ) can be viewed as attempts by concentrated 

providers to confront these information problems. Multiple. smqller 

scale providers may have ,greatly reduced information acquisition and 

processing requirements if their provision activities are intended to 

supply only one or a few diverse consumer groupings. The number and 

range of demand schedules to consider \'l'ould be much reduced.' 
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Another aspect of provider concentration is the number of distinct 

industrj.es in which providers operate. Multipurpose governments, for 

example, commonly arrange the supply of several quite diverse public 

goods and sorvices to their jurisdictions, TIlis cr.oss-industry concen

tration may facilitate some economies in operation for providers and, 

perhaps~ also for consumers as they attempt to monitor provider 

activities. It may also facilitate cross-industry trade-off decisions» 

avoiding problems that might arise through suboptimization in each 

individual industry. Cross-industry concentration of providers may, 

however, make it very difficult for consumers to signal their dis

satisfaction with provider activities in any individual industry, 

Where such signaling is accompU.sheJ IJY voting for candidates who 

will make provision decisions in seve:cal diverse industries, a 

consumer-voter is confronted with a i'blue plate special" of potential 

provision activities. He cannot choose an a 1a carte selection of 

ones he favors, but must pick a mix that comes closest to his 

preferences from a limi~ed number 01 offerings. 

Barriers to entry in public service delivery arrangements must 

be considered for both producers and providers. Barriers to new 

p~oducers may result from large-scale economies in production .. 

Examples include services that require large, fixed cost facilities 

as a part of their production (e.g., water and sewer treatment plants) 

and, to a some\'ihat lesser extent, those that confront high peak demands, 

requiring substantial excess capacity during ordinary production 

periods (e.g., hospitals producing emergency services, fire protection 

services). 
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More common ban'iers to the entry of ne\.; product,!'!> 01' provider;; 

in public service industries are those cstabli c>h~'ti by Im~. 1.('ga 1 

authorization to produce police services, w11o:1'<:' such ;;or\'h~C'~ involve 

the use of arrest pm.,ers beyond those of an ordinary d t 1. :'.l'I1, m:ly II<' 

(Kl'amer, Anechiarico 1 and Wagner; 1977). Cl'ea tioH 0 f a new !H'()(h.lCt i 011 

unit in such cases is contingent on the right to CTPatc' a new i'!'ovi ,d tin 

unit. Barriers to entry of nm., providers may 'result from hit·,tori~'al 

municipalities and their dissolution {thmugh dmumoxatlon, for e:viillpi('! 

is not allowed. In some area:-; state legislation !ws> given ('X!stilll'. 

local providers a veto ovel' the entry of any nevI prov] del'S that taLe the: 

form of units of local govCl'llment, Examples indude St. Louis County, 

Hissouri, where the count)' council must approve the formation of ne\-! 

municipalities and~ more generally, throughout California, where toct'll 

Agency Formation Commissions composed of local government represf?utat i\'cs 

can prevent est?,blishment of new units of government (Martin und Nagner, 

1976). Legal barriers to new producers also include minimum standards 

legislation that m~y mandate a production scale or startup costs beyond 

those that new producers could generally manage. 

Relationships between providers and con3umers. providers and 

producers, and producers and consumers are critical elements of the 

structure of service delivery arrangements. Private, competitive 

market structures are characterized by "arms length" relationships 

of buyers and sellers, but such relationships are the exception in 

public service delivery structures. Most public service delivery 

C) 
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(Jrl'(.ll'lgements link consumers, organized in a political jurisdiction, 

to a single provider, the local government, and to a set of producers 

"Illicit are agencies of that local government. The exemplar of this 

common structural pattern is a municipality with its own governing 

body and producing agencies that supply services exclusively within 

the boundaries of the municipa11ty. This pattern of autonomous 

provision and production of multiple services, organized within 

individual municipal units, probably accounts for more than half of 

the local service delivery arrangements in the Unjted States. 22 The 

. very ubiquity of this pattern should not, however, detract attention 

ironl the existence and possible desircability of alternative relation~ 

ships. 

One common alternative structural arrangement is the organization 

of provision and, quite often, production of a single service through 

a spElcial district. Independent school districts with elected boards 

are a frequent example. Special district arrangements are found for 

the delivery of water and se,,,er services, fire protection services. 

recreation. and even police services. For some services in some areas, 

special districts function as subunits of local governments having 

broader jurisdictions. In such cases they may allow for differentiation 

in service financing and supply that ,,,ould not be permissible for the 

broadElr government under "equal protection" requirements (e.g. $ the 

sepa.ration of Davids·on C~JUnty, Tennessee, into an Urban Services 

District and a General Services District with differing service levels 

and tax rates), Special districts may often attend to the provision 

function only, contracting for service supply from one of several 

alternate producers of a given service. 
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Contracting for service supply may be donl' hy Int'al ~~lwC'rnm~'nt 

and special district providers and. occasion~Uy. 1.\ 'lrldividuaJ err 

small groups of consumers acting as their mm l'rlwhk'i'~1 1,<".)1. ~ 

contracting for solid waste col1el~tion in lllany [ll'NU~). C{l!ItriH~t hll; 

quite often takes place \lTlthin an oligopolisti~ l-'i:.;cuetnl'O ;l'i 11C':,\. 

Only one or a very few' viable producers hi.d for it given COlltvz!\"i. 

However, the preparation and review of such hids is thought hy 

contracting advocates to elicit considerably more infm.'mat ion th"iI. 

local government based producer. Om') :lnteY.'e~lt:ing featuro ,1'f' C(lJli"j'(h'1' ql,'~ 

for service production is that it openg the ~.,ray in mallY ~"';;CS fOf 

production by private firms. Such firms may exhihi.t quite diffe:i.'cn't: 

internal incentive structures than the more common, bureaucratie 

public producer. 

Other relationships are possible as \V'ell. Individual COnSl!IllOl'H 

or small groups may organize themselves to provide and prqduce their 

own services. Housing cooperatives and homem'mers' associations may, 

f.or example, call upon the labor of their O~l!l members for essential 

maintenance services with respe~t to their conunon al'cas. Neighborhood 

patrols by residents may supplement (or even replace) police patrols 

from a local government police agency. Multiple providers might band 

together to organize a single producing unit for the several consuming 

groups they represent. A number of states have passed variants of 

interlocal service acts, with the aim of fostering such cooperative 

23 ventures. Producers and providers may become coterminous \.,rhen, 

for example, agency heads (e.g., sheriffs) are directly elected by 

C) 
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con~mmerH. Theso arrangements all :l'cpresent variations in structural 

relationships linking producers, providers, and consumers. Such 

variations :in structur:.il relationships are important to a public 

service industry framoworl< as they can be expected to determine 

variations in the conduct of thei:r I.~omponent parts and, ultimately, 

in tho porfonmmce of tho industry. 

Conduct in Public Service Industries ---

The behaviors that comprise cOl"duct in studies of public service 

industries are influenced by the structure of the service delivery 

arrangements in an industry anci 1 in tUl'i1 b iufluence the performance 

of the industry. The behaviors of inte:r(;st dre those of the several 

e1 ements in the industry. p1"oducers, provide:,'s, and consumers, as 

they relate to one another and to the industry product. 

It is possible to outline ideal conduct on the part of each 

element in a public service industry.24 Consumers should have well-

defined preferences for the industry product and be forthcoming with 

those preferences in the form of a demand schedule, indicating the 

amount preferred at various prices~ which they display to providers. 

Providers should make themselves aware of the'demand schedules of the 

consumer~, and aggregate the individual schedules into a collective 

demand schedule. They should also develop a tax sharing scheme that 

apportions costs of service delivery among the consumers. Pro duc el'S 

should seek out knowledge of production relationships and use that 

knowledge to develop supply schedules based on most efficient production 



among potential producers to maximize the qum~tjtr of output (ll,tn.11\('tl. 

at prices consumers arc l·;illi.ng t() par. l.lm!(' H hm'gai ni <, :.,~ ;'1\,1., 

producers should supp!>" the quantity ,tnti qtwl ity of prol!w:t np't'P,j 

to. Consumers should p<1)' thei:!' apporti.oned ghlU'O in tll(' l.'oM n 

service delivery) and ~'hou1.d H:';;:: t':w produet in Hays th:H :1\,0 i d 

consumers. Provi del's should al'r£Hl~~(' 

coproducti vo act ivi '1:10;0 t:hel'o they 

It is 1 ikely. hmV'ovc:r, 'i'llO:i., actt:al ~(~ndu~t i 11 puhl.i C s!tl'V 1 C() 

industries differs from those ideals. The oxtent of the diffel'oll(,\)~; 

is. at least in major pnT'~:, attr1.butGbl0 to '2.:110 stl'ucture of ~)orv H'C 

delivery arrangements. That st'Y.'ucturc offv.}l's :i.ncen:i:ivcs and pl'ovidt."; 

constraints for the behav:!or of ~Kl 

incentives and constraints may be mol'.'c 01: less Nell-designed to induce 

participants to hehave in ~my5 (~onsjstent with their ideal behavior. 

If we postulate that human beings respond retiorml1y to the incentj Vo)) 

and constraints they confront; DTIQ if it :h; possible to um'1erstunu 

how the structure of service delivery al'rmngements in an ind\H~t:ry 

affects incentives and constraints, then to that dc:gree it .should be 

possible to predict the behaviors of individuals in the roles of 

producers 1 providers) and consumers and~ subsequently., the performance 

25 of the public service industry (V. Ostrom, 1976). 

o 

o 
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11w nature of many ;;orvicos that are publicly produced may also 

1:/ork against tho attainment of :i deal conduct. Consumers, for example p 

may not be; ahlE) to ul;;lelop a liK;::I:;lln:~ful demand schedule because of 

tlH~ amorphouH or mul tidimemiional n~tm:o of the service. Imagine 

trying to specify hm" much you il/ould be willing to pay so that your 

child could 1'oau and w.dto ia Englh;h. Hm-l much more \'lOulc1 yo\,; pay 

for additional languages'? lIoN much for arithmetic skills? Hm! much 

for calculuz? How much for integration into a community of his peel's'? 

Even the most consciontious paront l'Jould have substantial difficulties 

\'lith theso questions, yet they are only a ainol' part of t"hat is wrapped 

in the bundle of services called education. 

Assuming for the mOimmt that ;J, p<iYlJat might be ahle to develop 

such a demand schedule, at lcusi: over !j!fluB ranges of differences in 

quantity, quality, and price, t"hat are tho incentives and constraints 

that affect \.,.hether he will display the schedule to a provider? In a 

si tuatioll where the cost of provision t'Jas to be spread among consumers 

in proportion to their \'Jillingness 'i;v 1Jay, a parent might be motivated 

to understate his preference, relying on other parents' payments and 

the joint consumpt~on nature of public educational services to supply 

him with his desired amount. Where tax shares were fixed in advance, 

on the other hand, a parent might indicate a preference for more 

educational services than he would if strict proportioning were maintained. 

Assume, even more heroically, that a parent could state his 

preference schedule and attempted to conununicate it to providers with 

complete veracity. If the communication process were limited to 

electing members of a school board, the best the parent could do 



o 
quantity~ quality, and cost mix. 'fhus, evt.:n ~m oJ:mh:dt'llt l.lia?'\..'nt. /I~ 

with the computational skills of a high speod. c<'lllpnter [mil tl1\' hf)nf'~\"y 

I 

dimensions of service delivery strnettl'l'(: ,Hi it might afrt:,~·t ,1 i l " 

bundled together in mul tiatt dhute (IT' poorly dc-nIH.'d p;l~~bl~tH;, 

more difficult it may be for the con::mmor to doveiop :Hhl. ,~l'tl"lll,'-;" 

a preference schedule. The grinner the dlv()X'cf;' of nmmcl' fl'om 

consumption, the greater the inetmtivos for pref(~re!lee conecalm~~n'i' 

and distortion. The more the consumer to prOVider l~omnnmieat lon . 
process is limited to the election of memberH of a providol' organL:a~ o 
tion, the harder j,t will be for consumers to portray their prC'f~~nml:e,; 

for public services accurately. 

Providers' conduct may differ fronl the ideal for a variety of 

reasons related to service delivery st:ructm,'e as t'1011. Where eom~mnCi'H 

hold ve-ry different preference orderings individually (e.g. j as 2m:.mg 

the efforts to be expended attempting to teach reading, t'fld,ting, or 

arithmetic); it may be technically iEipossib18 fo:r provid€,:i~s to 

aggregate these into a collective demand schedule that iSl'espons:h~c 

to diverse interests (Arrow, 1963). Even 't'lhere technical impossibi 1 ity 

does not hold, the effort inVOlved in learning and appropriately 

aggregating a wide range of preferences may be excessively burdensome 

to providers who are not constrained to do so. Such diversity on 

lUI 3t J t 
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{;onswuer preferences, together with difficulties in developing a 

collective demand schedule, are more likely to be found in service 

delivery structures featuring high consumer or provider concentration. 

Providers are commonly thought to be constrained by a desire to 

gain and remain in public office. Downs, for example, characterized 

pOliticians as, 

motivated by the desire for power, prestige, and income, 
and by the love of conflict, Le., the 'thrill of the 
game' common to many actions involving risk. However, 
they can obtain none of these desiderata except the 
last unless their party is elected to office. Therefore, 
we do not distort the motives of party members by saying 
that their primary objective is to be elected (1957: 30), 

Political representatives may, as providers, \'1ork for the good of their 

constituents (e.g., Pitkin's usage of "substantive acting for others" 

as the meaning of political representation, 1967). Working for the 

good of one's constituents may be the best means of maximizing political 

support, thus gaining and remaining in office. But it is incorrect 

te viel" pT'')Vision ?rrangements simply as "users I cooperatives lf that 

"act in ways most advantageous" to C'.lsumers (0. g., Bain, Caves, and 

~mrgolis, 1966: 9). At a minimum, the rules that constrain providers 

to act in those ,,,ays must be considereJ. (Ostrom and Ostrom, 1978). 

Election constraints cannot work perfectly, however. If providers 

can be elected by less than a majority, if elections are not exceedingly 

frequent, or if elected providers attend to more than a single, separable 

service, then providers can obtain some slack within which to pursue 

their own interests (Breton, 1974). They can ignore the preferences 

of some portion of the electorate. They can pursue their own interests 

somewhat vigorously in interelection periods. They can force voters 



For many providers, elet:tions lilar not sUrI)ly allY t!ir~'\·1l·Pil.:tf:ii:lt. 

They may, for example! be tenured civil gCl'\'{lllt!1, all!\.' to ad. !<'!' 

for their positions is not intt~nse, niH)! hl! ahle to plil'~~ue the i r "d{" i n' 

good of their constit.uents. Negl.)tintions \ljith pr()dm'l.H·~; l!lighi', f,.I}' 

example, be undertaken with an understanding tlHlt <l joh !Mull! 1)1' wall' 

available for the provider upon retirement> O:;1:ons ill 1 y, lUlI'f'i:ttc·d 

business might be directed to a provider '5 brother··in-lmv. To rOI..'0l'.n 1 ;~'.' 

that these represent corruptions of the way thing::; arc "suppo~:;cdlt to 

work is not to deny that they occur with some frequency. 

Without imputing corruption to provider actions, it is pO~;t'.ihlr; 

to p~int to a common deviation of provider motivation from acting "in 

ways most advantageous" to consume:ts. Actors:in provider organizati.ons, 

like other humans, may prefer a substantial amount of peace, quiet, 

and leisure. This entry in their utility functions may he increased 

by not working too hard at their jobs. They may not attempt to 

regulate use or monitor production of public servi.ces. A common 

example is the tendency for local political figures to dec Ian) that 

they have a "har.ls off" policy toward the local police agency. Whenevel~ 

one hears that elected officials have turned public service decision 

making over to the "professionals ll in a producer organization, a 

partial explanation may be their desire for peace) quiet, and leisure. 

o 

o 
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As~mming that providers were motivated and able to learn consumer 

preforenCCH:l and aggregate them into a collective demand schedule, their 

ct!pacity to obtain and choose among producer supply schedules may still 

be quito limited. Producers in public service industries tYl)ically 

offer a total output for a given budget> rather than individual units 

of output at a price for each. Precise definitions of output and 

accu'X'ate means to measure output are generally lacking as ,."ell. 

Producers may he in a strong monopoly position vis-a.-vis providers. 

Thoy may monopolize the legal authority to produce particular services 

for particular consumers and they may monopolize information about 

their own production relationships (Niskanen, 1971; Bish and WC/,rren, 

1972). Producers may have as good or better information about consumer 

demands as do providers, particularly for services requiring close 

producer-consumer interaction (e.g., police, education). 

Where such conditions hold, producers may be able to appropriate 

11 fth 'lbl 1 . b' 1 'h 'd 27 a 0 e ava1 a e consumer surp us 1n argalns struc( W1t provl ers. 

Niskanen argues that they are able to do so by producing ~ubstantially 

more output than fully knowledgeable consumers would prefer, extracting 

a maximum budget from pI'oviders, but producing at minimum cost (1971). 

Others argue, more realistically, that producers extract the available 

consumer surplus through higher than minimum production costs CMigue 

and Belanger, 1974;,Breton, 1974). A number of scholars have suggested 

that ,bureaucratic producers, as well as pri.vate firms where ownership 

is separated from management, may exhibit a preference for higher than 

efficient labor usage (Maris, 1964; Williamson, 1964; Orzechowski, 

1977). Large staffs lead to high administrative salaries through a 
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proli feration of ranks ,d th salary diffcr~nt 1:1!:~ in ;a iLl,('!'.! I'~'hy • 

Exces:: personnel provide fat to he trimnH:d i f ~"rg:m I ~at i;,'lnl 1'1'1' 1· ... !h"1I 

ment is mandated. 3ureaucl'atic producers may h~h'L~ addi t ional l't't:fl'I't"lh'I.'; 

for personnel inputs as these personnel may he frh.'ndl \' \,01'('1':, .in 

and Spann, 1977). Breton and 11fint:l.'obL~ sugge~;t that CU..hi'!' m0',m~; \11' 

extracting surplus (Le., oversupply or inofflcicl1cy) may he .'>Hpj".':,·,l 

and that producer choices \V'ill be made in 1. ight of pro\' j lip t' :l t It'Dlpl ,; 

at control ivhich in turn dCJ..lonu. on till:.' co:H oe !;Udl Clli1tl'(l ~ 1£;1:,: 

201_202).28 

Providers can reduce the monopoly of producers hy ohtajning 

information. If they are able to find out the produC'er':3 eos1' fune!. ion. 

they may be able to counter the producel"s all-or-nothing bid hy 

commanding a given output amount and cost. If the pl'Odu(~t ion 1.1n1 tis 

an agency of the provider, a recalcitrant agency head can be l'cmOVt,1d 

and replaced with one who \\TUI at'cempt to carry out the COJl'.mallu. If 

prOviders are able to determine production functions, they can go ('v en 

farther with their commands. Again assuming the production unit: as an 

agency of the provider, minimum CI':IElt combinations of inputs could be 

commanded along with output specifications. Given the possibilities 

for control entailed by knowledge of cost and production functions, 

it is not surprising that a tendency to conceal such information has 

been suggested as characteristic of bureaucratic producers (e.g.$ 

Stockfish,1976). 

What structures of service delivery arrangements are likely to 

produce information for providers to use vis-a-vis producers? \~lere 

o 

o 
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proviunrs can exercise some degree of hierarchical control over producers~ 

they may install their own cost monitors or purchase information from 

memher!> of the producer organization (e.g., by offering to replace 

top administrators with those who supply useful information or the 

promise of more efficient operation). In instances "lhere production 

is widely dispersed, even if each producer is tied to a single provJ.der 

and group of consum"rs, information may be generated by comparison t'Jith 

bi . '1 d' d' 1 d' t' 29 I . t argua y Slml ar pro uctlon an enVlronmenta con 1 lons. n lns ancas 

where pNduction is dispersed and competitive bids for service supply 

can be entertained by providers, information with respect to cost and 

production functions may be available from such a bidding process. 

None of these alternatives may, in practice, produce a great deal 

of useful information. Production relationships may be inextricably 

tied up in the activities of low-level members of a producer hierarchy, 

the "street-level bureaucrats" to use Lipsky's term (1976). Top 

administrators may be unable to learn or to change these relationships. 

Attempts to do so may result in puTpuseful degradation of output 

designed to discredit them (e.g., the experiences of "reform-minded" 

police chiefs, see Kleinman, 1979).30 Producers may band together in 

professional associations to set standards of good practice. Where 

this occurs, much of the information generating potential of a structure 

of dispersed production may be lost through reduced variance in methods 

and costs. Competitive bidding may take place in a highly oligopolistic 

or even monopolistic structure, where only one or a very few viable 

bidders come forward. Their bids may have the same all-or-nothing 

character as those of monopoly bUreaus. 



\'lhether b/' contract or budget negotiation. pl'(hlll~~(,l'~; may fn.i 1 t(' 
() 

deliver as promised. In many cases the prQmi~~<.~ i;) so vague (1$ to 

be undeliverable in detail (e.g., pOlice the city» educate tho ~hihll'enl. 

The promise is likely to be in fact what Simon cal1(~~l an \~llIf'h'ymt.''i1t 

contract~ rather than one for specific output (H)Sl). That b;. n 

producer will guarantee to employ X police officers and Y prll in: (;lr~ ~ 

or W teachers and Z classrooms, often indicating that these: \d 11 lw 

used according to "standards of professional practi c€.). II 1 f Pl'OdUi:(\ ";: 

do not know the production relationships (e. g" how to dep1<l)' poll cr' 

officers and cars to maximize public safety, how to use teaChf.H':; rm~l 

classrooms to maximize education), then the promise may bear lit.tle 

relation to what consumers prefer. Even in cases where the bargain 

specifies "performance$" the problem persists. Police producers lllay 

agree to patrol all streets at a frequency of N per 8-hour shift. 
o 

Education producers may agree to offer I{ hours of student:.·teachcr 

interaction in a classroom each \'leek. Whether consumer pref~rl.mces 

for safety or for literate children are met by these agreements is 

often unknown (Bradford 1 Malt, and Oates, 1969). In production 

monitoring, as in negotiations to reach provider-producer agreemcnts$ 

structures of service delivery that maximize the generation of inforrna .. 

tion with re~pect to production relationships are desirable. 

Finally, assume that all problems of demand articulation and 

aggregation have been met. Assmne further that providers have reached 

agreements with producers that will, in fact, result in an efficient 

matching of supply to demand and the producers will abide by such 
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agreements. The problem of consumer conduct in consumption remains 

to be nddressed. Goods and services that are publicly supplied tend 

tc he vievJCd as the common property of a group of consumers. The 

group of consumers who view themselves as entitled to these goods 

and services ulay be I arge or small, ,·Ii th well-defined or ill-defined 

membership. The important point here is their perception of common 

entitlement. Aristotle spoke to the problem of this common entitlement 

when he observed: "that vlhich is conunon to the greatest number has 

the least care bestowed upon it." More recently Buchanan has referred 

to the problem as the "erosion of public goods" (1970). Individuals 

who consume a publicly supplied good or service with attention to their 

own self-interests may seriously degrade the good or service for others 

who may be similarly entitled to its enjOY1Uent. Anyone who has spent 

an evening in a public campground within earshot of blaring television 

sets from circled wagon trains of recreational vehicles will be familiar 

with this phenomenon. Public recreational facilities, housjng facilities, 

highways, educational facilities, v~~tually anything that is commonly 

available to a large group of consumers may be subject to such erosion 

if individuals, acting in their OlVll self-interest and taken in the 

aggregate, degrade the facility or service for others. 

Buchanan noted that very little attention had been paid to the 

structures of service delivery arrangements (his term was "institutional 

arrangements") that \'I'ould contribute to the maintenance of public goods 

and services once they were supplied. He suggested that substantial 

payoffs might accrue from such attention. "More effective usage of 

facilities" resulting from careful attention to rules designed to 
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prevent erosion \'lould improve public servil:c ddiv~l': more than 

"enlarging the quantities of the fad Ii ties th,~ns('l\!'(~s tl 0 :170: (,9). 

Some suggec;tive material can he drmm from literaturo on tlw 

design of public facilities that bears on rules fot' usc of puhlh: 

facilities and services as they impinge on joint consumptlml :;('t' 

also Oakerson, 1978; Ostrom, 1973). Oscar Newman. in his hook, 

Defensible Space, identifios architectural design prOCCdUI'fl5 t,;}wl'0hy 

a group of consumers can relate to a \~ommon llrea as an extension (If 

and the nature of activity possible ~\lith:i.n a particular pla(~e" 

(1973: 2). He argues that d'~;3ign features .can take advantage of 

the "latent territoriality £md sen:;;e of community" of individuals in 

public housing projects such that they will take responsibility for 

maintaining the common good. Earlier, Jane Jacobs advanced a similar 

argument with respect to street patterns and land usage in city 

neighborhoods. She noted the necessity for "eyes upon the street, 

eyes belonging to those we might call the natura.l proprietors of the 

street" (1961; 35). These ''lere essential if people were to be safe 

when using public streets and sidewalks. 

The common ingredient in both Newman's and Jacobs f discussions 

is the need to foster a sense of proprietary interest among a group of 

consumers with respect to common property. They must be able to 

recognize their common interests in preventing the erosion of the 

common good and must feel empowered to take action to prevent such 

erosion,31 They must feel individually that they should act to protect 

the common good and have the expectation that others in their group 

will support them in such actions. 

o 
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Olson's discussion of small groups points out that as gr0ups 

~~et larger, voluntary provision of public goods becomes less likely 

(1965). Similar dynamics t·iith respect to maintenance could be expected. 

Important v.dditional considerat.icms include group homogeneity, 

frequency of interactions t'1i th respect to the common property ~ and I 

perhaps even mOl'C important, frequency of interactions wi th respect 

to things other than the common property. Oakerson refers to mutuality, 

reciprocity, and rc-establishment of community as important elements 

preventing the erosion of public goods (1978). 

With respect to the structure of service delivery arrangements as 

it affects the potential for erosion of a public facility or service, 

then, important considerations are the concentration of consumer groups 

and the composition of such groups, their homogeneity or heterogeneity. 

Also important is the spatial orientation of consumer concentrations 

wi th respect to the location of common facilities and services. It i~; 

useful in this regard to align users of a common facility or service 

into consuming uni ts cot~rminous W':':'::.!. the domain of the facility or 

service in question. This is important with respect to financing and 

provision of public goods and services (Olson, 1969; Ostrom, Tiebout, 

and Warren, 1961). It is probably equally important with respect to 

their maintenance (Oakerson, 1978). 

The last consideration \'1i th respect to consumer conduct is whether 

consumers have incentives to engage in beneficial coproductive activities. 

Some relatively inexpensive consumer activities might have substantial 

cost or effectiveness payoffs for public service delivery. If drivers, 

for example, always removed their keys from their automobiles when 



leaving it unattended, the inddence of ;Jute ~ iwft .Wl! the 

attempting to recover stolen vehi (:'h~s \.;oulJ 

police activities aimed at apprehending hurglal's may he mud~ !;hW(' 

effective. If consumers of t.;aste disposal ~;t'l''\,'ie('l; art' tV?!; '!II: \;) 

separa.te some components {)f thci r wastes prior to o1i ~;p0:Hll? they n1ay 

greatly reduce disposal costs and make !'<>cyc:1 ing efforts ('Hc'ci j \'P. 

The structure of service del i vcr)' arr .. mgemont::; may tl i :;C!im';'q;~t> 

coproductive activities, hmvever. If a por~;on iH not rharg-:',i t\I1' 

efforts aimed at recovering his stolen vehicle, and i~ flth(n'id~·;(' 

insured against its loss, he may take llO C'ogni :;,ance of th~, HO~' 

costs of leaving a key in the ignition. If !;ervicf)~; are suppl ied It;; 

large, professional production units, citizen coproduction may he 

discouraged. Indeed, budget-maximizing producers have a direct 

incentive to discourage coproduction if it makes a noticeahle d12i1j(f' 

in their cost of production,52 Police or educational professionals 

may, for example, characterize citizen coproductive acts as inter~ 

ference in their assigned missions. Or they may, at best, treat it 

as a mixed blessing, not really hurting anything, but certainly not 

affecting their costs or their output. By doing so they probnlJly 

discourage a great deal of othertlise available coproductive ef.fort. 

Performance in Public Service Industries 

Suppose two different structures of service delivery arrangements 

operate to supply one aspect of public safety~ minimization of risk of 

o .~ I 
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hdng mugged on the sidot-m1k., for example. Suppose further that these 

two structures operate in identical environments, identical in terms 

of all environmental factorz relevant to muggings. Suppose finally 

that the inc:i.dence of mugging:; is one per year in the area supplied 

by one structure and 100 per year in the area served by the second. 

Whi(~h structure leads to better performance? Is it the one with the 

,1ro.matically lower rate of muggings? Unequivocally so'? 

Add another supposition. In the area with a low rate of muggings, 

police eT'gage in extremely aggressive patrol. Any youth or minority 

group member of any age encoun'wcred on the street is taken to police 

headquarters for extensive questioning. In the second area this is 

not common practice. The difference in conduct can, by assumption, be 

attributed directly to the difference in the structure of service 

delivery arrangements. Now which stl'uctu·re leads to better performance? 

The example, I hope. illustrates several points. First. the 

performance of a given service delivery arrangement is not the same 

thing as the output of the service st!pplied. Second. it .is necessary 

to specify criteria by which to measure performance. Third, criteria 

may be brought to bear on things other than service output. Finally, 

different persons might be expected to bring different criteria to 

bear when discussing performance. 

In order to discuss intelligently whether one structure of service 

delivery arrangement is conducive to better performance than another 

structure, two things are needed. First, one needs an array of the 

conseque~ces that are likely to result from the use of each structure. 

Second, one needs an array of criteria that are to be applied to those 
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consequences in the determination of t'lhich I.':QtlSl"l.lu<'-'Ht~e:i al't~ eVi11 thlted 

discussions of performance are not. limited to the- lntendC'li ~mtl'ut<; 

Deutsch, 1978), 

In the example used at the beginning of this !'Gction, l't~ln:,IHt 

outputs include the mugging r.tte in the two a1 tornativ!.'! !-itl'lICtl1ft'!: '} 

but, at a minimum, also include consumer attitudes tm-gml 'illl Pf11 h'(;, 

These attitudes might be valued as consequences in them~wl\,t:;i OJ' a~1 

precursors to more or less favorable consumer activit}' l'r~th reHIH'l'~ ;/j 

policing in the future. Conduct of the polic:e in the two di ffercnt 

structures is an important consequence to include if critoriu bearing 

upon due process and protection from illegal detention are used. 

Any consequence of the structure of a service delivery arranr,enw'fit .• 

including intended or unintended outputs and intended or unintended 

conduct, is relevant to a discussion of the performance of that 

structure if any individual or group of individuals, employing ono 

or more performance criteria, would recognize a change in a measuro 

of that consequence as indicating a change to\\Tard better or worse 

performance according to any of the criteria. 33 Attention to the 

likelihood that different individuals or groups may bring different 

criteria to bear on the same phenomena is important in avoiding 5uh~ 

optimizations based on the consequences and criteria of one or a few 

participants. As V. Ostrom indicates, for example, "producer efficiency 

C) 

o 

in the absence of consumer utility is \'lithout economic meaning!! (1973: 62). 
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Criteria that might be brought to bear in assessing the performance 

nf alternative structures of servi~e delivery arrangements are legion. 

G:mlphcll, et al.; in a wide-ranging survey of literature on organizational 

effectiveness, identies some 26 distinct criteria that have been 

employed (1974). These include familiar criteria such as effectiveness, 

productivity, efficiency, and profit, but include others, such as 

absenteei~m, conflict/cohesion, flexibility/adaptation, and internaliza-

tion of organizaHon goals, that may be less familiar. Even this 

extensive list does not include criteria that may be important in 

public industry studies. In such studies, criteria like equity of 

output distribution, compliance with legislative and constitutional 

mandates with respect to conduct, and responsiveness to consumer 

preferences call be coequal in the minds of many with concerns for 

effectiveness, efficiency. or productivity. 

Performance assessment is inherently normative and is usually 

political. The choice of activities and consequences to measure and 

the specification of C:i::l teria to b(~ :ilJplied to them in assessing 

performance are not independent of the values held by those choosing 

and specifying. Further, the criteria applied, even by the same 

individual, but especially by different individuals, may be incapable 

of being made commensurable. That is to say, for example, that a 

criterion such as fairness in trials cannot be mechanically traded-off 

against a criterion such as efficiency in disposing of a court's caseload 

(Reich, 1977). The values brought to bear in making any such trade-off 

are likely to be different as a function of one's current or anticipated 

future position in the delivery of court services. Moreover, those 
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may still hold diverse values ll1ith respect tf} ':Otll''i F~'i}c(',illn~!; nnd ,. 
their consequences. 

Despite the normative nature of specifyi.ng pCl'fol.'mam'(' l'l'l tN'!.l" 

it may be possible to advance ::;ovol'al on which I.'Ommi"lH agn'(~llH'I!~ \'''11' 

be found. I sugt~est as a minimum set that l'e$pOmdVeiW!;~J" (' 

and equity a). e important criteria to apply to the output all,l 1!ie ':\ ,\,dl!l"i 

of any public service indm;try. Procedural regularity i~~ :m imrh)l" ;Ioi 

additional criterion for assessing coudue.t. 

The structure of service delivery O-i:rangoffil.;ints for a pul.j k <;('.'1'" " 

industry should be such that the industry 5;;:; T~OI,~.~ v£. to eonfilmlC'!' 

preferences. Consumers band together to form colh~ctive cOIHnunption 

units to secure goods and services via a public service indu~try t'liH:re 

private market structures have failed to supply them or have supplied o 
them inefficiently. If the industry does not deliver the preferred 

goods and services at prices the consumers are willing to pay Oi'p ,11: 

least, to come closer to their preferred quantities, qualities~ and 

prices than market arrangements, the efforts involved would ~eem ioJari'(;cd. 

Responsiveness as a criteria of performance subsumes adaptahility at:;o ~ 

as consumers and their preferences change with time, and industry OU'i:,pUY; 

ought to track these changes. 

E. Ostrom defines the responsiveness of a given st:rUC.tUl'C of se;~Vl c"(': 

delivery arrangements as, lithe capacity of those who are acting t~ithin 

the constraints of a set of decision rules to satisfy the proferonces 

of other individuals who are dependent upon these institutional arrangc~ 

ments to gain something of value" (1975: 274). She refers to incentive~ 
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to satisfy preferences as well as capacity. This usage is consistent 

l"ith my own and, I believe, with Pitldn's discussion of political 

representation in representative government. Pitldn emphasizes the 

requirement for "institudons that are designed to~ and really do, 

secure a government responsive to public interest and opinionH (1967: 

234), Responsiveness does not require that ?articipants pursue the 

interests of consumel'S al truistica,l1y. Their motivation may be pure 

self .. interest. But, the incentives and constraints should be such that 

their pursuit of self~interest results in activities and consequences 

that are closely related to the preferences of consumers. 

Service delivery arrangements should be efficient also. Fe11ot-ling 

Simon, lithe efficiency of a beha.vior is the'rat::'o of the 'results (}btain-

able from that behavior to the maximum of results obtainable from the 

behaviors which are alternative to the given behavior tl (1961: 179).34 

Efficient production requires accurate in=ormation about the transformation 

of inputs into services> the production function. It also requires 

information about the xl;;;lative pri.;;(;.3 of inputs and the budgetary 

3S constraint under which a producer operates. Inefficiency in public 

service delivery arrangements may result from information deficiencies 

in both areas. Production functions may be concealed to increase· 

producer fellxbility, thus fostering technical inefficiency. Monopson-

istic purchase of inputs, or preferences for inputs that operate with 

partial independence of their relative prices, may lead to price 

inefficiency. Moran suggests an important additional information 

requirement; posing a third source of inefficiency in public service 

delivery arrangements. This is knowledge of the transformation between 
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may be very difficult to obtain information tn nll~et t111 s 1 attp 

. 36 rer rement. 

Providers and consumers llh'1Y also (,('lllt'rihute 1'0 'ineff1cifmdr'" 

in public service delivel"Y arrangements. Pl.'ovi del's l11ay 1',1 i 1 hi talc 

advantage of low cost means for ohtain:i ng informat inn on C(ln~;ml1pr 

preferences and valuation of output (o.g" user charges). TIH,') m,":,' 

not pursue information on input factor priGes or supply <and prth,iH~'1 itm 

relationships (e.g., through c:omp0titi.v~~ hid;;; or mim1toringl, l'f'IY11H; 

instead on single source supply from their own bureau. Consumers mar 

contribute to inefficiency by failing to supply coproduetivc act ivities 

or by the use of services in \'Jays that degrade them for other user;:;, 

Service delivery structures should f(.~ster eguitab~,: distr.ibutiomj 

of activities and consequences. Equity has ",my differing meaning:. in 

contemporary use. It can refer to: (1) equality of inputs for service 

production; (2) proportioning of inputs to tax or other contributions; 

(3) equality of'service outputs; (4) proportioning of outputs to tax 

or other contributions; (5) equality of outcomes or benefits received; 

(6) proportioning of outcomes to tax or other contributions; or (7) 

limitation of the allowable ranges for distributions of inputs, outputs, 

or outcomes. Any of these meanings might be applied at the level of 

individuals, or'to groups of individuals aggregated by social~ economic~ 

h ' h't . 37 geograp ~c, or ot er cr~ er~a. 

If a choice among these several meanings of equity in service 

delivery were made by the average consumer, the plurality choice 

CD 

o 
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rrd uht '-lell be the third meaningg equality of service outputs. For 

many ~.;eTvice~j that are publicly supplied, it may be just this preference 

for equal ity Ll the distribution of outputs or, at least, a strong 

preference for limiting the range of service outputs» that leads to 

the establishment of public provision arrangements (Margolis, 1968). 

Certainly one explanation for the ubiquity of public education delivery 

arrangements is a preference by a large majority that all potential 

students receive some specified minimum amount of educational outputs. 

In a study of the performance of any given industrYt however, it 

is preferable to apply multiple meanings of equity simultaneouslY. 

~1i11er demonstrates that use of ~my single meaning is biased from the 

perspective of other meanings (1977). Therefore, the use of multiple 

meanings of equity in a given analysis is more likely to be politically 

neutral. This use of multiple perspectives for viewing equity should 

offer valuable insight into internal operations of the industry as 

well (e.g., Levy, Me1tsner, and Wildavsky, 1974; 'Lineberry, 1977; 

Jones, 1977). 

Procedural regularity is a criterion that focuses on the extent 

to which the conduct of all elements in the industry respects the 

rules governing the service delivery arrangements. It is broader than 

legal compliance in that it includes attention to customary or traditional 

rules as well as laws. Procedural regularity does not require that 

participants act in accordance with rules out of their innate goodness. 

Rather, it measures the extent to which the incentives and constraints 

embedded in the structure of service delivery arrangements act to motivate 

participants to particular patterned behaviors, that is, those behaviors 
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consistent with the rules. Where gross deviations occur l it is Hkely 

to be a result of a poorly designed ::;tructure) ~md not tho cupidity 
() 

of participants. 

Other criteria might be advanced as well. Aspects of effoct:ivent~sr; 

or productivity, for example, are embedded in the (~rit"l':iOH uf ('('{':ic,ieEe 

That is, it would not be possible for a structure to ho effidf:'nt tn 

an economic sense without simultaneously being effective and pl'tH:hwtlvo. 

Fiscal compliance is simply one aspect of procedural rogularity. 

Satisfaction, at least of consumers, is subsumed by responsivcm!l~;~;. 

It may be important for some purposes to include c..~r1.te:ria that f'(jn~~; 

on attitudes and behaviors of participants, independent of theil:' '~:C; 

delivery implications. Criteria such as morale J turnover, or [lbscntc<:.limil 

among producer employees, for example, are subsumed by efficiem~y and 

responsiveness as far as their implications for conduct and output. 

But they may be valued independently by some individuals and, thus, 
o 

stand as additional criteria of performance. For purposes of the 

present study, however, I will focus particularly on responsiveness, 

efficiency, equity~ and procedural regularity. 

The Industry AEproach Applied 

The application of criteria in assessing performance requires the 

prior. measurement of activities and consequences. l~ile it is possible 

to discuss criteria without specifying the industry of interest, it 

is generally not possible to do so for activities and their consequences. 

Industry-specific procedures and time and place information provide the 

sources for the activities and consequences of interest. 
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In this study I attempt to use the framework of a public service 

industry to analyze the structure, conduct, and performance of one 

particular industry. First, however, in Chapter Two, I will elaborate 

a model of the production process of public industries. This process 

is suffic.iently more complex than the production functions of private 

industries to warrant this additional attention. In Chapter Three, 

then, ! tdll use the industry framework and this production process 

model to organize the theoretical arguments over the structure of one 

public industry, the de1:l.very of police services, with particular focus 

on their delivery in residential neighborhoods. I will attempt to 

relate the recommendations of the many WOUld-be reformers of American 

poliCing and the arguments of critics of reform to the industry frame

work, showing how they have argued that structural changes would affect 

conduct and, thus p performance. Chapter Four presents the data base 

for the empirical chapters. I discuss the difficulties in linking 

st7.uctur~ and performance empirically in studies of public industries. 

The requixements. of studying a number of different organizational forms 

and of obtaining in-depth evidence for each may best be met by combining 

multiple data sets. In the chapter, I describe two sets that are used 

together for much of the analysis in the following chapters. 

Chapters Five and Six present empirical evidence of structure to 

performance linkages. Chapter Five relates the structure of police 

service d~liyery arrangements to the conduct of police service producers, 

measured by their deployment patterns. Police deployment, then, is 

related to performance measured by patrol frequencies and by response 

capability. Differences in these are perceived by consumers and are 
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reflected in their assessments t')f pel ice pcrfonn.uKf'. l'h,tpter Si'l 

explores several more linkages. Produclw £>upply dt'dsh'm, are TcL!teJ o 
to consequences for consumers in in~,tances of t'1l'il1lilldi v;ictimi~:,atinn. 

Heasures of consumer concentration a.re then 1 inked tt) ~~onseq\len~('s 

measured by spillovers of crime heti'iOen jurisd:i('tiollS and ~;pill over-:; 

in police officer attitudes \\1i thin jurisdict.ionEl. Con:.iUlitOr 1,.".!lH:':"\li rat j >"i' 

is also related to consumer perceptions of the rc~;ponsiv('nc~,s of tIll:>! ,. 

service delivery arrangements. 

Chapter Seven presents a summary of the ovideneC' of Chapters T· i ','n 

and Six, showing that in the police industry, at least, f,trudm:'(~ dnf>:; '" 

affect performance. Several direct ions for addit iona 1 res8.11'l'h us i ni~ 

the public service industry approach for the study of policing are 

suggested. Suggestions for industry studies of additional puhlic 

services are made also. An argument for the use of compat'ative rosearch 

methods in such studies is presented, contrasting the possibility (if o 
gains using these methods to claims made fot' experimental or evaluati1r~ 

research. 

( 



FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER ONE 

1 Godt<fi n and Shepard point out the important distinction between 
these qucAtions in their article, "Political Processes and Public 
Hxp(mditure~;fI (1 97()) • 

21'wo (~arl ier studies of expenditure determinants are sometimes 
dtcd. The~e two, Deroltzheimer (1947) and Calm (1935), do not seem 
to have "caught on" as starting points for other students of expenditure 
determinants. Most of the latter trace their roots to Fabricant (1952). 

3Pl'ominent among those critiquing the ad hoc nature or expenditure 
determinants research are Miner (196:5), Fisher (1964). Siegel (1966), 
Hirsch (1968), Melstner and \I/ildavsky (1970), Dajani (1973) ~ and 
Scott (1976). As Scott notes, such criticism has become de rigeur 
(1976: 53). 

4A good review of mnch of this research may be found in Hofferbert 
(1972) • 

5The quintessential stateme'nt of the findings of such resea:rch is 
by Dye, " .•. political variables do not COil •. ': for much in shaping 
public policy" (1966: 297). 

6Th05e \\Iho have critiqued the ad hoc nature of the t.,rork of political 
scientists in this area include Jacob and Lipsky (1968), Clark (1969), 
Fry and Winters (1970), Us1aner and Weber (1975), God\'lin and Shepard 
(1976), S~'lant (1977), and Frey and Pommerehne (1978). 

7Two other very important assumptions focus on measurement error 
and upon the intercorrelation of the influences. To compare the 
importance of two concepts in accounting for variance in a third, each 
concept must be measured with equivalent accuracy. In a situation where 
two concepts are, in reality, of equal importance, one more accurately 
measured will appear more important through the mathematics of the 
statistical calculation. This assumption applies to concepts, thus 
requiring accurate operationalization as well as accurate measurement. 
Hanushek and Kain, for example, fault the Coleman Report (Coleman, 
et al.) 1966) for major operationa1ization errors with respect to the 
concept "schoOls .• " This, they argue, suggests that the no school effect 
finding in the Report was partially an artifact of poor operational 
indicators (1972). 

Intercorrelations among measures of two Cor more) influences make 
it impossible to separate their relative importance. This is obvious 
in a case of perfect correlation among two influences, one could easily 
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be substituted for th4; other in any statemont _o·f lFlpprtam:('. It 
remains true for less tha.n perff.~ct intercol'r('Lltiou. The' feli:t th:H 
computation of presuml;tl "importance" indicntorc~, n:.; :~t:md:1l'tU '~l-'! 
regression coefficients or change~ 'm variancI', h~ pi.,,~:;iH(;' in th(~ 
absence of perfect correlation shOUld not lead an,lly\;ts tn bel i+.'1:1' tlmt 
the practice has any substantive meaning. Clear exaral"los of the 
difficulties in such cases are a.vailable in Parlington 0%111 01' 

Duncan (1970). 

8Godt':in a.nd Shepal'd (1976) provhlc J. hri(\f 1'("\;)C'11~} "imin;j .. '!' 

studies adopting this point of view. 

9 Ashford (1978) critiques previous res('ard10I'Cj fC'r not U'>1nr: ;1 

defini tion of structural effects that is similar to Pr;;,eIl101'H1: 1 ;lihl 

Teune's statement of system effects. 

10 The data bases for these studies are quite diffcl'C'HL Fl'i('d 
examines a cross-section of cities while Frc), and PommerelinC' n,· 
national policy longitudinally. Direct comparison of find ing;; i~', 1 hl1~l 
unwarranted for making substantive statements. It j s done here tCI 

offer an example of the advantage of then:r}' ,'c'sed anal)'se~j in another 
setting than the American context of most such research. Frey and 
Pommerehne t s analysis \'lould have been even more germane to thi:; di ~cuss hm 
had they explicitly considered whether the relationship het!;letm the 
state of the economy and government expenditures changed as different 
parties were in power, using an interactive rather than an addi tiV{' 
model. 

llSummers and Wolfe's work is useful in that it drat'ls upon dtita 
for the influence of school factors as received by individual studmt5. 
They are able to avoid the (often implicit) assumption that all student~:; 
in a given school or district receive equivalent school inputs. 

12Recent methodological statements by several authors have made a 
similar point. See) for example, Wright (1976), Miller (1977), and 
Stonecash (1978). 

13political scientists studying policy determinants have often 
referred to David Easton's "systems analysis" as the framework under
pinning their work (Easton, "!%5). This underpinning is rarely 
developed, however. 

14An early suggestion of the applicability of industrial organization 
concepts to the public sector can be found in Ostrom, Tiebout, and 
Warren (1961). More detailed discussions of this application include 
Ostrom and Ostrom (1965) and, most recently. Ostrom and Ostrom (1978). 
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l:'Broad ovcrvlet'lS of the industrial organization frame\llorl~ may 
:H~ found in Bain (195~j: Chapter 1) and in Caves (1977: Chapter 1). 

16Al'gument5 over why market,; may be inefficient or fail in the 
rJupply of IJarticular !;oodl"; and :icl'vices have been corrlffion among 
eeonmni::;tq and other~). Howen offered an early discussion in the 
American literature (943). Samucl550n (1954~ 1955), Dator (1958), 
and Musgrave (1%0) provide other carly contributions. Many focus 
on the nature of particular goods and services as forCing market 
inefficiency or failure (Samuf~lsoTl. 1954; 1955; Bator, 1958; Head, 
1962; Olson, 1%5; Of.itrOIil and O:;trom, 1978). TIley focus, but not 
\'lithout disagreement, on attributes of app:ropriabili ty, indivisibility J 

and jointncss in consumption. Others have argued that considerations 
in addition to the nature of goods are required. Musgrave (1959) 
and later l Steiner (1969), discuss instances where goods or services 
might be efficiently supplied through market arrangements. but where 
a substantial number of consumers desire, and would be ''''iUing under 
appropriate :rules to pay for a different di.stribution of output than 
tho efficient market would supply. i tiO not believe a definitive 
statement is possible (or necessary) for the purposes of this study. 
I will use arguments based on the na:ture of goods and services to 
develop the case for public supply. But, recent attempts to estimate 
the "publicness" of goods and servicc";'; that are typically supplied by 
puhlic industries in the United States suggest that other important 
infl uences are at work as well (e. g., Borcherding and Deacon.; 1972; 
Bergstrom and Goodman 1 1973). 

17Several recent studies funded by the National Science Foundation 
have focused on particular industries in tile publ:tc sector. These 
include police (Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, 1978), fire protection 
(MacGillivray, et al., 1977), and solid waste collection (Savas, 1976). 
Each of these efforts involved the ;.~ .. ecification of industry boundaries 
in ways that facilitated the research objectives. Others who have 
characterized public service delivery systems as industries in~lude 
Grodzins, discussing recreation (1966), and Froomkin, Jamison, and 
Radner for education (1976). 

18Fuchs \"Tote of "the importance of the consumer as a cooperating 
agent in the production process" for service industries generally 
(1968: 194). Gam and his colleagues emphasize the importance of 
client/consumer roles in production also (1976). Coproduction, as it 
is labeled here, is an essential research interest of colleagues at 
the Workshop in Political Theory and Policy kralysis, Indiana University. 
Recent works in our development of this notion include Bish and Neubert 
(1977), Ostrom and Ostrom (1978), Whitaker (:978), and Percy (1978). 

19It has become quite popular to emphasize the citizen's responsibility 
for crime control. Statements by the National Commission on the Causes 
and Prevention of Violence (1969: 278) and the National Advisory 
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Commission OTl Crilninal Justict; Standards un,l ,,:(,;I,\~; (Y"~31': 1<>.;1 
emphasize citizen importance. The National In'~titut(, nf Lm .. 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice 11<t5 l"\'.I.~ent 1 \< i ,it:>nti fi l;'d I: iti ~("tl:; 
as the "linchpin of the crime contl'tll apparatm;" ; .l~'77: ?l" l\ 
cynic might note that these statements have Ill' ,1111(, i.h~l'(':l~;m!:l y 
popular as heavily-funded professional actions to contrnl crll!l(' h,n;~" 
proved to be less successful than p1'Omi.50d. 

20 My use of these terms derive~; from carl i\;j> d~?Vi..)l(!pn(}~H-~i 
Ostrom, Tiebout, and lllnrren (l 961 ); Of'trom Gnd O~tr(lm (1 ~l(,!~ ~ ')':';) j; 
and Savas (1976). 

21 The defining services \'lere general area patl'o!, tr:1 ffic.' ilnt 1'0 , 
traffic accident investigation, burglary investir~atinn, homh~~ilk 
investigation, radio conURunications, narcotic and l~hom:kal 1 ahdrat,;J.r!· 
analysis~ entry-level training, and adult d('tentinll. The hU!~ 
limited to small- and medium··sizcd Standard Mct..t'opoHtall :~tat i ~;tl czd 
Areas by the original program solid t::atiQn~ National Sci t'111'(' Fmmia'l L'l; 

7'3-28. The intent of that limitat.i.on Has to focus attenthm on !t':j<, 
studied areas of the nation. Providers were not explieh1r idellt j fjp,l 
in the study, though their pr<D[sence was imnl ted by t.he de·i~·init.ion of 
consumer service areas, requiring IIsome t'lay o;.~ making collect i ve 
decisions about police services in the area" (Ostrom~ Parks, and 
Whitaker, 1978: 27). 

22Autonomous provision and production of general area patrol and 
bU1~glary investigations \I]as found in more than half of the r.ervi('e 
ar~\as identified in a recent study of police service delivery arr:mgr.:· 
ments in metropolitan areas (Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, 197R: 171· 
172). Lesser amounts of autonomy were found for other direct service:·, 
(e.g., traffic patrol, traffic accident investigation, or homicide 
investigation), or for any auxiliary services. 

23Kramer (1977) provides a listing of state statutes govcl'ning 
such cooperative. interlocal agreements. 

24 "Ideal conduct It as used here means conduct that would maximize 
the responsiveness and efficiency of service delivery. 

25 I do not wish to appear overly cynic.al. It is true that many 
participants behave in ways that 8.1'e not greatly at odds with t1hat 
would be ideal. If a great many did not, probably no structure of 
service delivery arrangements would work very well. But, as the road 
to hell is paved with good intentions, so the road to institutional 
failures may be paved by the belief that all participants have a 
desire for ideal conduct as their sale or major motivation. Adam Smith 
t'larned us not to rely on the gOOdl'lill of the butcher for our meat J but 
rather to attend to his self-interest. We ought to be similarly attentivD 
to the self-interest of participants in public service industries. 
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26'1'0 say that election constraints are imperfect does not mean 
\-10 should not use them. Just as \voQ.!t markets may be better than 
pos~.;ible alternatives? so electoral constraints may be the best of 
an ~l(lmittedly imperfect se.t of posslblities. t~eakness in one 
ltIter-native arrangement does not ir.lply that there is necessarily 
,! better one to be found (McKean, 1965). 

27Consumer surplus is an economic concept that <:.:an be understood 
by reference to the simplified demand curve in Figure 1. This line, 
DB, shows the amount or quantity of a good that consumers l.,ould buy 
at each price. In a competitive market, price might be Pm and the 
quantity purchased Qm. In that market all units of the good ,~ould 
sell for price Pm, even though, as tho "C'i:i'rve shows 1 consumers would 
have been willing to pay higher than Pm for some units. At price Pm~ 
producers get a total revenue represented by the area OPmRQm. Consumers 
would have been willing to pay as much as ODRQm. The difference, 
represented by the triangle PmDR, is what is called consumer surplus 
(Mishan, 1973). Supposing that a public producer knew the collective 
demand curVe, DE, he might offer an all-or-nothing package of output 
to a provider at a total cost equal to the triangle ODE, thus capturing 
every bit of value that consumers _"auld be willing to exchange for the 
service in question, leaving no conSl.2mor surplus (Niskanen, 1971). 

Figure L Demand Curve and Consumer Surplus 
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28 Where the costs of controlling producer behavior (e.g., through 
monitoririg) are very high, it may be in the provider's interest to put 
loya.l followers into positions in the producer organization. If the 
fortunes of these loyalists are tied to those .of the provider, they will 
be less likely to exploit the producer's advantage. This may result 
in some inefficiency, but the net loss to the provider (and, ultimately, 
to consumers) may be reduced (Breton and Wintrobe, 1975: 201). This 
logic may offer a compelling argument for the return of patronage 
systems to many reformed public bureaucracies . 
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29p hl" t' f hIt . 1" ~ \. " ·u ~ca l.ons ate n .Cl'natlona (,1 ty ,·:,m;1~~t'\c;('nt , c~,;\.,,·l(at; In 
such as The Muni.cipal Yearhooli. ()r those \lVail,lhh" fr 'm th~" rt.'n~·~'H' uf 
Governments may be used fa!' just snch purpt'~:;("'::. f~"" • i l,", !I,t \'U~ 
that this usage tends to sancti f)' n'i.e IIgo1 ti(:n \'~e'lH!I • \) (>11 
generates pressure for ever increal'ing puhl i(' (',uph,yment. ij~lhl j.;:' 
managers who are able to shm'1 that their ol'gani~',at wn i 5 l'eh't~ thl? 
average number of employees POl' capita. for Qxatllpio, mar _ll'f,I.W thi~t 
this is prima facie evidence of the need to hiro mnl'{'. f;im'I' hi¥'~n;~ 
is usually much easier than firing for !'l~)st pnhll.v fY;" 

producers may find themsel ve~~ in eonfHn.nt. pm'~',H it P' ('c' "!n. "'t'" 1 :t' 
average. 

30A f h f" f ,... . t l' 1 . urt er source o. lIlO '".nClcncy may ,)0 f'IluCr:HI' to PH ,11'( Pi',;~,hh'(' 

This is a conversion of the principle, "equal pay for cqnal Nil!'!," 

to a pernicious variant) "equal pay ftn' equal raul:;. II Ju t \'(~, 
then, a police officer tllol'kint~ Iii a hi~h d(,lmllhl hU:Jt ;1~,,:,1:;I!!ir'lilt» 
perhaps involving substantial personal danger, mus'l: 1/(' paid ',lw ,,~,w, 
as other officers in the same jurisdiction who patrol qui('t n :;"lH1:'1>"11 

beats. A teacher working i.n u <liff kul t :inn(,1"'L~H y 'id/"n 1 ;:;1l! hr~ ,\:I.! ,1 

no more than one in a quiet D neighhu:dlOiHJ ;;chool. A,; n r(,~)Hl f, "II 
salaries must be posted a.t a level that \d 1 i secure) perSOFlll:~l to hlH'f 

in the most difficult ass::-;:;,!lcnts. M01'c:lJv, as puh1:ic empiuyc'I.;''; g,li" 
skills associated with longer time on the jon ~ their seniority may gl 'J(~ 
them preference in selecting assignments. Perversely, this may IIDtld tfJ 
the assignment of the best personnel to the easier johs, wi th til(! le~;~~ 
skilled, junior personnel forced to handle the most difficult al'("a~ 
(Katzman, 1971; Reiss, 1971). 

3lA friend gave me an example from Sweden. Passers-by on a ImhJ ie 
street would not allow him to park in a space labeled Nith a "No 
Parking" sign. They insisted that it \'Jas illegal for him to do no ;:md 
appeared to feel that he either could not read the sign or was mentally 
disturbed. This particular proprietary interest :tn a common P}'opG,rty 
is not much in evidence in most American cities. 

32p . d h" d' ~ . . c: rovl. ers too may ave 1ncent1ves to ~scourage COprO(HlctlOll1 11 

it reduces the amount of funds available from extrajm:isciictional 
sources. To the extent that such funds ar.;; tied tC} cash eJependiturez 
by local governments, coproductive efforts by G:itizens that reduce 
local expenditures cut into the base for determining the amount of: 
external funds available. 

33Th , t 'd" .. C • 1 1S a tentlon to J.verse constltuenCles cor measures was suggcs'cerJ. 
by Connolly and Deutsch (1978) and, earlier, by Whitaker (1974). rne 
identification of diverse criteria to apply to activities and consequences 
in assessing performance has been a continuing concern of the autho~ 
and colleagues (e.g., E. Ostrom, 1973; Ostrom, et al., 1978; 1979). 
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:~40no of Sf man I s many insights was that choices could always be 
made r.lIiloni~ equal cost alternatives. If one alternative was initially 
1 en!] co~;tly than another ~ the former should be converted into a net" 
alternative, lncorporating the costs and results of the first, plus 
the difference :in cC)st~; bet~leen the two original alternatives and 
the maximum results that I!CJuld be obtained by applying that di.fference 
in any t·laY. Thi!; supplies a common measure for at least ha1f.of a 
given comparinon. Of course, value must be attached to diverse results 
:)() as to make them commensurable also before determination of the 
preferred alternative is possible (Simon, 1961). 

35M• J. Farrell refers to the attainment of maximum outputs with 
given inputs as "technical efficiency,t' \.;hile the attainment of a given 
output ~lith the least cost combination of inputs given their prices he 
calls "price efficiency" (1957). Farrell's article is an excellent 
discussion of efficiency, particularly of the t:Jmpirical difficulties 
in measuring or comparing the efficiencies of diverse firms or industries. 

36Moran argues that this third requirement, linking services to 
benefits for consumers has been virtually the sole focus of evaluation 
research as it is currently practiced. l~ile recognizing the importance 
of this linkJ he argues that such research must consider two prior 
links as well, those that Farrell characterized as technical and as 
price efficiency (Moran, 1977; Farrell, 1957). Evaluation efforts 
that do not account for the costs of the evaluated alternatives,·for 
example, are certainly less useful than those which are concerned with 
relative costs. 

37Concern for thp. diverse meanings which may be appropriate for 
considerations of equity is evident in several recent works. Miller 
offers a set of meanings that is quite similar to my own (1977). 
Whitaker and Mastrofski offer an eX"i:\::llded list ond operationalize 
the several meanings in a study of police services (1976). Others 
dealing with the meanings of equity in diverse situations include 
Lineberry (1977) and Levy, Meltsner, and Wildavsky (1974). 
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THE peBLIe SERVICE l'Ht'Il'UCTJON PROCHSg 

In studies of private sector prodw:tion ,n'l'.mgPlilclH·~. I l't i~: 

common to speak of produ~tion fum~Hmu; HmI ('ust ftml: H nn<~ . 

former states the relationship hettn"lcn HUl t!'1 of ml"i:put awl qU.1IH I ti "!: 

of inputs, indicating thtq ('ombinnt i OIl:) of inputg rt.'qulred hlln'H t!l'jt,' 

given amounts of output. The latter staten the 'l'ulatloH:;hi}1 het"iJ(~('n 

units of output and the cost of their pl'()~lueti()n, taldne J.mo m~('!':i!1~ 

the prices of input factors under the a~;sllmptilln that they ;11"e Ilpt·'11;i.! 11 

combined. Production function infoTmation i;:: nCCCf.isary to (\1 ~]!,1'!,!1 ~ 

technical efficiency of a firm or an i.ndw,tl'Y. Tedmieal E~fne' 

the degree to which inputs are combined so as to aeh i('ve the maJ[ll1J'l111 

output obtainable \1ith a given array of inputs. Cost function .ini·lln\lil 

tion is necessary to consider price efEcioncy. The 1,!tter is thf' 

degree to which a firm or an industry chooses and comhine!, inputs in 

proportions that reflect both their relative produ(.~t:ivity- f'O·l' outpnt 

and their relative prices in thr market. Both technical and price 

efficiency and, thus, knowledge of production and cor,t functions, [2'j['e 

necessary for productive efficiency in private industries. 

In public service production, the picture l.s more compl~JC. For 

one reason, knowledge of an additional functional rfllat:i.onship, linking 

. service outputs ~o benefits that are received by consumers, is required 

for efficienct production. For another, consumers play an integral role 

in production itself in the public sector. They act, for many services, 
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as essential coproducers of all industry' s r~sul ts. Fina~ly, service 

conditions~ the environment in which services are produced, often play 

a much larger role in constraining industry production possibilities in 

the public sector than they do in the private. For t~ese reasons, then, 

it may be more useful to speak of a production process when studying 

public service supply, rather than production and cost functions. The 

latter functions, then, are a part of this production process. 

A Model of the Public Service Production Process 

Viewing public service production as a process serves a heuristic 

function, drawing attention to a number of ir.:;'ortant elements in the 

process that might be overlooked in specifying production and cost 

functions. The essential elements of a model of public service production 

include the following: 

e Organizational arrangements, 
o Service conditions, 
o Input factors, 
o Production strategies, 
o Producer activities, 
o Consumer activities, 
o Outputs, and 
tl Outcomes. l 

Putting the model that links these elements together in words, the organi-

zational arrangements for production in a given area" together with the 

';ervice conditions in which those arrangements must operate, act to 

influence the level and the types of inputs made available for production. 

They also influence the ways that inputs are employed, the production 

strategy that producers choose to follow. The choice of production 

strategies, in the context of given inputs and service ···-m(1 dons, influences 

e 
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and constrains the activities of producer personnel. The activities 

of the citizens served by given arrangements" in their roles as con

sumers and as coproducers of the service, are influenced by their own 

characteristics, by the organizational arrangements, by the service 

conditions, and, perhaps most importantly, by the activities, of producer 

personnul. Citizen and prqducer activities, in the context of the area's 

service. conditions, l~ad 'co results that may be grouped as outputs and 

. outcomes. 

Figure 2.1 presents a pictorial view of these relationships. Each 

of the elements in the model consists of a cluster of variables. Thus, 

each of the linkages shown is actually a set of relationships. The 

arrows represent general directions in which influences are presumed to 

flow, not simple causal links. The heuristic function of the model is 

to draw attention to each of the multiple elements and to provide a 

systematic way of considering their relationships. The model is not one 

that might be operationalized and tested as such. Specific organization, 

environi'lent, acti vi ty. and result me2S'1.t'es, among others, ;:l:te necessary 

to empirical investigations of the relationships among the elements. But 

attention to the complexity of the {~odel as shown may help to avoid over

looking important relationships or drawing unwarranted generalizations 

from analyses of partial relationships. 

In the remainder of this chapter) I will discuss each of the clusters 

in this process model. The discussion will focus on variables that are 

characteristic of each cluster across diverse public services and how 

they might be expected to be related across clusters. In t1e following 

chapter, I will focus more directly on variables appropriat~ to the study 

of police service production. 
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Pigure 2.1. The Public Service Production Process 

Citizen 

"'--------=1111> Subj ecti ve 
Outcomes 
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Organizational Arrangements 

Organizational arrangements for production in an industry include 

the number and types of agencies producing one or more related service 

and the range of related services that each is authorized to produce. 

Other aspects of organizational arrangements include the \'/ays through 

which producers are related to one another for purposes of service 

.exchange or purchase, and how producers are related to consumers and to 

providers. 

Organizational arrangements for service production might, for 

example, be such that a single production unit supplied all related 

services in the industry.2 This unit would produce all of the services 

that were supplied directly to consumers and would produce its own 

auxiliary services, those necessary to the production of direct services. 

This model of organizational arrangements is often proposed by advocates 

of the reform of service delivery arrangements in American metropolitan 

areas (e.g., Committee for Economic Development, 1966; 1972). It would 

imply a single~ cOrisolicnted police agEli1cy for a metropolitan area, for 

example, and a single school corporation, fire department, solid waste 

collection agency, and air pollution control department, among others. 

As an alternative, service production might be ve~ticall~ O~ hori-

zontally differentiated. Vertical differentiation might exist for 

services using highly trained specialists or expensive, special purpose 

equipment for their production. 3 Separating the production of these 

services and assigning them to focused, single purpose producers could 

lead to imp'roved production. Their separation would allow increased 

attention to the production and cost functions of these spec.ialists. 
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Vertical. differentiation of specialized services might, in turn, 

facilitate horizontal differentiation of industl."'1 production. 4 

Separate producers for less specialized services could be established 

at scales below that of the entire industry, and could draw on services 

from the vertically differentiated specialists when ne6ded. In such an 

organizational arrangement, local police agencies might produce patrol 

and immediate investigation services, but draw on specialists from 

separate agencies for laboratory analyses or recruit training. Local 

school districts might supply basic instruction in reading, writing, and 

arithmetic, but calIon specialists from another producer for art 

instruction, music, or student counseling. Such arrangements are, in 

fact, common among many pUblic service industries. 

Where industry differentiation occurs, important considerations 

are the number and relative sizes of the multiple producers and the 

relationships among them Many horizontally differentiated industries 

are simply collections of small, local monopolists, at least with respect 

to production of the bulk of their related services. Yet even these may 

have extensive agreements for cooperation and coordination of production 

for some services, especially in prespecified circumstances. Mutual-

aid agreements, for example, are common among otherwise distinct producers 

of emergency services. 

Competition among producers may exist too where industry differentia-

tion is found. P~oducti~n units may bid against one another with particu-

lar providers to supply part or all of their required services to their 

consumers. Where competition among producers is possible, private, 

for-profit firms maY.be led to enter the industry. 
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Organizational arrangements are impol'tant for service production 

in two ways. First) the horizontal and vertical differentiation of 

the producers in an industry and the resulting distribution of production 

unit sizes and functions deternline the extent to which economies~of-

scale can be cl1ptured and diseconomies avoided in the prod~lction of the 

related services that are supplied by the industry. Where the efficient 

production scales of several related services are quite different in a 

given industry, some vertical differentiation is required to match 

production units to those scales. Where the efficient scale of production 

of some services is less than the output of the entire industry~ hori

zontal differentiation among parallel producers is necessary to avoid 

scale diseconomies. 

Second, organizational arrangements are important as they provide 

incentives and constraints to individuals in the industry. As argued 

in Chapter One, the structure of an industry exercises important influences 

over the conduct of industry participants by affecting thelr strategic 

choices through the incentives and constraints presented by the structure. 

The organiz,ational arrangements for production are a major part of any 

industry's structure. They can be expected to exercise substantial . , 

influence over the strategic choices of producers in particular. 

Service Conditions 

Service conditions include the social, economic, and demographic 

cha~acteristics of consumers in an industry, the geographic and climatic 

characteristics of an industry's service area, and the activities and 

outputs of other industries where they affect demand for its products or 

its cost and production functions. Service conditions are variables that 
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are exogenous to an industry, but affect variables or relationships 

that are endogenous. 1'0 be a relevant service condition, a variable 

must appear as an argument in the industry's cost function, production 

function, demand function, or in the function specifyulg transformation 

of industry services into benefits to consumers. So, for example 1 

geographic conditions such as terrain roughness and areal extent of 

the industry may affect the cost functions of many service industries 

through increased transportation requirements. Consumer income may 

affect the demand for ,an industry's output, with demand for industry 

products rising along with demands for all other goods and services as 

income rises. On the. other hand, increaseJ consumer income may reduce 

the demand for services of some industries if consumers have preferences 

to substitute services from extraindustry sources as their income rises 

(e.g., wealthier consumers may prefer to calIon marriage counselors 

or psychiatrists to deal with family disputes, rather than calling police 

or welfare workers). Outputs of other industries can have major effects. 

For example, constraints on fire suppression production functions are 

imposed by the output of the local water industry. Where water lines 

have not been extended or are of insufficient capacity, a different 

technology relying on large tank trucks for water or for chemical fire 

suppressants must be substituted for conventional pumpers. 

Without consideration of a specific industry, it is impossible to 

consider all of the types of influences that fall under the service 

condition rubric. These examples may give the flavor of what is meant. 

In Chapter Four the service conditions relevant for police services in 
, 

residential neighborhoods will be explored in more ,detail. That exploration 
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may help to further illustrate the kinds of variahles that comprise 

this cluster. 

Input Fa,ctors 

Public service industries may be pttrtially divided among those that 

are very labor intensive: police, education, or welfare services, for 

example; and those that rely quite heavily- on capital inputs: water 

deVelopment an~ supply or sewage disposal are examples. Some may be 

intermediate where technology dictates a substantial mixing of person

~el and equipment fer their production. Fire protection services and 

solid waste collection might fall in this range, Such differences in 

types of input factors employed in an industry may have important 

influences on producer strategies and conduct. 

Those industries that empley large numbers O'f personnel in their 

production activities are typically those where face-to-face interaction 

with consumers is an important cemponent ef the production process, In 

these industries~ consumer coproduction is much more impertant than it 

is, £01" example, in those industries where consumers can be viewed as 

essentially passive re~ipients. Without active consumer cooperation in 

the preductien precess o~ these 1aber intensive industries, the efferts 

ef producer personnel may be wasted. 

Labor intensive service industries are problematic from another 

perspective as well. Typically their productive activities are very 

widely'dispersed; examples include: police activities at the scene of 

a crime or call for service, teacher activities in individual classrooms p 

or welfare" worker activities in the homes ef consumers. Supervision by 

superiors in a producer hierarchy may be very costly and, eften, impossible. 
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Those at the lc;n'lest level in the hierarchy, what Lipsky (1976) called 

the "street-level bureaucrats,1I thus may exercise the most control 

over the production process (see Prottas, 1979). 

In labor-intensive industries with dispersed production, a great 

deal of attention may be paid to the quality of the personnel inputs, 

emphasizing extensive training in standards of "professional" conduct 

with the aim of regula.rizing production activities in the field. Of 

course, such training, if it is to have beneficial effects for service 

production, must be based on knowledge of how producer conducts of 

various sorts affect service outputs in diverse situations. That knowledge 

may be seriously lacki~g in nlany public service industries. Indeed, the 

very diversity of situations that producer agents confront may dictate 

that on-the-job training is the primary means of learning in practice, 

5 although not always acknowledged. Where that is the case, service delivery 

arrangements that facilitate feedback from consumers to individual 

producer agents as to the efficacy of their activities may be very important 

for this training. If such feedback is short-circuited, even the best 

trained producer agents may become ineffective, engaging in activities that 

produce net costs rather than benefits. 

Production Strategies 

Production strategies are a key cluster in the production process 

model. They are the choices made by producers with respect to the employ-

ment, allocation, and deployment of input factors in light of service 

conditions. The choice of production strategies constrains the range 

of activities in which producer agents may engage. By choosing to 

emphasize production of particular types of services, other, related 
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services may suffer resource reductions. In the pl"Oductiol1 of police 

services, for example, emphasis on the production of specialized investi

gative services may lead to the assignment of many officers to special 

squads that do not have regular, on-street duties. This may dramaticaHv 

reduce the number available for patrol and immediate response activities 

(Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, 1973; 1978). Similar choices may be made 

by educational producers. They may choose to offer particular mixes of 

enrichment or skill training at the expense of some basic teaching of 

reading, writing, or arithmetic. 

Production strategy choices are not made in a vacuum, however. 

They are responsive in varying degrees to service demands. They may 

be responsive to the availability of service spill-ins from other producel'fl 

in an industry, or to requests for service spill-outs to other producers. 

Choices may be influenced by the availability of external funds for some 

subset of assignments or activities. They are also likely to be responsive 

to the internal demands of producer personnel and the preferences of top 

administrators in ,producer organizations. 

Service con.di tions may pose demands that constrain the range of 

production strategy choices that can be made. Where, for example, high 

volumes of through traffic flow are present in a jurisdiction, the police 

producer for the jurisdiction will probably allocate a larger proportion 

of personnel to traffic control than would oth.erwise be the case. A 

school district with a large proportion of students whose primary language 

is not English will often assign extra teaching resources to bilingual 

classes. Welfa~e agencies serving a predominantly elderly clientele 

may adopt very different production strategies than ones with. a younger, 

more mobile population. 
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Producers may take service spill-ins into account in choosing 

their production strategies. Small police agencies that assign the 

great majority of their officers to on-street patrol duties are some

times said to exploit larger police producers in the same industry by 

relying upon them for specialized investigators, training, laboratory 

analyses, and the like. Where large producers make such services freely 

available to other, smaller producers, the latter are clearly less 

constrained in their allocation choices than might othen'lise be the case. 

Larger producers, on the other hand, may use the service requests from 

these smaller producers to justify resource allocations that providers 

might otherwise question. They may be better able to respond to internal 

demands as a result of these service spill-out opportunities. 

There may be attractive financial incentives for producers to adopt 

particular production strategies. Police agencies in recent years have 

been offered incentives in the form of additional patrol vehicles and 

at least partial reimbursement for the salaries of officers assigned to 

traffic control duties. At the postsecondary school level, educational 

producers have been offered substantial financial incentives to establish 

specialized programs in a number oE academic areas. In fact most grant 

programs of a categorical nature are aimed at altering the production 

strategies of the producers who receive them, inducing them to emphasize 

particular activiHes that are different from what they would otherwise 

choose. 

Finally, production strategy choices are likely to be influenced by 

demands from internal producer personnel, In many public producers, 

opportunities for differential reward systems are severely constrained 
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by civil service or similar regulations requiring equnl pay for equal 

ranks. Proliferation of ranks through creation of specinlized llssign~ 

ments, or the attachment of bonus payments to specializ<)d assignments 

within ranks may be the only means for administrators to respond to the 

preferences of their pel'sonnel for differential rewards. 

The ways in which producer administrators respond to various influences 

in choosing their production strategies should vary with the structure 

of service delivery arrangements. Where producers are constrained to 

attend closely to the preferences of consumers or providers, it may be 

that service conditions affecting demand are the most important influences. 

Where these constraints are weaker, internal demands may have more 

influence. The availability of service spill-ins and financial incentives 

may act to reinforce these patterns or, in some circumstances, to counter~ 

act them. Attention to these separate influences on the choice of 

production strategies under different service delivery arrangements is 

most important for examining how structure influences conduct. 

Producer Activities 

Producer activities are the processes involved in converting inputs 

to outputs. In the production of private goods, activities comprise the 

technology that is sUmmarized by the production function. The essential 

nature of activities is that they are perceived to be instrumental to 

achieving some objective and, thus, are not , at least in theory, valued 

objectives in and of themselves. 

Police officers drive about their assigned sector or beat and respond 

to dispatcher-assigned service calls. Teachers prepare lesson plans and 

draw up course syllabi for their students. Welfare >orkers interview 
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their clients and may contact potential employers for them. These 

are all activities of producer agents. Several aspects of these 

producer activities are particularly interesting in public service 

production. 

For many producer activities, their instrumental nature is assu~ed, 

but often not provon. In policing, for example, recent research in 

Kansas City, Missouri, on the efficacy of police patrol activities has 

called into question the usefulness of conventional patrol practices 

(Kelling, et a1., 1974). A RAND Corporation study of common police 

investigatory activities has questioned their utility also (Greenwood 

and Petersilia, 1975). Practices that are employed by most police 

agencies in the country and that have been prescribed by poli~e administra

tion experts over the years were argued by these researchers to be 

basically ineffective at producing their intended outputs. These 

research results have not been accepted uncritically, par~icular1y by 

police practitioners (e.g., Davis and Knowles, 1975; Larson, 1975; 

Gates and Knowles, 1976). The interesting point about the research 

efforts~ however, is that they represent perhaps the first efforts to 

examine empirically whether producer activities really were instrumental 

to outputs as assumed. Whether conclusive OI' not, they demonstrated that 

the relationships were not as clear-cut as proponents of particular 

activities had assumed. It is quite reasonable to assume that similar 

efforts in other service areas would raise similar questions as to the 

efficacy of many common producer activities. This observation may reflect 

the nature of producer and provider relationships in many public service 

industries where, as argued in Chapter One, producers have strong motives 

to conceal production function information so as to increase their 
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bargaining strength vis-a-vis pr~viders. 

Whether producer activities are instrumental or not, they often 

become valued for themselves, particularly as they come to be us~d to 

moni tor producer employees' performance. Where use of internal acti v i ty 

measures for perfof'mance assessment is conut:!)n. alrployeas are motivated 

to engage in acti vi ties that may improve their scores, ra thet' than thm; e 

that might be more instrumental to preforred outputs. Such goal displace~ 

ment, from outputs to often more measurable activities, is frequent 

enough to have received regular comment from students of bureaucracy over 

the years (e.g., Selzpick , 1943; Etzioni 1 1964; Peter and Hull, 1969). 

Its occurrence in police work, fo~ example, has been detailed recently 

in Jonathan Rubinstein's vivid description of "activity" as the "internal 

product" of policing in Philadelphia (H)7:~) • 

Finally, producer activities ought to be the focus for application 

of soma performance criteria. Attention to procedural regularity in 

the conduct of activities may have important symbolic value as well as 

instrumental (e. g., Re:~c:'i I s discus!~io:n of trial procedures as symbolizing 

the importance attached to any possibility of removing an individual's 

. liberty J 1977). Where activities are shown to be instrumental to the 

production of valued outputs, it is still possible to inquire as to 

their efficiency as compared with alternative activities aim~d at 

producing similar outputs. Moreover, questions of the equity of service 
• 

delivery may focus on the distributions of various producer activities, 

as well as on inputs, outputs, or outcomes (e,g., Mladenka and Hill, 

1975j Lineberry and Welch, 1974). 

PrOducer activities are dictated in part by the production strategies 

employed. rhe quality of activities may, for example, be enhanced if, 
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through specialization in one or a few routine activities, agency 

personnel become particularly proficient in them. Obviously, the 

availability of personnel to conduct particular activities will be 

constrained by the deployment strategies of a producer. Thus, 

specialization in ODJ or a few activities, while perhaps beneficial 

for the conduct of those activities and the production of outputs to 

which they are instrumental, rna)' be detrimental to the conduct of 

other activities of equal or greater importance to the production of 

outputs valued by consumers. Vlliether this occurs in particular 

industries is, in turn, partially attributable to the structure of 

those industries as it affects consumers' ability to constrain producers 

to preferred outputs. 

Citizen Activities 

Until recently the activities of citizens as consumers and, more 

important, as coproducers of public services have been substantially 

i~lored. Fuchs (1968) noted the role of consumers in service economies 

p,enerally J but few, if any, studies of the production of public services 

have included much attention to the contributions of citizens. Yet, for 

many services, particularly those which require face-to-face interaction 

of producer agent and consumer, virtually nothing of value might be 

produced without a good deal of citizen activity.6 

Parents coproduce their children's education when they insist on 

hours devoted to study or review the children's lessons. Children co-

produce their own education when they pay attention in class an~ read 

their assignments. Citizen~ coproduce their own safety from crimin 

activity when they call the police to report suspicious circumstances 

:1 
I 
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in their neighborhood, patrol with neighborhood groups, and install 

home protection devices (Pennell, 1979; Percy, 1978). Reiss reported 

-how the gl'eat majority of police activities were initiated by citizen 

requests (1971). I'll ac'tual encounters bebreen police and citizens, 

the activities of citizens 'may be as important determinants of outcomes 

as those of the police officers (e. g., J. Goldstein, 1960; Black, 1970). 

Coproduction by citizens is probably an important element in the delivery 

of most public services (Gal'n,et al., 1976; Whitaker, 1978). 

The likelihood that citizens will engage in coproductive activities 

and the character of th~ir activities is influenced by characteristics 

of ci tizellS themselves. Wealthier peTSO;\S may, for example, feel that 

they have more to protect and more to invest in self-protective devices 

such as watchdogs, dusk-to-da~m light, or burglar alarms. Older, 

retired persons, or tnose who aTe otherwise unemployed may have more 

time to devote to group coproductive activities. Clearly, parents 

of school-age chiidren are more likely to serve as teacher's aides or 

to otherwise engage in e;iucational -=.upl"Oductive activiti-9s 'than persons 

wi thout children. 

In addition to characteristics of citizens, however, the structure 

of service delivery arrangements and the activities of produ~er ~e~sonnel 

are likely inf~uences on citizen coproduction. Citizen~ confronting 

a large, impersonal bureaucracy may find themselves changed from consumers 

to clients in the eyes of producer agents (Prottas, 1979). As such they 

are viewed as raw material to be worked upon and not acto~s in the 

production process. Any coproductive acts are likely to be discouraged. 

On the other hand, a certain minimum producer activity may be required 

I 
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h~forc citizens ~1i1l volunteer coproductive efforts of particular 

kinds. Ci tize-ns who perceive a high level of police patrol and, 

thus, the ready availability of patrol officers, are morc likely to 

call the police to report suspicious circumstances than those who 

perceive a very low level of police activity, 

Out1?uts. 

The activities of producer agents and citizens lead to consequences. 

Consequences may be separated conceptually into outputs and outcomes. 

This distinction involves two underlying dimensions. The first has to 

do with the degree of producer influence on the consequence. The more 

it may be attributed to the activities of producer agents, the more a 

c~n8equence partakes of an output. Where producer activities are necessary, 

but substantial consumer activity is required, or where attributes of 

service conditions are strongly predetermining, the consequence becomes 

more of an outcome. The second, not nece~sarily orthogonal dimension 

has to do ll!Hh whether the consequence is one to which consume'l'S would 

a ttaeh value, or is one of primarily internal reI evanee for a producer. 7 

Police outputs might include the number of arrests made or the distribu

tion of response times to citizen calls for service. Out~omes paralleling 

these might include a jurisdiction's crime rate and the perception of 

their safety ampng jurisdiction residents. Outputs of a school might 

include the number of students ~eceiving a specified amount of in-class 

instruction. Outcomes would include the achievement improvements of 

those students. 

Outputs are not direct indicators of performance. As with all 

measures, they require the appli~ation of performance criteria by 
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interested constituencies to be so considered (seE' Chapter One) • 

Many outputs of public service industries are characterized as work .. 

'load meaS1il:es (Urban Institute and International City Management 

Association, 1974). They constitute aggregations of the volume of 

activities and, as such are often criticized for their lack of evalua

tive content. The American Bar Association, for example, argued that 

the number of arrests made by police officers \'1US analogous to the 

number of operations performed by doctors (1973: 279-280). Without 

accornpanying measures of arrest quality and disposition, they argued, 

it was a meaningless figure. 

In spite of these criticisms, outputs are important elements in 

the public service production process. Mea:;ures of: output quantity, 

whether simple aggregations of activities or measures of the immediate 

consequences of those activities, are the substance of producer reports 

to providers (e.g., Parks, 1971). Producer outputs are those things 

that producers are ostensibly trying to accomplish with their activities. 

Often all participants in. service de'l.1\iery may agree that outputs are 

valuable only as they contribute to valued outcomes, but when pressed 

to demonstrate their productivity, producers are apt to supply lists 

of outputs. Just as it is often unclear 1'Vhether producer activities 

actually contribute to the production of outputs, however, it may often 

be unclear how those outputs contribut~ to the outcomes of public service 

production. 

Outcomes 

Outcomes, to borrow a phrase from Levy, Meltsner, and Wildavsky, 

are the "so what" of public service production (1974: 1). They are the 
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conseqmmces ()f primary interest to consumers. A::; such, they are the 

valued objcctives that lead to the establishment of public service 

indust:ties. They are rarely, if ever, the sale l'esul t of producer 

activities and outputs. Usually service conditions and consumer 

activities are important influences on them, more important influences 

than anything producers may do in some cases. 

Because outcomes cannot be directly attributed to producer 

activities, some have argued that they should not be considered in 

tlssessing producer performance or, by extension, the performance of a 

public service industry. Levy, Meltsner, and Wildavsky (1974), for 

example wish to restrict the term "outcomes" to the distribution of out~ 

puts. They argued that the effects of such distribution on the lives 

of consumers (what they called "impactsll) were essentially unknowable. 

However, by restricting attention to outcomes that are thought to be 

closely related to the activities and intended outputs of producers and 

consumers in an industry, those outcomes should be useful in assessing 

performance. 

To argue that Ol!tcomes cannot be used in assessing performance is 

to miss the point of why public service industries are established. 

Consumers, who are often financing taxpayers as well, value the outcomes 

of such industries, not their outputs. Citizens want to purchase safety 

from criminal atta.ck. They may believe, along with many police producers) 

that frequent patrols are important contributors to such safety. But 

the service they want is safety, not patrols. Likewise, they want to 

purchase education for their children, not hours of lectures by teachers. 

They want some quantity of relat.-:vely smooth streets, and not so many 

• 
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miles of paving by road crews. 'Thus) givon the usc of tho industry 

metaphor J it see111S important to include the services as preferred hy 

consumers) the outcomes, as well as those supplied b)f l)'roducers I the 

outputs, in this discussion of the production ItI'Ocess. 

Outcomes may be convenier..tly separated into objoctive and subjef:tivo 

categories. No valuation is intended by this split. Suhjective outcomes 

ara just as Jlreal" as objective, though they may be less amena.ble to 
. 

measurement. Objective outcomes are results of producer and t:onsumel' 

activities and outputs in particular service condition environments, 

where the results exist independent of consumer perceptions or evalua-

tions of them. In policing, objective outcomes include crime or victimi-

zation rat~s, crime-related insurance costs, police warrant success and 

arrests that survive initial judicial screening, traffic flow rates and 

accident rates, the volume of family distu;::-bances quieted (at least 

temporarily) by police intervention, and the number of general service 

requests where police officers are able to help with the problem at 

hand. In education, objective outcomes include student achievement 

improvements in a variety of subjects and improvements in their observed 

adaptation to their school and community environments. In welfare 

industr.ies, objective outcomes include job placements that last for some 

period of time, increased family stability, and, perhaps, withdrawal of 

a family from welfare rolls. 

Subjective outcomes involve consumer perceptions and evaluations of 

the content and results of the services they receive. In police, again, 

subjective outcomes include citizen perceptions of the likelihood of 

criminal attack in their neighborhood and, more generally, of the job 

, 
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done by local police. 1ho latter includes perceptions of officer 

courtesy and fairness and well as technical skill at their work. 

In education, subjective outcomes would include students' perceptions 

of their own competency in various skills and their feelings of inte

gration into their school and community. Subjectiv~ outcomes in 

welfare may include consumers' perceptions of competency to handle 

their own affairs. The fact that subjective outcomes lie within the 

minds of consumers rather than existing as physical objects that might 

be counted should not obscure their importance for assessing industry 

performance. Fear of crime may, for example, be as costly and debili

tating as actual criminal depredation. As such, it should have equal 

standing with crime 01' victimization rates in assessing performance. S 

The Process Model Applied 

The model of the public service production process that has been 

presented in this chapter is complicated. Yet any model such as this 

is a simpl~fication; the real world is more complicated. A modeler 

confronts a tension between overly complex models that may be more 

isomorphic to the real world and overly simplified models that are too 

abstract for their implications to have real world applicability. By 

viewing public service production as a process as has been done here, 

I hope to move closer to a realistic representation of such production 

than would be possible by a focus solely on cost and production functions 

for industry outputs. At the same time, by including outcomes in the 

process, I wish to move beyond the claims of "strict constructionists" 

who might argue that, since influences beyond those of producers affect 
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outcomes, outcomes should not be considered in assessing :lnd\lstr~' 

perfonnance. I hope that the a.dded complexity \'/i11 payoff in fl'\lit> 

£u1 analyses based on this conception of the production pr~")ces5. 

In the chapters to folloVJ, oporational indicators ,."i11 be attached. 

to variables in the clusters of this model. Relationships among tlW5tJ 

indicatol's will be specified and those Nlationships will be explored 

,'lith empirical data from a single service area. The analyses of tlw~,e 

relationships drawn ~rom the model will be informed by the bronder 

structure, conduct, and performance framm'lork presented in the preceding 

chapter. As the proof of any pudding 1 ies in the tasting, so the useful ~ 

ness of these conceptions of public service industries and public service 

production processes may be demonstratud :l.n those chapters • 

I 
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H)OTNOTf:S FOR CHAP'nm 1'1'10 

11lth; concepti.on of a production process model is a modification 
of the model shown in Ostrom l et al. (1978). It d¢.dves from a series 
of iTlcl'oasingly complex conceptions of: a production process that has 
been developed over several years. For an early statement of the model, 
for example~ see Ostrom, Parks, and Smith (1973). 

2rndmitry hound{.!ries mieht, fur o';''''';'1'le, be dr<llvil to include all 
residents of a given metropolitan area. While boundaries t as argued 
in Chapter One, arc !;omewhat arbitrary, this usage would be consistent 
with that of many would be reformers of metropolitan government and service 
deli.very. 

3Vertical differentiation (or vertical disintegration) in an industry 
is often found where a given part of the production process requires a 
scale of production larger than that offered by any of the production units 
in the industry in order to exhaust economies-of-scale. In such cases, a 
specialist production unit may come to be established to supply this particu
lar part of the production process to all pDY' i ':ipating production units 
(Robinson, 1958). In the lm'm mower industry ~ to supply a homely example, 
Briggs and Stratton may supply gasoline engines to a very large number of 
otherwise independent producers. In public services, a state division of 
cooperative education services or a ~tate police force may supply some 
services to all of the independent school districts and police agencies _ 
in a state. • 

4Horizontal differentiation, as used here, means there are multiple 
units producing the same services in a given industry. As noted in the 
text, the most common pattern of horizontal differentiation in public 
service :industries is a mutually exclusive set of local monopolists. 

STIle importance attached to on-the-job training$ often as a relearning 
process following formal training in approved conducts, has been illustrated 
most often in accounts of policing, Rookie officers are most often assigned 
to experienced patrolmen for their on-street training and the first lesson 
they are given is, in effect, "forget all that crap they taught you in the 
academy." See, for example, the descriptions of this phenomenon by 
Rubinstein (1973) and the very similar account by Van Maanen (1974). 

6colleagues at the Workshop in Pori tical Theory and Policy Analysis. 
Indiana University, and myself have been wrestling with defining coproduction 
in a rigorous sense. Our most recent view is that coproduction occurs 
when a functional relationship of the following kind represents the quantity 
of good or service j available to consumer i: 

Q .. = f(P., C .. ), where 
J~ J Jl. 

Q .. = 0 if P. ;:: 0 or C .. ;:: O. 
J1 J - J~ 
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In this function, P j represents the quantity (.)£ input suppl ied hy the 
nominal producer of the good or servicc~ and C .• rept'estmts th~ qucmti ... 
ty of input supplied by consumer i. N.tny comm6fl public servicofJ may 
require strong input of Cji I S for much Q

ji 
to be forthcoming. 

7This distinction bet\'{cen outputs and outcomes is similar to that 
of Jacob (1971) and of Clark (1972). Bradford, Malt, and Oat~s make 
the same distinction t but use somewhnt different terminology (196fl). 

8subjective outcomes are often rejected by producer agents as 
irrelevant. Where they vie\tl themselves as "professionals'! in the 
production process, consumers' perceptions may be dismis~ed with a "\I1hnt 
do they know; anyway" stance (e.g., the Chicago police re£ort'ed to by 
Wilson, 1967). Some professionals have argued that citizen perceptions 
of poo~ or inadequate service are indicative of the need to educate 
consumers as tq the 'eruly good service that they racei ve (e. g., Mihanovich ~ 
1967) • This attitude on the part of producer agents is most likely ,.,here 
their view o~ consumers is as clients (Prottas, 1979). 
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mWA."JIZATION ANH Pf~PHHU·1ANCt! IN POLICING: 
rfUU')RETU:Ar. ARGUl',mN'TS l\f;mrr !:~nUS'fRY STRHC'I1HU! 

IJOOl) 'tho ol'gani zat ion of agencies and systems of agencies for 

thG delivory of Imf.ilic !:3crvicer; affcf,.;t the quantity and quality of 

OrtitUlization lEmd to differcnces in C05tS for the sttrne quantity and 

of the polh~e industry in met:wpolh;;:k.1 ,':':!'cu.:·) be eicpected to produce 

changes in l)olice performance 0,' '(;h( ... ) \;o:;\: \)1: policing? If so, in 

what directions? 

These are important questions. '''he production of services by 

agencies of local government has been a maj or grot:rth industry in 

t''l(;mtieth century America. There is little reason to predict a 

reversal of this trend. At the same time, an increasing awareness 

or budget constraints 1:;1 the presel..~' of growing service demands 

has led to redoubled efforts to determine ways of supplying services 

mor~ efficiently. Public sector productivity has become a major 

concern of national commissions, scholars p and public officials. 

Many endeavors to improve service delivery or to reduce service 

delivery costs have focused on the organization of agencies that 

produce public services and on the patterns of interorganizational 

arrangements ~ong such agencies. Many recommendations for the reform 

of organizational and il1terorganizational ar:rangements for the delivery 

of public services have been made. Advocates of structural change 

dearly believe that organization influences performance. 

" 



Policing, in particular pol h~iilg in rosid,,'!lt 

provides the substantive focus of this ~tudy. P\)!.i"dnf~j<; nn 

important public sel'viC'c. It u('ah; In P\!Tt tJHh (WI' Ii'? ~'h" '"I' 

In fiscal Jrea:r 1976, an {~st.imatt:d 11 hill i.on dn]1arq \';('1'{' ,r, 

police protection t nearly 8 hit Hen dollll:r!' hy Ifh'a] gove ntl~l"nt .; 

(U.S. Department of ~Tustice, IH7B). Th(~ rapid ris!.' in IW1.l,·'P ':'1'1;11<", 

and pension benefits in recent years m.1[;r,I.Hrt that 1'hf>~l(;' 

will continue to increase at a steady pace. In l~rl7, mOi'C' 

450 ~ 000 full-time personne1. Hore employed (genci.e:; supplying 

police services. This places policing second only to edw:ation (1;; :$ 

public employer at the local level (U. S. Bureau of the Ct,nSWi, 

1978: 9). 

As one of the common se:rvices supplied by loeal gove!:'ument;;. 

policing has been the subject of many studies and reeoillmentlatioiis. 

Much of the debate surrounding the delivery of police services has 

focused on policy variables that concern the organizational and 

interorganizational structure of police S81'vl co d.el j very. Tho fj'j ~e 

of police agencies and the number of and relations among ~-

agencies in any given area have been fl'equent subjects for debate. 

The large number and the diversity of police agencies in America 

offer a tdde range of policy choices :from \·!hich to dral'l empirical 

data relevant to this study. 

-""·---·~··-··~·--~·'Y"'~ '. 
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For at least 50 years, critics of American police organization 

have believed they knew the answers to the questions posed at the 

start Ot this chapter. Theil' anS'I'Jers have been that o'X'ganization 

does influenco performance and costs, and does so in specific 

directions. Changes could be made to present structures of service 

delivery arrangements that would lead to improved performance and, 

often 1 to reduced costs. The recommended changes have usually 

beell the same; eliminate small police agencies and fragmented policing 

through consolidation of departments, and reorganize the remaining 

larg~ departments according to management principles emphasizing 

specialization of assignment and hierarchical control. Reformers 

believed that these changes in industry structure and producer 

agency organization would result in more effective police agencies, 

that costs would be reduced through the capture of economies-of-scale 

in production, and that consolidation would eliminate spillovers of 

crime from jurisdiction to jurisdiction that were seen as hampering 

law enforcement. Despit.0 these rerr!ll'Llbly uniform prescriptions, 

few changes consistent \'li~h their thrust have resu1ted. 2 

Tn recent years some scholars have come to question such 

prescriptions. Agreeing that organization is likely to influence 

performance, these scholars have argued that the direction of 

relationships is different from that advanced by earlier reformers. 

These scholars suggest that smaller public service jurisdictions 

organized in less concentrated service de1ivery arrangements might 

often be more effective than large, consolidated structures for 

the delivery of some services. They can be more responsive to citizen 

! 
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preferences, offering, through their numbers and diversity, a choice 

amonr. service mixes and tax costs. Smaller producing agencies 

might bo able to avoid some of the bureaucratic pathologies seen to 

plague large agencies. If structures of service delivery arrangements 

for police services were in need of reform, those reforms might 

better involve verti.cal and horizontal differentiation of the more 

concentrated industry structures. Large jurisdictions might be 

maintained or even increased for the producti.on of some specialized 

services, but other services ~"ould bt>nefit by the disaggregation 

of large production units. 

Critiques of the American !.o!,!ce Indus~try 

A continuing theme among critics of local police service in the 

United States has been concern over problems argued to result from. 

the existence Df small pojj~e departments. Small departments, it 

has been argued, produce inadequate services for residents of their 

jurisdictions. They are said to contribute to policing problems in 

metropolitan areas by fragmenting law enforcement efforts among a 

large number of departments. 

Small police agencies are said to be inefficient, allocating an 

inordinate amount of their resources to administrative overhead. 

They are said to be unable to recruit, train, or retain competent 
-' 

personnel, particularly in their top management positions. It is 

claimed that they often do not produce many essential services, 

and that those that are produced are inferior to those of larger 

agencies. Fragmented police se~/ice industries are said to cause 
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competition and duplication of effort among uncoordinnted police 

departments. Departmental jurisdictions are said to be ove~ly 

complex and frequently overlapping, thus causing confusion for police 

officers and citizens and offering sanctuaries' for criminals. Charg()s 

of this nature-have been advanced for at least 50 years with respect 

to American police service delivery. 

In 1931 the National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement 

claimed that, 

The multitude of police forces in any state and the varying 
standards of organization and service have contributed 
immeasurably to the general low grade of police performance 
in this country (1931: 125). 

Summarizing "American'Police Administration at Mid-Century," Donal 

MacNamara argued that, 

We have in the United States a multiplicity of police agencies 
with a bewildering variety of organization patterns, 
competing, duplicating, and overlapping, differing greatly 
in size and jurisdiction, and totally lacking in machinery 
for the coordination of their efforts (1950: 189). 

MacNi:IJIlara found "substantial unanimity among specialists in police 

administration that the major trouble is the total disorganization 

resulting from the concept of local autonomy in police matters" 

(ibid.) . 

The least efficient and therefore most expensive police 
agencies are the small ones. There are notable. exceptions, 
bet in general these miniscule units of five, fifteen, or 
fifty-odd officers cannot attract the most desirable 
recruits, cannot afford the services of top administrators, 
cannot provide adequate training facilities, and must 
allot so large a share of personnel to administrative 
and housekeeping tasks that they Teduce effective police 
strength to the vanishing point (ibid.: 184). 
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In a discussion of "Recent Developments in Metropolitan Law 

Enforcement»" publishod in 1960 1 Gordon Misner charged that, 

The total police resources of our metropoatan areas are 
dissipated by the very nrture of their organization. • •• 
Police efficiency is impossible • . • under the presently 
confused pattern of metrop~litan police organization 
(497 .. 498) • 

The culprit \'las found, once again, to be the small department. Misner 

deplol'Qd, 

the exj.stence of a large number of miniscule law enforce
ment agencies. Many of these ~maller agencies are -~ to 
put it rather bluntly -~ incapable of rendering an 
adequ,at - -:"J~l of law enforcement (ibid.: 499). 

The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justice, in a report by its Task Force on Police, stated that, 

A fundamental problem confronting lal'I enforcement today 
is that of fragmented crime repression efforts resulting 
from the large number of uncoordinated local governments 
and law enforcement agencies (l967b: 68). 

In the report of the full Co~nission, The Challenge of Crime in a 

Free Society, P~erican law enforcement is described as being "fragmented; 

complicated, and frequently overlapping. 1I The Commission noted that, 

America is essentially a nation of small police forces~ 
each operating independently within the limits of its 
jurisdiction. The boundaries which define and limit police 
operations do not hinder the movement of criminals, of 
course. They can and do take advantage of ancient political 
and geographic boundaries, which give them sanctuary from 
effective police activity. Nevertheless, coordination 
of activity among police agencies, even when the areas they 
work in are contiguous or overlapping, tends to be f~oradic 
and informal, to the extent it exists at all (1967a: 301). 

The Task Force Report included their finding that, 

Not every police department is capable of providing needed 
staff, auxiliary, and selected field services; nor is 
every local government capable of providing a desirable 
quality of police services generally •••• Many jurisdictions, 
for one reason or another, cannot provide even basic patrol 
services (1967b: 72). 
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High among the implied reasons ''las that many depa'rtments \>Jere t()O small. 

Following publication of the President's Commission reports, a. 

rising tide of criticism of small departments and tho alleged problems 

of law enforcement fragmentation resulting from their existence call 

be traced. In 1971 the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental RelatimlS 

issued a major report on State-Lo~"c.l R0!.J.tiom. ip. the CriminaUustJce 

System (ACIR j 1971). The 'report was quite critical of polic~ deptH\:-

ments employing fewer than 10 full-time personnel. Noting that "mOlarl), 

90 percent of all local governments have police forces of less than 

10 full-time personnel," the Commission claim0d that, 

These small police fOI'ce';" > in most instar;.ces, cannot provide 
full patrol and investigative services for their citizens. 
Essential police supporting servit:t)s in these communi ties 
are virtually non-existent~ or difficult 'co obtain (ibid.: 14). 

The Commission also claimed that lithe existence of these small agencies 

may work a hardship on nearby jurisdictions" through their requirements 

for aid or by providing a haven for criminals (ibid.: 17). 

A staff member of the ACIR, writbg in The Police Chief in 1973, 

claimed that, 

Surveys of the efficiency of small and undersized police forces 
indicate that their personnel are poorly trained, poorly 
organized, and overworked. Consequently, small police agencies 
frequently provide an extremely low quality of service. 

Small police departments also prevent more efficient police 
protection in metropolitan areas as a whole. Such forces, 
in their desire for self-sufficiency, duplicate police 
services, prevent the structuring of areawide police services, 
and contribute to jurisdictional complexities in American 
police protection (Callahan, 1973: 56). 

In 1973 the National Advisory Commission on Criminal JUstice 

Standards and Goals adopted standards that were directly compatible 

in many respects with the ACIR position. Specifically, in Standard, 
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5.2~ entitled, "Combineq Police Services," tho Commission stated that 

"at a minimum, police agencies that ~mploy fe\,;el' than 10 sworn 

employeos should consolidate for improved efficiency and effectiveness fl 

(110) • 

Coincident with these national statements regarding police 

agency and police industry organization have been similar charges 

at the state and local level. A number of states have issued planning 

documents containing recommendations consistent with (and, in many 

cases, verbatim copies of) those of the national commissions. Many 

metropolitan area good-government groups continue to press for police 

reorganization and consolidation, also laying claim to the 
7. ~ 

recommendations of the co~nissions.~ Given the volume and consistency 

of the charges against small police agencies and£ragmented policing, 

together with the recommendations for their elimination, one 

remarkable aspect of American policing is the persistence of the small 

departments. Their persistence in the face of regular attack 

over the course of at least a half-century reqUires exploration and 

explanation. 

Counter Arguments 

In the last 20 years, a tradition of scholarship has arisen 

that has found some virtues in small jurisdictions and fragmented 

service delivery structures. Such arrangements, it is argued, might 

be better able to respond to the preferences of citizen-consumers 

than the largeI'I consolidated ones favored by administration experts. 

Scholars in this new tradition have pointed to potential diseconomies

of-scale in large agencies. As jurisdictions and/or the agencies 

\ 
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that supplied them with s,ervices became overla:rge II sel'Vices might 

deteriorate and costs rise. 

Charles Tiebout recognized the difficulties of attempting to 

tailor the supply of services ttl tl10 diversity of demand in a large 

jurisdiction. He suggest'ad an alternative model pone \i'here a large 

number of small jurisdictions offerv,d a supply package (services 

and taxes) and "consun1t~'t'-votersil chose the package most attractive 

to them. In a system characterized as IIvoting with. his feet,ft' 

the consumer-voter moves to that community whose local 
government best satisfies his set of preferences. The 
greater the number of communities and the greater the 
variance among them, the closer the consumer will come 
to fully realizing his preference position (Tiebout ~ 
1956~ 516). 

Tiebout was aware that all citizens wer~ not equally mobile 

and thus some might be unable to take full advantage of the 

opportunities afforded by a fragmented local government system. 

He also recognized that there were likely to be aspects of service 

delivery that required f~onso1idatecl ~):r..)vision or production. But, 

he argued, a fragmented solution with allowance for necessary 

service integration His the best that can be obtained given (diverse) 

preferences and reSOUTce endowments" even though "institutional 

rigidities II made it less than perfect (Tiebout, 1956: 522-523). 

Striking a similar note, Banfield and Grodzins argued that 

differentials in service levels among jurisdictions in fragmented 

systems enabled citizens to make choices as between public servicEI 

levels and such things as homeownership. Some who were able to 

achhve the latter did so by virtue of lower cost public services 

in some jurisdictions (1958: 37-38). 
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Williams and his colleagues presented evidence that fragmentation 

served to preserve social, economic ~ and political values of residem:s 

in the Philadelphia metropolitan a.l'ea. They found that urban 

differ~ntiation through the presence of multiple small communities 

led to community speciaHzation with respect to class or status, 

lifestyle, and economic function. The self-government powers of 

the incorporated suburbs enabled citizens in these communities to 

maintain their socia.l l economic, and political values by "erect(ing) 

barriers to change" (Williams, at 0.1., 1965: 297). Local control 

of the police power may be one of 1 he most effective means of maintaining 

life-style values available to small communities, thus partially 

explaining their nearly uniform reluctance to give it up to consolidated 

police agencies. 

Sc40lars of large bureaucracies, including those that characterize 

large police agencies, have noted a number of problems that are the 

concomitants of large scale. Schlesinger, for example, suggested 

that difficulties of information transmission, coordination among 

individuals and subunits, and provision of appropriate incentives 

to organization members increase geometrically with size. This 

phenomenon, he said, provided "a partial explanation of why large 

organizations are given to control by doctrines, which impress the 

outsid\~r as rigid and arbitrary, and which inevitably grow ::.tale 

before being abandoned" (1966: 3). 

Bittner argued tha_~ channels for information flow in police 

departmemts almost uniformly allowed for only one-w~y communications 

downward. This direction of information flow was the opposite of that 

'. 
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requ:hed to provide useful feedback for management purposes. It 

tended to isolate department administrators from the loci of useful 

information), officers on the street, and citizens in the community 

(lUttner~ 1970: 67-68). Others have noted this tendency for police 

administrators to be cut off from imp<:l't'tatlt information in large 

departments (e.g., J. Q. Wilson, 1968; Rubinstein, 1973; and 

Goldstein, 1977). A doctrine of large police agencies may partially 

account for this information loss. That doctrine, the "military 

model," emphasizes the importance of hierarchical control over 

officer behavior and characterizes many large depa:ttments. The 

proliferation of rules and regUlations promulgated to exercise this 

hierarchical control "f100ds • • • aU the channels to capacUy" 

(Bittner} 1970: 67). 

Other scholars have noted the distortion of information flow in 

large bureaucracies, and have found it to result from built-in 

incentives in such agencies. Subordi~ates do well by pleasing thei~ 

superiors, and are able to do so in ~~Tge agencies confronting 

uncertain conditions by supressing information that does not reflect 

favorably on their own performance (Tullock~ 1965; Downs) 1967; 

E. Ostrom J 1971). The sheer volume of rules and regulations character-

istic of most large police agencies requires officers to bias reports 

of their activities and conditions in their a.-ssigned areas so as to 

avoid conflict with the l~les. This biasing occurs along with a 

tendency for officers to hoard information that might ultimately 

enable them to make an arrest; even to the detriment of their 

supposed "crime-fighting" role (Bittner, 1967; Rubinstein, 1973; 

", 
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Silberman * 1978). As many 11ava noted, officers are rC\,iarded for 

making arrests, not for passing on information. 

~,and Fra~entation in the Police Service Production Process 

The size of agencies producing police services and the fragmen" 

tation or consolidation of service delivery structures are not usually 

valued in and of themselves. 4 Critics of small police agencies have 

not always argued simply that "bigger is better." Neither have those 

who have questioned the reform logic simply claimed that "small is 

beautiful. II Instead, agency size and fragmentation of service 

delivery systems have b',~en vie~'led as having C!onsequences for the 

quality and quantity o£~police seTVices made available. Those 

consequences result frclill differences in orga.nizational arrangements, 

in input choice, in production strategies, Q1ld in the activities of 

officers and citizens in differently sized police agencies located 

in more or less fra~jented police service delivery systems. By 

placing various arguments with respect to agency size and fragmentation 

into the context of the police service production process model 

of Chaptf"lr Two, it (may be possible to draw out the logics contained 
.' 
,i in those arguments "I 
r 

The term, log:.c J as used here might be replaced by model, 

explanation, or toeory. It refers to the linking of a series of 

propositions that enables one to work through an argument so as to 

understand how the proponent believes the world to operate. Any 

tenable argument must have such a logic, although most presentations 
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do not spell out all of the lin!mgos involved. By tracing the £'lOt" 

of an argument through the process model, missing linkages can be 

identified and added as necessary. 

Disagreements \.,ith respect to tho consequences of pOlic,e service 

delivery by small versus large police agencies or by fragmented 

versus consolidated police service delivery systems are of two 

varieties. One set of disagreements turns on the perceived 

differences in consequences, in the outputs and outcomes expected 

to result from differences in these organizational arrangement.';. 

Another set occurs where there is some degree of agreement with 

respect to many outputs and outcomes, but where different criteria 

are applied in evaluating these consequences. 

In the following sections, I 1'll'i11 attempt to develop the logics 

'contained in several of-the arguments surrounding police agency 

size and the fl'agmentation of police service delivery structures. 

These logics will be developed within the framework of the production 

process model as much as possible.lH<;'; particular logics to be 

developed link the organizatioual a~rangement variables of police 

agency size and service delivery fragmentation to: (1) police 

agency specialization and the pt'ed:tcted consequences of specialization t 

(2) the existence of inter- and intrajurisdictional spillovers, and 

(3) the responsiveness of police service delivery to citizen-

consumers preferences. 

There are, of course, m~~y additional arguments that might be 

developed in this exploration. The ones that have been chosen 

encompass a large portion of the charges and countercharges with 

'I 
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respect to police organization in America, h01tlCver. In particular 

they focus heavily upon disagreements ... lith rezpect to outputs and 

outcomes of differently organized police service delivery structures. 

In subsequent chapters 1 the logics developed here \Iflll be applied to 

empirical da,ta bearing upon pol ice outputs and outcomes (and 

intervening variables as well). The consistency or inconsistency 

of the logics with empirical evidence is of immediate interest, 

and may add simultaneously to better understanding of h01" organization 

influences performance, 

Fra~entation. Police A~ency Size) and Specialization 

Fragmented or less conc.cntl'ated service (1)alivery arrangements 

virtually by definition have smaller production units thml 

consolida.ted arrangements.S The most immediate consequence of 

differences in the organizational arrangement, police agency size, 

is often claimed to be the choice of p~oduction strategy. In 

particular, agency size is seen to constrain the use of specialized 

assignments tqithin police agencies, with larger agencies adopting 

Itt ask-oriented" strategies emphasizing specialization, while smaller 

ones utilize "patrol-oriented" strategies with primarily generalist 

assignments (E. Ostrom, et al., 1973: 62-65). Specialization as 

a production strategy is said to have consequences for the skill 

levels of police officers and for the range of activities in which 

they engage. This leads to differences in the capacity of police 

agencies to produce particular outputs and, in the context of service 

conditions that affect the instrumentality of those outputs, is 
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thought to lead to differences in tho outcomes of service delivery 

ef different ~:rganizationa1 configurations. 

The refol'lll critique is usually focused at the level of individual 

producing agencies. Small police 3genci~s are said to be constrained 

from giving their officers specializQu ,~ssignments by a lacl< of 

personnel. All officers are requiTed for basic patrol ,",ark. This 

constraint is not the sole reason fOl' the lack of sped.alization 

in smaller agencies, hO\',1over. Their smaller jurisdictions do not 

provide sufficient incidellts to warrant speCializat.ion in particular 

types of cases nor do they provido suffldcnt ca~;es to keep spflcial ist:; 

in practice were they to bt, so <Js:.:::i.gnGd. 'fb~s; organizational 

arrangements and service ccnditicns ::.Le·;; \.;og.:.,ther to specify the 

choice of production strategies. 

Whether for reasons of reE"Olllrce CUiurtTaint or lack of identifiable 

demand, small departments do not utilizo epecialized personnel 

a.ssignments as do their larger counterparts. A recent study of law 

enforcement in the state of New Je1':30Y by its County and Municipal 

Government Study Commission states the issue well: 

Departmental size . ~ • provides an indication of availability 
of personnel with specialized training to perform specialized 
functions .... Larger local agencies •.. can and do employ 
a range of specialists in the discharge of their responsi
bilities .... In smaller agencies~ these functions may 
be carried out as part of the routine activities of agency 
staff or may be carried out by the staff, of agencies from 
other jurisdictions •..• Generally, the larger departments 
have a greater range of specialized skills, and greater 
opportunity for law enforcement officers to develop and 
utilize specialized skills (1976: 15-16). 

nut the issue as stated to this point is not controversial. Large 

departments ~ more likely than small to employ specialists in their 

I II 
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own ranks. Small agenc.ies ~ more likely to drai'J upon specialists from 

other departments (for evidence on these points.~ see F.. Ostrom, Parks" 

and Whital<er, 1~77; 1978). The controversy arises \fifth respect to the 

predicted consequences of this difference in production strategies among 

departments of differing sbe. 

'1110 logic of tho reform critique is that employment of specialists 

,wi th~11. a given police agency enables better performance of activities 

that lead to valued outputs and outcomes than does employment of generalists 

together l'lith reliance on specialists from extra-agency sources. An 

extreme reform position (though scarcely credible) is that th~ absence of 

internal specialists in a police agency denies residents of its Jurisdiction 

access to these activi~ies 

part by such specialists. 

m.d thus the outpt:.ts and outcomes supplied in 

The issue here is the availability of special-

ists. Large departments arE~ said to have more specialists readily avail abl e 

and thus to avoid delays and coordination costs involved in obtaining 

specialists from other agendes. Because internal specialists are argued 

to be more accessible, large agencies using task-oriented strategies are 

said to benefit more from specialists skills in their activities. Smaller 

agencies \'lith patrol-oriented strategies often must use generalists for 

tllese activities. 

Carrying the argument to outputs and outcomes, specialists are pre

sumed to be more qualified to engage in activities that lead to beneficial 

consequences. Investigative specialists are thought to be mo£'e able to 

investigate crimes, leading to higher arrest, clearance, and stolen property 

recovery rates, and thus, to lower crime rates through deterrent and 

incapacitation effects. Traffictspecialists are thought more able to 
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direct the flow of traffic, thus avoiding accidents and increasing th!) 

volume of through truffic. Family crisis intervention spociali3ts arc 

better able to determine and deal with the underlying difficultieHl thitt 

spark such conflicts, and thus are able to defuse them before more seriouf. 

problems al"ise. The skill of speciali!'>ts in conducting such activities 

is thus an essential link in the argument. 

Summarizing, then, larger police agencies are more likely to uti lize 

a task-oriented production strategy, emphasizing the employment of ~;ll(ldlJ.l~ 

ist officers. Their jurisdictions are more likely to exhibit Rufficlent 

incidents where specialists skills are beneficial. The internal cmploymC'nt 

of specialists makes them more available in any given instance than ()btain~ 

ing such skills from an extra-agency source, thus increasing the likelihood 

that they will engage in the necessary activities. The application of 

specialist skills to "lctivities in many situations results in better handling 

of those situations than possible from generalists. Aggregating across 

m~"1Y incidents where specialists handled the problem at hand, the outputs 

and outcomes of service j?:.:oduction b/ ::';~)0cialized agEmcies are better than 

those produced by nonspecialized agencies. As large size is a sine qua 

non for specialization, so large size leads to better outputs and outcomes. 

Counter arguments focus on three aspects of size and specialization. 

First. while it is true that smaller police agencies are less likely to 

employ police specialists than are larger agencies, this does not preclude 

citizens of their jurisdictions from obtaining the services of specialists 

when they l'lould be beneficial. The choice of production strategies is 

made by police agencies operating within the structure of service delivery 

arrangements in a local poli~e service industry. Instead of each agency's 

I 
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choice of production strategy alone determining the availability of 

specialist officers for the conduct of specialized activities in its 

jurisdiction, the combined choices of all producing agencies in the 

industry affect that availability. In some cases (establishment of an 

interjurisdictional major case squad or a mUltiagency communications and 

information center, for example) the choices of several prOdtlCers are 

explicitly coordinated. In others, agencies may adjust their choices in 

light of what others do, but not necessarily require explicit mutual 

adjustment. 

Virtually any police agency may call upon the services of skilled 

specialists from adjoining jurisdictions, from state or federal police 

agenctes, or from interorganizational entities such as major case squads 

or multijurisdictional crime laboratories (for examples, see E. Ostrom, 

Parks, and Whitaker, 1977; 1978). It is an empirical question, for which 

virtually no evidence is available, as to whether,obtaining specialists 

from extraorganizational sources results in lesser availability in circum-

stances where thei= skills would be beneficial than does internal assignment 

of officers to specialized units. It is also an empirical question, again 

with little evidence available, as to whether or to what extent some 

police service producers exploit others by relying on specialists from 

those others. 6 These questions must be addressed prior to making predictions 

linking organization to performance through the choice of production strategy. 

A second argument counter to the claims of the WOUld-be reformers 

is~that internal specialization is not an unmixed blessing for police 

agencies. Prominent scholar-practitioners of police administration have 

warned that there could be serious problems reSUlting from speci~lization 
< 
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as well as benefits (0. W. Wilson and McLaren, 1972: 82-86). Over-

specialization can result in inefficient use of specially trained officers. 

They can become incapacitated with respect to activities other than those 

of taeir own speciality, thus reducing departmental flexibility. Non-

specialist officers may cut back their activities in areas where specialized 

units are assigned (traffic control is a prime example), leaving all of 

the activity to be done by specialists even when nonspecialists' activities 

might be necessary as well. The multiplication of divisions, bureaus, 

offices J and ranks that often accompanies the choice of task-orie~lted 

production ,strategies may cause inordinate difficulties for coordination 

of activities within a specialized police"department. Commenting on police 

reformers who advocated specialization, Fogelson notes that by the 1960s, 

"some reformers, \'lho realized that many chiefs were having difficulty 

staying in touch l'l'ith all these squads and coming up with the manpower 

to patrol the streets, started to wonder whether tl1is process [specialization] 

had gone too far" (1977: 177). 

The reduced availa"r...:_.ity of pel's_ ~:nel for on-street patrol duties 

that results from specialization and accompanying growth in administrative 

assignments is referred to by Richardson as "the seemingly inexorable 

logic of Parkinson's law. Those unfamiliar \.,ri th this phenon.enon would 

be surprised, he says J by the "large gap bet,'/een the number of men in a 

department and the number patrolling the streets at any given time" 

(1974: 121-122). This gap is substantially narrower in smaller, less 

specialized agencies (E. Ostrom, Parks, and ~~1itaker, 1978: 89). These 

smaller agencies are thus able to deploy ~ personnel (in relation to 

population served) for patrel and i~nediate response activities than are 
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In1'ge) specialized depnrtments. This higher patrol presence should enable 

morc rapid responses to service requests by the smaller agencies. 

Another negative effect for the quality of police personnel in police 

agencies with task~oriented production strategies may occur if the assign

ments and activities of specialists are "glamorized" to the detriment of 

regular patrol officers. However specialized a department, the patrol 

division constitutes at least a plurality of its strength and carries 

out the bulk of the day-to~day activities of the department. If patrol 

officers become demoralized by an overemphasis on the attractiv~ness of 

specialized units or if the patrol force is deprived of the best officers 

through their assignment to such units, then the quality of these day-to

day activities must suffer. 

In this view the choice of a task-oriented production strategy has 

a number of consequences for activities in a police agency that are 

unaccounted for in the reform argument. Specialization leads to a require

ment for additional administrative activities and it may lead to a reduction 

in generalist patrol activities. The quality of the latter may decline 

as well if specialized assignments acquire extraordinary esteem. These 

additional activity effects in turn lead to additional consequences not 

included in the reform argument. These include the possibilitie~ of reduced 

on-street patrol presence and longer response times, and as a result~ 

poorer outcomes in terms of emergency assistances, crime and victimization 

rates) and citizen perceptions and evaluations of the services they receive. 

A third counterpoint with respect to specialization focuses on the 

presumption that specialists are better able to deliver services than are 

generalists. The issue here is whether sufficient specialized knowledge 
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is available to warrant the training of many officers in the conduct of 

specialized activities. A number of years ago, Hayek made a distinction 

between knowledge of a generalized sort, such as that embodied in scientific 

principles, und "knO\dedge of the particular circumstances of time and 

placell (1945: 521). The former is the realm of the specialist. Those 

who are trained in a specialty may be led to overlook or to denigrate the 

importance of the latter, thinking that application of the procedures in 

which they have received training is sufficient for all circumstances. In 

the case of policing specifically, officers that have been assigned to 

specialized units may find themselves removed from the time and place 

information which is, in many instances, the prime stock in trade of the 

patrol officer. This may seriously hamper the c"pacity of specialist 

officers to contribute to the valued outputs of their agencies. 

Recent studies of the ways in which criminal cases are actually 

solved (and not solved), for example, suggest th~t the need for investi-

gative specialization may have been greatly overstated (Greenwood and 

Petersilia, 1975). The findings emphasize the importance of the activities 

of victims and witnesses as well as those of the immediately responding 

officer, and downplay the activities of follow-up investigators. To quote 

one of the "major findings -- on how cases are solved ff
: 

The single most important determinant of whether or not 
a case will be solved is the information the victim 
supplies to the immediately responding patrol officer. 
If the information that uniquely identifies the perpetrator 
is not presented at the time the crime is reported, the 
perpetrator, by and large, will not be subsequently 
identified (xvii). 

Observers have noted that most arrests for crimes are made by police 

department generalists, the patrol officers. The role of the citizen 

:.1 
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as initiator of a complaint and .!tupplier of identifying: information as 

to tho perpetrato~ is crucial (Reiss, 1971: 105; Greenwood and Petersilia, 

1975). The success of specialized investigators in solving "mysteries," 

where little or no information is available from victims, is markedly low» 

suggesting that specialized knowledge is not available for dealing with 

such cases. Descriptions of how detectives conduct their activities are 

consistent with this view (Greenwood and Petersilia, 1975), as is the 

common observation that officers rarely receive much specialized training 

when appointed to detective rank. Indeed, such appointments often are 

the result of good work as a patrol generalist. 

Similar arguments might be advanced with other varieties of specialized 

assignments in police agencies. Most traffic control activities seem 

easily within the capabilities of generalist officers, for example. 

Traffic specialization may be more the result of an attempt to control 

officer discretion than of the availability of specialized knmlTledge for 

dealing w'ith traffic problems (Gardiner, 1968; J. Q. Wi1son~ 1968). 

The need for the activities of specialists that are said to be more 

available in task-oriented police agencies may have been substantially 

overstated in this view. While admitting cases where specialized knowledge 

may be available and thus specialist assignment and training beneficial 

(ready examples are forensic laboratory analysts and experienced teachers 

for training academies), the activities of many officers with specialized 

assignments in larger agencies are not greatly different from those that 

a general~st might perform, nOr are the skills of most specialist~ informed 

by a body of knowledge with respect to the conduct of these activities. 

The conduct of such activities by generalist officers might thus lead to 

equally beneficial outputs and outcomes in many (indeed most) cases. 
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Summarizing arguments contra specialization as a reason for dash'ing 

larger police agencies, they are as follOl'lS. Specialists may be available 

from extra-agency sources as well as those internal to larger agencies. 

Such arrangements are quite prevalent, although their relative costs are 

not well-known. Internal specialization results in substantial costs for 

larger agencies. Specialists, are not generally available for regular 

patrol duties and this, together with added administrative requirements 

for the supervision of many diverse units, can lead to serious diminution 

of the on-street patrol and immediate response force. This may have 

negative effects on outputs such as frequency of surveillance and the 

distribution of response times. Finally, there is little evidence that 

warrantable specialized knowledge is available in many areas of policing 

'that have been the subject of recommendations for specialization. What 

evidence there is suggests that many of the activities assigned to specialists 

in larger agencies might be done as well by generalist officers who would 

also be available for many other activities. 

Given this discussion of fragmentation, agency size, and specialization, 

what sorts of evidence might be used to investigate the empirical validity 

of the arguments? First, one would want to examine the relationships of 

the organizational variable, size, to production strategy choice, and its 

effect on the number of specialists (and administrators) in police agencies 

of varying size. Hypothetical relationships might be those charted in 

Figure 3.1 • 

'. 
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Figure :5.1. Hypothetical Size. SpeCialization, ... nd 
Administration Relationship!) 

Number 
Assigned 
To: 

o 

Patrol 

Specialized Units 

Number of Personnel 

A 

As tht~ number of officers in an agency increases, a task-oriented strategy 

is more likely, with increases in the number of specialists and the number 

of administrators employed. Part of the argument sUl"roundin:g size and 

production strategy has to do with tha shape of the curves o··s and O-A, 

representing respectively the number of specialists and the number of 

administrative personnel as the total number of personnel increases. 

The figure as drawn is neutral, showing a strictly proportionate increase 

in number of specialists and in number of administrators as size increases. 

Those who argue the added opportunities for specialization in larger 

agencies probably mean a greater than proportionate increase in number 

of specialists as size increases. If so. then empi:dcaUy line 0-8 ought 

to curve upward as size increases. Those who suggest that a task-oriented 

strategy entails a substantial administrative overhead would expect to see 
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line O-A bend upward as size increases, nnd particularly as o-s increases. 

By examining the shapes of these lines among a sample of police agencios, 

it should be possible to shed light on choice of production strategies and 

administrative loads in departments of varying size. 

Xn addition to examining the relationship of individual production 

unit 'size to the number of internal specialists and administrators, it 

would also be important to examine hm\' these relationships might be 

different in differently structured service delivery arrangements. Thus, 

for example~' the existence of a metropolitan-wide producer of specialized 
, , ,-

investigative services (e.g., a major case squad or a prosecutor's detective 

unit) or a specialized producer of traffic control services (e.g., state 

polic~~ or highway patrols) might reduce the assignment of officers to such 

services in all or most of the other producing agencies in the area. Such 

differences, if they could be demonstrated, would be an important argument 

for the value of the public service industry framework (for an early attempt 

to do 50, see Parks, 1976). 

The conduct of activities by specialists is valued ror its presumed 

effects on outputs and outcomes. One way that specializadon may be 

beneficial is through increased skills of criminal investigation personnel. 

If so, clearance and property recovery rates ought to be higher in more 

specialized agencies than in less specialized ones facing equal crime 

patterns. That is, the specialists ought to be more productive at 

converting crimes into clearances than are generalist officers. If, on 

the other hand, most crime clearances result from the activities ot victims, 

witnesses, and generalist patrol officers, then the link between task-

oriented prodUction strategy and clearance rates ought to be weak or 

even negative. 

-- - ~~-"-------- --~----.. -...... -----
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As ShO\ffi in Figure 3.1, a necessary consequence of an increase in 

the number of officers with specialized assignment, holding department 

size and number of administrators constant, is a reduction in the number 

of officers with on-street patrol assignments. Examination of the relation

ships between production strategy choice and patrol unit availability and 

response time distributions would provide evidence as to whether a task

oriented strategy leads to Im'ler levels of these outputs than does a 

patro1~oriented one. Reports of experiences by citizens having contacts 

with officers in departments that choose mOTe or less specialized strategies 

may provide evidence on the outcomes for citizens that result from such 

choices. 

Evidence With respect to the links of service delivery structure 

and producer organization to the choice of production strategy and> through 

that choice, to actiVities, outputs, and outcomes in terms of patrol and 

immediate response to service requests will be examined in Chapter Five. 

In that chapter, the shapes of the lines in Figure 3.1 will be determined 

for a large sample of police agencies. The effects of choosing different 

production strategies for the availability of patrol units will be shown. 

Patrol unit availability will then be linked to patrol visibility and 

response time distributions and to citizen perceptions of police response. 

The relationships of production strategy choice to activities, outputs, 

and outcomes in terms of crime and victimization rates will be explored in 

Chapter Six. Clearance rates in departments choosing different strategies 

will be examined as possible outputs that affect crime outcomes. The 

relationships of these variables to the proportion of agency personnel with 

specialized~ criminal investigation assignments should indicate whether 

" 
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and how a task-oriented production strategy leads to better crime-fighting 

outputs and outcomes. 

Frawnentation, Police Agency Size~ and Spillovers, 

"Crime kno\l/s no bounds" is an often heard criticism of fragmented 

police service delivery arrangements. The image suggested is one of 

criminals planning their capers in one jurisdiction, committing them in 

another, and escaping for sanctuary in a third. The witless police, seen 

as unable to cross the boundaries of their small jurisdictions, are left 

to ponder their ineffectiveness. The report of the President's Commission 

on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice states the charge$ 

America is essentially a nation of small police forces, 
each operating independently tl1ithi;;l the limits of its 
own jurisdiction. The bou:ada:ties which define. and limit 
police operations do not hinder the movement of criminals, 
of course. They can and do take advantage of ancient 
political and geographic boundaries, which give them 
sanctuary from effective police aC'i;.ivity (1967a: 301). 

Similar reasoning informed the report of the Advisory Commission on 

Intergovernmental Relations in 1971 (17), and that of McCausland's report 

to the President's Task Force on Suburban Problems (1972: 63). 

This question of crimespillevers and an inability to internalize 

them is potentially quite sel'ious. There are actually two aspects to the 

charges. The first might be characterized as the "den of thieves" problem. 

This refers to a situation where lax enforcement in a given jurisdiction 

affords sanctuary to criminals who prey upon citizens of other, surrounding 

jurisdictions. The second aspect is that of the scale required to disce'rJl 

patterns of criminal behavior. Fragmented systems without good information 

exchange may result in an inability to recognize such patterns where they 
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extend across jurisdictional lines. As a result of either or both of 

these aspects, crime rates might be higher with fr1sm'Snted organizational 

arrangements than with more consolidated ones. 

On the other hand, both aspects of the problem could be dealt with 

through r~~course to organizational arrangements that e:ctend beyond those 

of singlo producer agencies. The den of thieves clearly requires the 

attontion of police from overlapping jurisdictions such as county and 

state agencies. In some states (e.g., Missouri or New Jersey) county 

officials could go so far as to suspend the local police and move to 

supply all police services to the jurisdiction directly. Here the 

activities of officers from other agencies in the service delivery system 

may be available to supplant those of officers from the ineffective (or 

even corrupt) department. The second aspect, that of information avail

ability, might be handled through informal or formal information exchanges 

among agencies (e.g., McDavid, 1974), or by the establishment of joint 

information collection, processing, and dissemination centers (e.g., 

the New Haven CIRRS system reported by Abt Associates, 1976). Since 

there are often said to be problems of information flow within large 

departments (e.g., Bittner, 1970; Goldstein, 1977) as well as between 

smaller ones, it becomes a question of comparing losses under varying 

forms of organizational arrangements. 

Different forms of spillovers may be probl~ms in the jurisdictions 

of large, particularly central city, police agencies. Citizens of the 

many quite safe portions of these jurisdictions may not distingUish between 

press reports of crimes in high crime portions of those jurisdictions and 

what occurs in their own neighborhoods. Newspaper or television reports 
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of a "crime wave" in Gotham City may not always make it clear that the 

crime wave is limited to one or a few precincts :in the entire CIty. and 

that most neighborhoods are quite safe. Cithens of safe neighborhoods 

may restrict their activities (making their neighborpoods less safe by 

this very restriction -- see Jane Jacobs~ 1961). They, together with 

citizens of :mrrounding jurisdictions may shun many safe business areas 

of the large city. Through a self-fulfilling prophecy, the safe purtiotls 

of the large jurisdiction become unsafe due tv their neglect by citizens. 

Similar dynamics may affect police officer attitudes a.nd behaviors. 

Officers who work in large central cities arc constantly confl'onted t'lith 

media reports of crime in their city. Regardless of the actual rate of 

crime, there 'is sufficient crime occu1cring in a large jurisdiction to 

provide a daily diet of crime s·,ories. There is a danger that an uncritical 

reading of such reports, combined with officel's' experiences in truly 

high crime portions of a city~ may lead to an internal spillover in large 

police departments. This spillover occurs 'v/hen officers working in 

relatively crime free neignborhoods ..:he city employ tactics that ought 

to be restricted to high crime areas, if used at all. Katz, for example, 

argues that suburban police, 

while they can never wholly relax theiT vigilance, . . . 
do not have to approach every transaction as though 
it promised violence. . . . It is one luxury which only 
small-town and suburban ,Policemen can safely enjoy 
(Katz,' 1974: 76-77, emphasis in original). 

Campbell and Schuman (1968) also pointed out the difference in relations 

between police and citizens as reported in their surveys of central city 

and suburban residents. But there are many areas of central cities that 

are much more similar to "small-to\'ffi and suburban" neighborhoods than 

---~~ .. -~ --
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they arc to high-crime skid-row or ghetto neighborhood.:;. Officers l<Jho 

"acquire an ethos or .an ideology that dramatizes violence" (Katz, 197,1: 

83), may not be able to es~~ape that ethos when dHHlgO ui assignment or 

a call for service takes them into less violent portions of their juris

diction. O!1e could hypothesize that "civility" between officers and 

citizens might suffer (Reiss 1 1971; Katz, 1974).7 

How can these spillover questions be examined? What evidence can 

be arrayed to detorminfi} the consistency of the arguments with real world 

phenomena? The question of crime spillovers is very difficult. Because 

most crimes are never solved, it is virtually impossible to ImOl-! whethel' 

most crimes are committed by individuals in or near their 0\<Jn neighborhoods 

or whether criminals do, in Pa.c~, plan crime::., ".ll sanctuaries and commit 

them in other areas. What evidence there is sugglSsts that this is not 

the most common pattern» that most criminals in fact operate quite close 

to home, but we have only a smul1~ biased sample of criminal acts and 

criminals to examine. Detailed examinations of existing crime reports 

and, perhaps, interview's with offenders could provide additional information 

to that currently known, but the sample would remain a biased one. If 

it were possible to compare generally identical ones, one or more served 

by a single, large police agency, and one or more served by sets of smaller 

agencies, the crime patterns across such a comparison would provide further 

information. If the arguments with respect to spillovers and information 

losses in fragmented service delivery arrangements were correct, one would 

expect them to exhibit generally higher rates of crime and generally lower 

clearance rates. A major difficulty, of course, is finding sites that 

enable such comparisons to be made. A partial a.ttempt at such a comparison 

is offered in Chapter Six. 
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Spillovers in terms of attitudes and behaviors can be examined 

through surveys and observations of citizens and police officers. If 

the fear of crime spills over in larger jurisdictions, then tIl€' relation .. 

ship between crime 01' victimization l'tltes in a neighborhood and neighbtn:hood 

residents fear of crime ought to be weaker th:;m in smaller jur1sd.kti on~. 

It, ~hould be biased toward more fear for gi.ven proba.bilities of vh·tillli<~U-

tion as well. Officers may be less prone to overestimate thl~ <langeI' of' 

victimization in neighborhoods within larger jurisdictions, but t.heir 

attitudes and behaviors may be shifted to\,mrd those of their COlltlague~3 

t'lho work in the most difficult areas. 11"d,s should be evident in thei l' 

attitudes toward th~ use of force as a lil;;ans of dealing with prohlems. 

Attitudinal data from citizens and r~o:!.",-,,;~; c;2;7icers liv:ing and \'mrtdngin 

neighborhoods served by differently ;;i,,;eo p\)11':,:1 agencies \I1ill be mmmim'd 

in Chapter Six to see whether such spUlcver effects can be ident:f:i.~d. 

Framnentation. Police Agency Size, and Responsiveness 

A final way in which the structure of service delivery arrangements 

may influence performance to be explll:'vJ in this chapter focuses upon the 

responsiveness of variously organized police service delivery systems. 

Critics of large, consolidated policing systems commonly claim th~m to be 

less responsive than smaller, fragmented systems. The qifficulty of 

responsiveness for larger agencies is said to be twofold. First, they 

,~re likely to serve more heterogenous jurisdictions where it is difficult 

to ascertain and aggregate preferences and where a wide repertoire of 

activities would be necessary to match preferences if they wel'e known. 

Second, larger agencies are said to be less responsive to citizen preferences 

.. ' 
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becaU5C citizens havf~ less influence over the incentives and constraints 

for larger po lice agendas. One should note with respect to the latter 

point that there are many advocates of police flp"ofc~,ziona1ismlt who see 

this as beneficial, not detrimental, to pOlice performance. 

As discu5sed in Chapter One, it is difficult for consumers to develop 

and articulate r.rcfcrences for public: goods and services like police. The 

outputs and outcomes which they v'lould prefer are likely to be amorphous 

and mul tirUmensional • TIle mechanisms for communj eating preferences to 

service providers may be cumbersome. Consumers may wish to conceal their 

true preferences, hoping to receive services hlithout paying their full 

share. These problems, while present to some degree in public service 

jurisdictions of any size, JIm.y be exacerbate\! hI the diversity of preferences 

held by citizens in large, heterogenous jurisdictions. It may be impossible 

for providers and, through them, for producers to arrive at a consensus 

that is responsive to such diverse preferences. Contrasting small and 

large jurisdictions J James Q. Wilson refers to the Ekelihood of "general 

agreement as to the norms that ought to govern public conduct" in the 

small jurisdictions, and ar~les that police serving large jurisdictions 

are forced to "choose . . . between competing standards. of order held ,by 

different persons" (.I.~:68: 219). Whether the 'l)olice can even know the 

competing standards so as to be able to choose in large, diverse juris

dictions is problematic. 

In theory, if preferences were known, police in larg~~ jurisdictions 

could supply different configurations of activities in different portions 

of their jurisdiction, thus tailoring those activities to the preferences 

of their diverse clientele. In fact, this is commonly done to some degree 
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in police jurisdictions, though not nllmys acknml/ledged. 'nlere n:rc strong 

institutional norms against such tailoring) arguing that uniformity of 

justice requires uniformity in the deliviar>' of police services (sl~e~ 101' 

example, the arguments against exercise of police disCl'etion by Ronald 

Allen, 1976). Attempting to match diverse preferenc(.'!s in diffel'ont porti.om; 

of a 1.arge jurisdiction requires offic(.'!l's to learn a "'idel' repertoire l'if 

activities and to learn when and WhUl'C various activities aro appropriate. 

Officers, on the other hand, are said to !:>cal'ch for cues that enable them 

to reduce the information needs and calculations necessary to such matching 

(Rubinstein, 1973; J. Q. Wilson, 1968). Wilson argues that this is much 

easier in smaller jurisdictions where ufficers are likely to lmo\'l more 

citizens individually rather than as members of variously defined groups. 

They are thus better able to choose appropriate activities in any given 

situation, with beneficial outputs and outcomes as the results: 

Because the inferences about "character" that the police 
must necessarily make are, in a small community, less 
dependent on easily discerned external attributes (race, 
age, and the like)~ the citizens in such co~nunities 
should perceive such judgements I:.:~~ unfair less frequently 
than citizens iT! large cities Wh",,:t.'0 police judgements 
must be based more on empirical or quasi-statistical 
generalizations (1968: 219-220). 

Difficulties in knowing and matching citizen preferences may lead 

police in larger jurisdictions to turn inward for the standards to be 

applied, or outward, to canons of good police practice developed in an 

,attempt to professionalize p01ice. 8 The fact that citizens in many large 

jurisdictions are far removed from the exercise of incentives or constraints 

on police behavior encourages such agency autonomy. Police agencies are 

arguably quite similar to large schOOl systems. in this. regard. 
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Many large center-city school systems are so structured 
that parents or pupils do not constitute important 
elements in a school's environment, i.e., they cannot 
influence resource flows or affect the legitimacy of 
the schools. On the other hand, some small~r suburban 
jurisdictions are so structured that parents and students 
can significantly influence these processes, with the 
result that decision makers require information on the 
concerns of parents and students (Gam, et al. J 1976: 48). 

To the extent that citizens in large jurisdictions cannot "influence 

resource flows or affect the legitimacy" of the police department, police 

decision makers have fewer incentives to require information with respect 

to their concerns. 

The debate over the responsivene~s of differently structured poiice 

service delivery systems is not limited to disagreements 'With respect to 

activities, outputs, and outcomes. Responsi V';;'::E:S,S as a criteria applied 

to these conwonents of the production process is controversial by itself. 

A finding, for example, that smaller jurisdictions and fragmented delivery 

systems led to greater responsiveness to citizen preferences by local 

police might not be viewed as necessarily a plus for such systems. 

Responsiveness almost certainly entails variation in activities and outputs 

within and among jurisdictions. Critics of American police service delivery; 

hnwever, have long argued that ", .. varying standards of ... service 

have contributed immeasurably to the general low grade of police ,Performance 

in this country" (National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, 

1931: 125). Variations in activities and 0UtputS that are part of any 

attempt to be responsive to diverse preferences are often said to constitute 

unequal law enforcement and 1 thus, unequal justice. Uniformity in police 

activities and outputs has commonly been cited as a benefit to be derived 

from consolidating police jurisdictions" 
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Indeed, the fear that police might be more responsive to local 

concerns has been used as an argument against recommendations for giving 

neighborhoods within large jurisdictions more control over the police 

serving there. Wilson stat£s the concern well. 

Allowing them [the poli~'eJ to be governed by neighborhoods 
[in central cities] . . . [would result in] putting the 
police at the mercy of the rawest emotions l the lIIost 
demagogic spokesmen, and the most provincial concerns 

. (1968: 289). 

Other, less dramatic statements of this concern can readily be found. 

The issue, then, is whether the police ought to be organized so as to be 

more responsive and, if so, to whom they might be responsive in conducting 

their activities. This disagreement goes beyond activities, outputs, and 

outcomes to inClude questions about which criteria ought to be applied to 

them and what performance measurements of which constituencies ought to 

be taken into account. 

Marshalling evidence w5t4 re~;pect to the responsiveness of different 

organizational arrangements for police service delivery is not easy. First, 

one needs to demonstrate that there are patterned differences in activities, 

outputs, and outcomes from area to area, either between smali jurisdictions 

or within larger ones. Second, one must demonstrate that the patterning is 

somehow consonant with preference variations from area to area, and not 

simply the result of differences in local service conditions. This requires 

measurement of citizen preferences, a thing that has been shown to be most 

difficult with respect to public services such as police (for attempts to 

measure citizen preferences for public goods, see Hoinvil1e, 1971; McIver 

. and Ostrom, 1976; and E. Ostrom and Parks, 1975). Ideally, one \I{ould then 

. want to demonstrate mechanisms whereby differences in preferences led to 
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differences in outputs and outcomes, thus eliminating chance matchings 

from being considered responsive. This, finally; :requires one to 

consider the organizational arrangements that characterize the system 

of local government in addition to those for th~ delivery of police 

services alone. 

It may be possible to use citizen perceptions and evaluations of 

local police actiVities, outputs, and outcomes as crude approximations 

for responsiveness indicators (E. Ostrom, et al., 1978). This involves 

arguing that the closer the match between activities, outputs, and outcomes 

and citizen preferences for these, the better citizens will perceive their 

police to be performing. Low ratings of police performance then indicate 

that police activities, outputs, and outcomes are not responsive to the 

preferences of citizens. There is a logical fallacy in such an argument, 

it involves the error of affirming the consequent (Salmon, 1963~ 27), and 

it requires imputing citizens' preferences for the measures used, but 

it may be the best obtainable under circumstances where the necessary 

measures of preferences and mechanisms for linking preferences to activities 

are unavailable. 

Using the latter argument as a basis for exploration, several 

measures of police responsiveness will be arrayed as consequences of 

varying organizational arrangements in Chapter Six, These measures, 

including citizen perceptions ,of police honesty, courtesy, and equality 

of treatment of neighborhood re~idents, and citizen evaluations of the 

overall level of police services they receive, will be related to variations 

in the size of police jurisdictions. Controls for neighborhood and 

respondent characteristics will be included in these analyses. 
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Industry Fragmentation and Police Agency S~z~ 
as Key Organization Variables 

The arguments developed in this chapter have been based upon police 

agency size and the fragmentation of service delivery arrangements as 

key organizational variables. Size of police agency and industry fragmonta-

tion have been central elements of debates concerning police organization 

for many years. They have been linked to performance through several 

chains of logic in an attempt to understand why it is the case that small 
'. 

departments and fragmented policing have'been so frequently damned by 

police reformers. The logics of counter arguments have been presented 

as well. Other logical chains c~uld be derived, addressing, for example, 

charges with respect to the quality of personnel in agencies of varying 

size. But those presented here include a large percentage of the charges 

and offer the advantage of available data against which they may be 

arrayed. Other organizational variables than size 01' fragmentation might 

be argued to be important influences on performance as well. These may 

or may not be closely related to variations in size (although the patterning 

of police organizations along the lines of recommended forms that are 

size dependent suggests that other organizational variables should follow 

size quite closely). However, size and fragmentation, as the most frequently 

appearing organizational arrangements in discussions of police service 

delivery, deserve initial exploration. 



( FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER THREE 

lNehnevajsa conducted a seco11da:c:'y analysis c)f Illajvr survey-
based studies of crime from 1960 to 1976. These studies, covering 
some 130,000 Americans showed that, "when specific questions are 
raised about the extent to which crime may be, or may not be, a major 
problem of the residential areas of the respondents, some 4 in 10 
Americans consistently indicate that it is, indeed, a serious concern" 
(1977: 87). 

2Although no hard data is available, it is likely that the number 
of police agencies has increased substantially during the years 
covered by the recommendations. Many new communities have incorporated 
and established local police agencies and many special purpose forces 
have been established. 

3Recent state level documents include the New Jersey County and 
Municipal Government Study Commission's Aspects of Law Enforcement in 
New Jersey (1976); The New England Bureau for Criminal Justice ServicAs' 
A Study of Police Services in the State of Maine (1975); and, in Canada, 
the report of the Task Force on Policing in Ontario, entitled The Police 
are the Public and the Public are the Police (1974). Recent local 
consolidation proposals have been advanced in Rochester, New York (see 
the Honrce County Legislature's "Alternative Plans for Improving Police 
Services in Monroe County, New York," December, 1978) and in the Ottawa
Carlpton region of Ontario (see Mayo, 1976). The charges against small 
pol~ce agencies and fragmented policing from one to another of these 
reports, together with their recommendations for structural changes, 
are virtually identical. 

4Frenkel$ howeveT, argues that the preference for simple, consolidated 
structures is, at least in part, a psychological reaction to the complexity 
of fragmented structures. He notes that "the l<1orld as it is, governments 
structures as they are, cannot be perceived in their entirety by any 
mind" (1977: 10). This, he says, produces a great incentive to reduce 
complexity to that which Inay b~ understood among scientists and others 
with a passion for neatness and comprehensibility, 

~Terms such as fragmentation or multiplicity, often used to damn 
existing structures of service delivery arrangements, are rarely defined 
explicitly. For attempts to do so for these and other measures of service 
delivery structures, see Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker (1974; 1978). 

6The fact that small agencies use specialists from large agencies 
need not be prima facie exploitation. Small departments might compensate 
officers or their departments for time spent. Working on cases in other 
jurisdictions may sharpen the skills of loaned specialists. The existence 
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of extrajurisdictiona1 demand may help to justify the employment of 
specialists in an agency that loans them out. Or, there may be 
intergovernmental grant funds available to pay for specialist 
officers in larger agencies, with the condition that they be made 
available to surrounding departments. 

70fficers in larger jurisdictions cfm, of course, adjust their 
behaviors as they move from one neighborJc.ood to another. Most probably 
do, most' of the time. But some may not. Even for those who do, the 
costs of learning and using several diff(~rent response sets is not 
inconsequential. 

8Us1aner and Weber suggest the reasonable proposition that the 
preferences most likely to be taken into account by decision luakers 
" .•. are those of the men and women actually charged. with making 
the decisions" (1975: 133). Lineberry's recent examination of public 
service delivery in San Antonio emphasizes 'i.:he importance of bureaucratic 
decision making (1977: 146). Administrators in large departments 
have told this author that one of their primaTY audiences when decidine 
departmental policy is that of administrators of other large police 
agencies. This is likely to bo l'einfo:i'ced by the organization of 
professional groups such as the l'~ceiltly fO:iCmed Police Executive 
Research Forum. . 

--- .---.. -.---. - ~--~-



o CHAPTER FOUR 

I,WnNG STRUCTURE AND PERFORMANCE m·fPIRICALLY -- I: 
Data Needs and Source:; 

nemollstrating that thc~ structure uf service delivery a:rrangement£; 

for. the tlcUVCl'Y of pUblic ~;eI'vices affects the performance of pubHe 

'H?rv.ie~ industries and the proclud.ng units wi thin them poses empirical 

di ff:iculties as t'mll as theoretica1. Even wi th a careful specification 

Of tho linkages of structure, conduct, and performance in an .industry 

as they operate through a public service production process, it may be 

hard to collect and array data bcm:ring upon those linkages. ThJO primal, 

reasons £01' this empirical prov.iom c'JdYt:, First, the range of variation 

in service delivery arrangf.;lmeil'i:.s, while bl'oad, is much reduced from the 

theoretically possible set. Many structural and organizational variables 

exhibit substantial covariation. Second, the multidimensional nature of 

most public services and the possible reactivity of virtually any measure 

of performance dictate that a larga number of measurements be taken for 

each service,delivery arrangement under study. Together, these factors 

dictate a need for large, complex data bases for analysis of structural 

effects. The following discussion will rely on police service delivery 

as the primary example, but similar dynamics can be found for other 

public services (e.g., education, see Katzman, 1971). 

Reduced Structural Variation 

For a number of years, various individuals and grol1ps have been 

involved in setting "standards" or presenting ideal types of organiza·· 

tiona! forms for police service producers and service delivery arrangements. 

--------------------------------------------------------~ 
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administration experts havf'.' all offt'rod m()dcl "'<~dll.·." '( ('j): ,,i n>."i t, 

for individual police agencie~; ,1 A~ Imti;~d in lhrl.'('g du.';.'(' 

I 

producer. To the extent that tb':;L' 

fm'l model~. This me 1 di:', ,',' 1 '"I. 

: ' I 
' ,.'. 

industry level, appears to 

They argued that a process akJ,l i}:,~) ,~c 1 on, ,,;!! U (' l1 kGly ','0 tIC 
o 

imperfect, may over time le3d to tj-!8 C.:'(;t 

? 
tional arrangements." To the G.lf.tPJ'lt '~,;lC1t 

structure to performance links t':ill tend to be embodied in m,i ~;·;.:hi!: 

organizational forms. The range of variation in ~;(;jJ'v:iCG deH Vl,,'Y 

structures and producer organization:;; t"Ul be \:THD.crlte(~. 

If l'le already lmel'l how structure influenced per~·m.'mancc;, tho','\,: t'JOUir;, 

be no problem posed by this reduced vaL'l z:l';:: ion . iJ':l 

scribing orgallizational forms would argue, .simply adopt the mOl:3 

efficient » responsive, and equitable forms and igno:re (;)';;her possit-U :i;t:1.G~ Q 

Unfortunately, as the arguments revie\':ed in ChaptOl' 1111'ee ::mgge~;t j thGl'e 

is substantial disagreement on whicL forms a.re likely to be more efficient:; 
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:re<'bi(}w.dhlc, 01' uqui t.2ble, and, thus, further research seems necessary 

ttl ffi eua ~ hm'levtn,'. By provithHg ;l. packagc~ of organi zational cha:cacteds-

p'.'~cscriptions of presumed correct 

u:q;,mizatilJnal forms h.ad to (l t;,~'cai: Jeal of covariation in organizational 

\·rh:h no div:i.~li()nal structm'G. 'HlO !1(.'Jct hln:.'gest may all have three clivi·, 

!.:i ons : patrol, detecti ves ~ cG.,.1 ::;t~l'dCt!s. Moving up in 5 ize, producers 

may :~dd one or t\'JO more d'ivi'i1.o!1;),> c.g., administrative services, techni-

organized \'Jit'h rom: or f:~vebu:>:\·;a,:' .. ;;? ';;,':eil of \I}hich is composed of several 

l ' . i 3 (lV1S ons. If thcsu guidcl':::uJS r:.:.'.);cricdy a.dhered to by producers ~ 

it \'lould not be possible to disentangle the effects of size a.nd of 

divi.sional and bureau structure GlS they affect producer agency performance. 

Many other organizational atti'ibutes may exhibit similar covariation. 

It is unlikely to be pe:fect covar·>~ .. m, however. Probably all pl'oducel' 

agencies deviate from the guidelines :iJ:l one or more ways. But the reduced 

variation doe~ mean that data must be collected for a larger number of 

producer agencies where such covariation exists. By having a large number, 

it may be possible to ferret out the variations in stnlcture that do 

exist and, thus, to assess their influences on performance. 

Multiple Measurement Needs 

Measurement of activities, outputs, and outcomes for entry into 

performance assessments has a number of difficulties associated with it 

as well. If the measures to be collected are those that ,ldministrators 

-~ ~------~~---~--~~ ---------------------. 
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maxim that may apply to a~toT:; ill 

that might be used fOl' 

".> , 

more resources to the ne l 

are claimed to OV8.:.'stat(" o 
for police services) hopinG to 1'(:-' ~r(, ::~ 

biasing measures of pOlIce c211 

in hopes of receiving higher insnr:::m.('o j1ayof~;T;. A ,d Ill] l':r 

sometimes made regat:ding police estimates of tAW F(~luo of yH'operi:y 

recovered. Until the Uniform Crime Report cri:;:ogm:y 

was revised to include all larcenies. poliec t:(:l'O oJ:;;{) 

predisposition to value stolen property sH~'htly b·'!ou ~;:jO, 

the crime from the FBI Index. 

It seems safe to say that any single mCaSUl'I) 

subject to one or more forms of manipulation. ~,iuH:iple meaSU1>e~j 9 par'i:iCIJ~ 

larly measures that can be used to "tl'iangulatcH through col1eGtion 

(?'l ,-y 
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eli verrie rwurcClCi 01nbh, et aL t 19(6), can help to illuminate such 

m~.mipulat1(m. So too can th.e embeddine of measures in a model of the 

It iq ea/3icr to manipulate a 8inele measure than to lno.nipulate 

and between thlD aS~leS!;men1:s of diverse <:ons'i.:ituencies. It t'lill not be 

p()~1sible to give a single statDlilcnt pDli(:e perfcrl'mancc. Po1i(:e 

porformance assessment~; should be Gouchcu in terms of 110\', well police 

,U'O doing on t'lhich meaSU1'CS, according to "lhieb. performance cri teriau as 

applied by which constituency group. Abbreviated assessments, based on 

one or a fo\'1 measures, cd t01'ia, or constituencies $ implicitly tJeight 

those not j ncl uded \vi th a zero val ue. Such a weighting, a.l though it may 

be l'Jarranted for many purposes, ought to be made explicitly so as to 

avoid the accumulation of unintended consequences through inattention, 

or the distol'Uon of acti vi ti~s, outputs. and outcomes to\'1ard emphas is 

on those that are measured (Etzioni~ 1964). Simultaneous consideration 

of a broad range of measures may help to avoid the tendency to turn 

attention inward toward activIties of primarily internal relevance 

(Selznick, 1943). It may help reduce the tendency of organizational 

actors to engage in activities that improve their "scores" on interna.l 

measures, at some expense to outputs and outcomes valued by constituencies 

outside of the organization (Peter and Hull. 1969; Hoffman, 1971). 
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Five and Six several linkages that can be derived from these predictions 

will be examined empirically. TIle remainder of this chapter presents 

the data to be used for these examinations. 

Data Sources 
---~ 

Data frlJm two recent studie;;s of poHce sel'Vice delivery provide 

the base fcn' an~!j'sis. The;; first" i:b;; Police Services Study 1 collected 

da:i;a on a large number of diverse ol'gOmizational arrangements for police 

se:rvice delivery in AmeJi.'ican mCfi:rcpulitan a:i:eas. 'Haese data c:'nable the 

don through the choice of PyouU(.!'t:.1.0liil ~;;;.'!.natcgies by producers to some 

indicators of pOlice ac~d.vi'i::.i;;:.;. 'i'f.··:;' oc<.:me study is the 1972 St. Louis 

Study. Data there were collli:Ji.!ted Gi: t~ 11m,~h 5m3-ller number of organl za-

tional arrangements, but the dat:::. L!.'0 1Ilu.::h :i:'ic:.iler. tHth the St. Louis 

data, it is possible to tra.ce linkage':.; :h,'Olil 'J!'oduce::r organization through 
~ . 

choice of production strategies to a r:ulilbex of activities and outputs, 

and, finally, to outcomes of POliCl ,;~:::,vice delivery for COnSUffii(n"'s. 

Combining data from both the Polic,(; Sl::rvice~ Study and the 1972 St. Loui.s 

Study \'li11, r hope, enable more pO\'Jerful analyses of structure to pel'fo:rmance 

linkages than would be possible using eithex alone. 

The Police Services StUdy4 

The Police Services Stu1y, conducted jointly by the Workshop in 

Political Theol~ and Policy Analysis at Indiana University and by the 

Center for Urban and Regional Studies at the University of North Carolina, 

had a number of research aims. Among those pertinent for the present 
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consumers together in a l"tr!!\~tm>(' 

The universe of metl'upoli tH,n areas to bo ~;tudh!II iIi 1i,:r,! jlp! ku 

o 
defined by two criteria. 11w first: tlQS ;1 1.970 SMSJi. popnlathm. 11..:f;(; !lInE 

or equal to 1.5 million pers01;.~;, 'Hie socond t'las that SMSA bmm(l;,Ji'j 

(as defined by the {J,S. 

From this universe of 200 areas p 80 SMSAs t'!ere chosen fO'lI' ~~tudy 

using a stl'atified random selection pT.OCedul'e. 1110 200 potent,'u.il ,:i't:I~if, 

were stratified by location in 10 geographic regions used by many 

administrative agencies and a 40 percent sample of SMSAs in e<2ch region 

was s@lected randomly. This p:rocedure ensHl'ed a wide g~ogl'(lphlc t:1i;,p~,n,'-

sion of SMSAs for (I<l.ta collection~ enabling the capture of sign;H~:ic(:>.nt 

state and regional variations in organizational arrangements foX' pol:ko 

service delivery. Figure 4.1 sho'lrJS the boundaries of the regions usect 

for stratification and the geographic distribution of the SMSAs; (;hOz0n. 
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l:igure 4.1. Police Services Study: 80 Metropolitan 
Ax'eas and 10 Federal Regions 

Data Collection in the Police Services Study 

Within each of the SMSAs in the sample, data were: collected on all 

agencies producing any of the three police services supplied directly to 

citizens: patrol, traffic control, and criminal investigation. Data 

were also collected on agencies that supplied any of four auxiliary 

services to direct service producing agencies. These auxiliary services 

were entry~level training, radio communications, crime laboratory analysis, 

and adult pretrial detention. 

For each agency producing anyone of theSe services in the sample 

SMSAs, the following information was obtained: 

o Which, if any, other services did the agency produce?; 
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Did any other ~\rodtlcers sUl'rly any \1f 

to any of the same consu!'ll""l'r.?; 

o If so, \'lere there any production arl'angemE'mr; l\(~tt·:p<';> 
suppliel's? ; 

o HOtl[ were its personnel ~tllocated to l~er,d(()~; ~i.iid ;;1('1' 
for the production of some of them'?; and 

o What. if any, formal interagency agl'eements t\'(l'; i 
a part of? 

These data were collected during the period of Juno 197,1 thl'Cltl;;h ::;,'ph'm1,,,,, 

1975 and VIera current at the t:i nw of col hK~tion. 

A mixed data collection strategy NilS used for the ~;'i'13\1}'. l!(':td' 

reliance was placed on in-person intervieVls ui til reprc$Onta'i:il;(~:; f!W 

service-producing agencies. These in-pe'rson :intervi etV's Nerc supplement 

wi th mail and telephone intervie'VJs with the producers, inl:(>Tvh'i·lS ui th 

other persons knowledgeable t'lith respect to police service JOliVC1'Y 

arrangements in the SMSAs, and with data obtained from tabu1 uti ons pre,,· 

pared for other purposes. Data. collection t;l<l.S conducted so as ~:o minlmi.ze 

the burdens placed upon informants. WhereVer possibV.1 $ pl'c-existing datn 

sourCes were used for preliminary tabulations th<lt t-lerc then verified in 

intervie~"s with producer representatives. This may have llClped to avoid 

contributing to the widely held perception among poli.ce officials that 

they are repeatedly surveyed for the same information. 

The Police Services Study Data Base 

Data on services produced and the consumers of those services were 

obtained for 1,827 producers of direct and auxiliary services in the 80 

SMSAs. These data were coded in a manner that allm']ed the computation of 
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nunw:l'ical D(.:orer; for meU0u:res of the structure of organizational arrange-

H,ontrj for poUeo !3srvlco delivery in e~:tch area (see E. Ostrom, Parks, 

,md l'fhH.alwl', lU78, eh. 3). 'rnese n~easures included fiU} tiI?1ici t:r:, --

tlw number of producer:, of a pal'tict21ar service in a metropolitan area; 

population that recoiv<:.:H rl givei1 !;~l'v;lce from the producer ,·lith the 

Llrgeqt jUl'bdictioJ1. Ta~'lo 4.1 ShO\i~ the distribution of' these structural 

liIcaSUl'C5 ncro~;£; the 30 me,(,l'opoli t.an areas. Taken together, tiler provide 

a good inciicatton of what many critics of American policing refer to as 

the fl.'agmentation of th'~ sCl'vl,ce del ivory system (see Chapter Three). 

Table 4.1. Structure of Police Patrol Service Delivery: 
Multiplicity, Relative Multiplicity, and Dominance 
in 80 SMSAs* 

Median SMSA 

Low Value 

High Value 

Interquartile 
Range 

Median for SMSAs 
with 500,000 or 

MultiElicitl. 
(Number of 
producers) 

13 

1 

91 

7-20 

Relative Multi:elicitl Dominance 
(Producers per 100,000 (Proportion of 

population) population in 
largest jurisdiction) 

5.9 0.51 

1.3 0.11 

19.0 1.00 

3.9-7.3 0.38-0.70 

More Population 29 4. a 0.36 

"'Most of these data are from E. Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, 1978: 78-79. 

In addition to these measures of service delivery structure, data 

on the internal organization and personnel deployment in most of the 1,454 

producers of direct police services in the SMSAs were obtained. Table 4.2 

presents data obtained from a subset of these direct service producers. 
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area patrol service at least a part ,)f each da~' f,y;' 

jurisdictions. 6 The data are the dlst;dbution \'1' 

together ''lith some indicators of pel,;,onuel .tllo~~:n.i(111. 

ment in agencies of differing sizes. and ind 

duced beyond basic patrol. 

These Police Services Study data ~li 11 he' HBetihl 

of service delivery structure and producer aW.mey },L:o to 

the organizatioIl::.\.l data from th,,'\ Hl72 i:;t. Lou'is PoHee Study Into a 

broader context. By shm'iing \'lhere the pol ice dOpal"tmont!1 lnd.l1do(~ 1 i~ 

the St. Louis study lie \'lith respect to size, pc':rsonnel aHocafion, ;)11(\ 

deployment distributions in the national sample, it t·JiH be p():;~;ihl(J to 

discuss the typicality of findings fl'om r.nalyses of the St. Lmd n 

The 1972 St. Louis Study7 

Investigation of the linkages of police activities to outputs ~mJ 

their outcomes in diverse service conditions and under diffE.YM:ent o:q;m:i:i,· 

zational al'rangements requires a more microanalytic focus than that used 

for examining organization to production strategy and activity :linI(s. 

Activities~ outputs, and outcomes are likely to vaTy conside1'c.bly 'Vlithi'iil 

the jurisdictions of large agencies as ,{,lell as betvleon those of smnlle'E' 

ones. Data collection and analyses at subjurisdictional, neighborhood 

levels is necessary to capture such variations. 

C) 
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Table 4.2. Personnel Assignments~ Service Production, and Patrol Dap loyment in 
Municipal Police Agencies 

Percent of Full-Time Percent of Departments Percent of 
Number of Sworn Officers Assigned toa : That Produce: Full-Time 
Full-Time Criminal Burglary Homicide Radio- Sworn on 

Sworn Investi- Other Adminis- Investi- Investi- Communi~ the Striat 
Officers Patrol gation Specialties tration gation gat ion cations at lOpm 

None--part-
time only 

(76) 53 21 25 

1 to 4 
(212) 100 0 0 0 71 47 39 50 

5 to 10 
I-' 
~ 

(217) 100 0 0 0 90 75 66 25 iN 

11 to 20 
(124) 74 8 0 8 98 94- 90 20 

21 to 50 
(122) 68 11 11 10 98 98 96 16 

51 to 150 
(78) 63 14 12 11 100 99 9S 14 

More than 1;:>0 
(45) 56 14 17 13 100 100 93 12 

aVa1ue shown is for median department in the size range. 

beN) = Number of departments in this size range. 
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Data for the examination of activity, output, and outcome linkages 

in this study were collected in 1972 in the St. T,otlis, Missouri ml;lt:ro·· 

politan area. The St. Louis research focused on police service 'delivery 

in 44 residential neighborhoods. Police services in these neighborhoods 

were supplied by one or more of 29 separate police agencies. The agencies 

ranged in size from 2,200 full-time sworn officers down to one depart

ment employ:ing only part-time officers. The research design fo.r the 

study was intended to permit comparisons of the performance of quite 

differently organized police agencies as they delivered services to 

similar sets of neighborhoods. 

The neighborhoods were predominantly residential. This focus 

enabled the elimination of many service condition variables as potential 

alternative explanations for findings. The types of demands placed upon 

police, for example, are likely to be quite different in residential areas 

than they are in central business districts or heavily industrial areas. 

While not all police jurisdictions contain the latter types of areas, 

virtually every police agency includes within its jurisdiction large 

proportions of neighborhoods similar to those selected ill St. Louis. 

This restriction to comparable areas lends face validity to findings as 

well as reducing the number of extraneous influences that would other

wise require statistical control in analyses. It also limits the 

generality of any findings with respect to implications for policing non

residential are~s. This was recognized at the time of the research and 

accepted as a reasonable cost 'co obtain service condition compa~ability. 

Sample Frame for the St. Louis Study 

The sample frame utilized for the 1972 St. Louis study was an 

extension of the "most similar systems" research design discussed by 
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Prze\l{orski and Teune (1970: 31-46). In a most similar systems dt'sil;tll 

the reJsearcher attempts to isolat\~ a series of systems (in the case of 

this research, neighborhoods) that are as similar as possible in. all 

relevant variables ,,,i th the exception of the explanatory variables .... 

those variables among which the researcher wishes to find and measure 

relationships. To the extent that the choice of systems aUm'ls, 

extraneous variables are controlled through sr;.~lection. 

The level of analysis employed in the design was the neighborhood,S 

The choice of neighborhoods 'I]ithin a single mctropo1:i.tan area. and ,1 

single state removed many possible so'UX'ees of variation. Hot'!over, police 

performance may be related to lllany f[,t(!tors a'~.: the neighborhood level, 

for example the population density, llO'fcc}'.\.'oge.1eHy, age, and the resour'~t:! 

base of the neighborhood. REldudng 'dw Val':Ul.t:~on in types of neighbor-

hood enabled a sharper focus on the 0ffec-;:s of the size of communities 

and other factors related more specifically to police organization. 

The classic most similar systems desi~l was extended by including more 

than a single type of r.'~::ghborhood 

The neighborhoods in the St. Louis study were lower middle- to 

middle-income residential areas. 9 They were chosen from a restricted 

set of areas such that at least 60 percent of the dwelling units \1ere 

owner-occupied, the median value of owner-occupied housing \I]as less than 
.... 

$25,000, and the percent of the neighborhood population over 65 years 

of age did not exceed 20, while the percent below 21 years of age did 

10 not exceed 45. 

The neighborhoods that remained after applying these criteria were 

stratified into logical categories along dimensions of jurisdiction size 

and/or organization for provision of police services, and neighborhood wealth. 
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On the size and organization dimensions, seven strata were used: 

1. Independently incorporated communi ties vii th 500 to 
4,999 population; 

2. Independently incorporated communities with 5,,000 to 
15,999 population; 

3. Independently incorporated communities with 16,000 to 
28,900 population; 

4. Census tracts within communities that ranged from 28,901 
to 66,000 population; 

5. Urban places within the unincorporated sections of St. Louis 
County served by St. Louis County Police; 

6. Planning neighborhoods \'lithin tho City of St. Louis; and 

7. Independently incorporated communities that contracted 
with other police departments for service. 

In the first six categories p police services ~'Jere supplied to citizens 

by the jurisdiction in which they lived. In the seventh category, a 

separate jurisdiction supplied police services to the community under 

contract arrangements. 

The wealth dimension contained three strata: 

1. Those communities and neighborhoods in which median 
value of owner-occupied housing units was less than 
$10,000; . 

2. Those communities and neighborhoods in. which median 
value of housing and between $10,000 and. $14,999 plus 
those communities and neighborhoods in which median 
value of housing was between $15,000 and $19,999 and 
median contract rent per month was less than $120; and 

3. Those communities and neighborhoods in which median 
value of housing was between $15,000 and $19,999 and 
median rental per month was greater than or equalto 
$120 plus those communities and neighborhoods in which 
median value of housing was between $20~OOO and $24,999. 

Stratification utilizing these organization and wealth factors in 

combination produced a seven by three matrix with 21 cells. Seven of 
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these logically possible <.'01,1$ had no empirical l'('fel'ents. 

Potential neighborhoods in each cell '<101'0 dichotomized into 

neighborhoods t'lith greatel' than 30 percent black population in 1!17ll 

and those ldth less than or equal tv 30 percent. Sensitivity to thi~ 

dichotomy in selecting neighborhoou:; (m~mreu inclusion $0, to thf;l cxtm'lt 

allml'ed by the existence of appropriate IH"'ighbo:dlOOd!'l - .. of a sit;;r,nlfi.c'lnt 

black sample. 

Having determined tIlt.! neighbo:d'lGods that met the research r~ri.tcria, 

choice among them was made on -;.:1.\0 bas:!::', of contiguity in {~lustcrs of 

neighborhoods. This \',as fe! t to have been a parti.cular strength in an 

earlier study (E. Ostrom, et a!. p 1.97.j~, and l'1aS therefore dup!i\;ated 

in St. T~ouis. Forty-five samp::'G .lGil;~,UoJ .. 'hl;O(is \'lere chosen to obtain 

variations along the dimension::; i.d ju::i~~.i\~'don size and organization 

for provision of police service, l'Jeal th tlitbin the community, and 

presence or absence of a sizable black population. 

Data Collection in St. Louis 

For each of the neighborhoods in the sample frame, data were obtained 

from several sources. These included: (1) interviews with citizens 

residin~ in the neighborhoods; (2) interviews with police officers 

serving the neighborhoods; (3) internal and published police and other 

local agency records pertaining to the neighborhoods; and (4) published 

and unpublished data relating to the neighborhoods from agencies external 

to the communities studied. 

A combination of in-person, mail, and telephone interviews was 

used to obtain interviews with citizens residing in the neighborhoods. 

Three types of neighborhoods were designated t each with a different 

,i 
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approach to citizen intervicv/ing. In neighborhoods of high SES rank 

in tho sample frame, mail questionnaires \1erC 1J~ed fo't' initial contacts, 

followed by a second wave of mail questionnaires to nonrespondents J an 

attempt to contact second wave nonrespondents by telephone, and the 

possibili ty of an in.-person contact for those \'ii thout listed telephones ,11 

In neighborhoods of middle SBS rank, and in a few of the higher ranked 

neighborhoods to provide a contl'ol group, mail questionnaires were used 

for initial contact with one half of the neighborhood respondents and 

in~person interview!; were used for the initial contact with the other 

one-half. Themail questionnaireswerefollOtvedupasabove.Savel.al 

call-backs were attempted for respondents who were not home for the 

initial in-person contact. Telephone inter,rlc\l[s \'lere attempted with 

potential respondents who were not at home over several call-backs or 

who hr..d refused an in-person interview. In the lowest SES rank neigh

borhoods in the sample frame, and in some middle rank, again for control, 

in-person interviews were used for initial contacts with all respondents, 

with call-backs and telephone follow-up where needed. 

For the areas where initial mail interviews were used, a random 

sample of addresses in each neighborhood was drawn from land-use files 

maintained at the University of Missouri in St. Louis. In-person inter

view respondents were chosen by selecting census blocks at random from 

a list of all blocks in the neighborhood. All households on the chosen 

blocks were included in the sample. 

The citizen interviews obtained data on characteristics of respondents 

and their households. 12 Data were also obtained on the activities of 

respondents and household members and their eA~eriences with crime and 



the polie::'!. 'I11C l'F.lspcmdcnts per~epthms of lo~,:nl poli~(\ offil.'C'l'~' and 

activities and (';valuation of the ovm'all quality of 1101 h~,e Ht'l'viet'l.' 

delivered to hi.; or her neighi.}(rrhood l1tn:e col1e(~tod as 11e11. 

In police <k;Hll'tment5 with 25 01"' felicl' full-time officOTl1_ iMP!'" 

vic\'lS 'l'lere conduct(ld wi tIt all officl.'r,c;. In those dcpartmentf, \.;i til mO'l't:< 

than 25 full-time officers, a sample \·ms Jrm'J'u hy first st:l'atifyinf~ tho 

department roster into (.~ommo:nd and nOl'H!Ol:lllllanU groups. A ,comhi.m~d };amplc' 

of 25 officers was then drm-m at random frQm tJI~) two strata $ (~hOOH i ng 
p 

from each strata in proporation to its percent of the tlepartmcnt. .;) 

For the St. Louis City and St. Louis County departm~mts tld~; sampLing 

method \'1as employed in each of th0 d~,~:~1:jd'~'i:S that served ncighho:rhoods 

in the sample frame and at ucpar'i:illent headquarters. All interviews wi til 

police officers were conctuc'i:Gu in :.)C;i'Sl.m. 

The police officer inte;n,'Vim"Js obtained information on officp.1's I 

backgrounds and training. They also probed for officers' assessments 

of their police agency and of the citizens to \'J'hom they supplied services. 

Officer attitudes toward various police procedures and several issues 

current in policing were solicited as well. 

In addition to data obtained in interviews with cltizen and police 

officers, data were obtained from police agency records and those of 

other agencies such as the County Prosecutor and the City Circuit Attorney. 

In-depth interviews were conducted with top departmental administrative 

personnel to gain an understanding of how their personnel were allocated 

to various assignments and how their patrol force was deployed. 

The St. Louis Study Data Base 

Using the interviewing strategies discussed in the previous section, 

more than 4,000 interviews were obtained with ci ti zens Ii ving in 44 study 

, , 
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neighborhoods. 14 The interviews and the neighborhoods where they were 

obtained were distributed in the St. Louis design matrix as shown in 

Table 4.3. The citizen characteristics data can be aggregated to up

date neighborhood service condition data based on 1970 census figures. 

Citizen experiences and perceptions supply data for examining police 

activities and outputs in the neighborhoods and some of their outcomes. 

Citizens' perceptions of the frequency of police patrol in their neigh-

borhoods, for example, provide an independent indicator of patrol 

activity. The number of citizens reporting assistance by the police, 

being stopped by police for various matters, or being the victim of 

.!rime in their neighborhood, provide additional activity, output, and 

outcome indicators. Citizen perceptions and evaluations of police ser-

vice comprise important elements of subjective outcomes also. 

Seven-hundred and twel va intervievJs \"i th pol ice officers were 

obtained in the St. Louis study ~ Officers were intervieh'ed at all ranks 

in the 29 departn'ents as described above. For purposes of the present 

study, however, only those intervie\"Js \'/i th those officers holding patrol 

assignments will be used. These officers generally held ranks of 

se::-geant and below, although in some of the smaller departments, officers 

with higher ranks were regular members of the on-street patrol force. 

Limiting the interviews used to those with officers who had on-street 

patrol assignments left 428 interviews for consideration. 

For purposes of this study. only lirni ted data from the officer 

interviews will be used. Officer perceptions as to whether local citizens 

or persons from outside their jurisdictions commit most crimes locally 

will be used to examine crime spill-ins. Officer attitudes toward the 
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Table 4.5. Distribution of Citizen Interviews and Study NeighhorhQods 

Independently Incorporated Census Tracts in Independently 
Communities with 1970 Communities with Unincorporated Planning Incorporated 

Populations of: with 1970 Places in Neighborhoods Communities 
Populations of St. Louis in the City with Contract 

500-4,999 5~OOO-15,"OOO 16,000-28)900 28;901-66,000 County of St. Louis Police 

Wealth Nb=283 N=608 n=194 N=390 N=78 None in N=81 
Stratum c S=6 S=2 S=4 S=1 this cell 3=1 Sd=3 

In P =7 P=7 P=2 p=s P=2 pel 

Wealth N=184 N=289 N=429 N=360 N=81 N=607 N=332 
Stratum S=2 S=3 ~::=4 8=4 5::::1 $=7 $=4 

2 P=7 P=7 P=4 P=6 P=2 P=l2 p=s 

Wealth None in N=llS None in Nm1.e in Non.e in None in None in I-' 

Stratum this cell $=2 this cel] ~.;rds ct?U this cell this cd1 this cell 
~ 

'" 3 P=2 

~Vealth strata defined in teIT.'S of median value of oWYAei.'-oceup::l hf..H1Ging and median eont1C'act rent. 
Stratum I is highest. See text for operational definitions. 

bN = Number of citizen intervie\'i's completed. 

Cs = Number of study neighborhoods in this cell. 

dp = Number of potential study neighborhoods in this cell (see footnote 10). 
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use of force as a technique in difficult neighhorhooc1s will be examined 

to see if any spill-outs of s.uch attitudes to quieter neighborhoods can 

be found in large jurisdictions. 

The data obtained in interviews with departmental administrators 

and from records maintained by the departments enable the characteriza-

tion of, among other things, the production strategy chosen by each 

department. Personnel assIgnments to patrol, criminal investigation~ 

and other support services were obtained for this purpose. These data 

also allow examination of the patrol deployment and resulting patrol 

activities in these departments. Datu obtained from departmental records 

and from the Prosecuting and Circuit Attorneys provide several measures 

of police outputs -- warra')~, applications 1 clearances, service calls 

processed, for example. TIley also provide some outcome indicators --

percent of warrant applications where a \1arl'ant was issued and crime 

rates for various crimes. 

Organizational Arrangements in St. Louis 

The St. Louis metropolitan area was chosen as a research site in 

part because of the large number of police agencies operating in that 

area. Restricting attention to St. Louis City and adjoining St. Louis 

County> there were 67 police agencies producing patrol services in 1972. 15 

This number is well above the median multiplicity for patrol service 

structures in even the largest SMSAs studied in the Police Services 

Study (see Table 4.1). With a combined City and County population of 

nearly 1.6 million persons, however, the multiplicity relative to popula-

tion served, at 4.26 per 100,000 is only slightly above that found in 
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large metropolitan areas in the natiomdde study. The St. Louis 

Metropoli tan Police Department, st":i.'1ling the City of St. I,Quis, ,,,,as 

the dominant producer in the area, serving slightly und~r 30 percent 

of the population of the City and Ccnmty. TIlis yields a dominance 

score of 0.29 for the St. Louis service deliv61'y structtu'e, just hehH'1 

the median dominance in It..l'ge SMgA~ founll in the Police Services Study. 

Thus, in terms of service deli 'le,;'}, ~tructu:ro J \\1i th the exception of the 

large number of producers there, St. Louis is not greatly different 

from other large metropolitan areas in tho United States. 

At the a.gency level ~ the pl'oduCQ::C's in th~ 1972 St. Loul.s Study 

were not too different from '1:hose;.;ilut"l :Li1 the nationwide study. TIle 

St. Louis Metropolitan Police [;('f;3.i::i.:·l .. ("i\:, ('t'i; 2,220 S\l]orn officers, was 

larger than any of the agencie,s l'il tlk) P'oEee Services Study. The 

largest in that study was tho i:'11oenh" Al'JZona Police Department, with 

a total sworn complement of 1 ~ 376 office::..'s and a jurisdiction population 

of 637,121. The distribution of police ag'.;;ncy size in the St. Louis 

study was slightly difie,:cent from t;;,s'(: in the Police Services Study. 

The sample of departments in St. Louis contained more agencies with 

between 30 and 80 sworn officers than is common in most metropolitan 

areas. This resulted from a conscious decision to oversample depart

ments in this medium-size range and, correspondingly, to undersample 

16 the more common smaller departments. 

Excepting the differences noted in the preceding par~graph, the 

police agencies studied in St. :Louis were similar to those in the 

nationwide study. Their characteristics, some of which are listed in 

Table 4.4, indicate numbers of officers per 1,000 population and percent 
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! Table 4.4. Size Characteristics of the 1972 St. Louis Study Jurisdictions e 
Full-Time Full-Time 

Jurisdiction Sworn Patrol Percent 
Police Population Officers Officers Assigned 
Jurisdiction (1970)a (1972) (1972) to Patrol 

Bella Villa 1,018 0 0 
Calverton Park 2,025 4 4 100 
Bev~r.r1y Hills 2,025 5 5 100 
St. George 2,033 2 2 100 
Vinita Park 3,657 7 6 86 
Riverview 3,741 ,3 :; 100 
Kinloch 5,629 11 8 73 
Pinelawn 5 , 773 H B 73 
Northwoods 6,051 10 8 80 
Rock Hill 6,815 10 8 80 
Glendale 6,891 10 3 80 
Wellston 7,050 25 17 lOS 
Breckenridge Hills 7,613 11 9 32 
Richmond Heights 13,802 27 18 67 
Bellefontaine 

Neighbors 13,987 19 17 89 
Hazell-/ood 14,082 30 18 60 
Crestwood 15,123 26 21 81 
St. Ann 18,215 27 22 81 
Berkeley 19,743 36 24 61 
Bridgeton 19,992 36 26 72 
Jennings 20.368 43 30 70 
Overland 24,949 35 24 68 
Webster Groves 26,995 44 29 66 
Ferguson 28,915 44 28 64 
Kirkwood 31,769 49 33 61 
University City 46,309 79 56 71 
Florissant 65,908 63 38 60 
St. Louis County 333,748 436 239 55 
City of St. Louis 622,236 2~220 1,158 S2 

RJurisdiction population includes areas served under contract ~hexe applicable. 
Jurisdiction population for the St. Louis County Police is taken as the popula-
tion of the unincorporated portion of the County. plus the population of county 
municipalities served under a contract with the County Police. 
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of officers assigned to pat 1'<.) 1 duties that aro quite like thOSll found 

in the larger set (compal'e Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, Hnfl). 'I1nul. 

any findings that are developed based on the St. Louis data may be 

said, ,<lith appropriat(~ resel'Vations~ ti','l' have implication!) more Himel'ally 

for police service delivery strnct!.n'e~; in other motropoli ta.n areas. 

A Note on Service Conditions in the St. Louis Study 

Variations in se!'Vice condi Hons across the systems under 1ltudy 

pose a serious threat to the logic of a most similar systems research 

design. Any factors that vary ac~toss systems (in this case, neighbor

hoods) in a similar pattern to v'lri<J.blcs that are part of the explanatory 

framework of interest, pose plaus:lbl(~ nltorilatlve e~planations for .my 

relationships among those val·3.J.b~o~J ::z'.:;t",orsld and Teune, 1970: 33-34). 

If J for example; the neighborhoods in the .s 1.:. Louis study that \;'lere 

served by the larger police agencies contained service couditi.ons that 

were more difficult than those found in the neighborhoods served by 

smaller police agencies, then any size to ,conduct and performance link-

ages found COUld, alternatively, be i;Aplained by the service condition 

differences. Note in this regard that there were no neighborhoods served 

by the largest department in the highest wealth stratum in the research 

design (see Table 4.3 -- there were none in the lowest stratum either). 

Thus, without control for neighborhood wealth variations, there might 

be a confounding of agency size and neighborhood wealth effects on 

police activities, outputs, and outcomes. 

To guard against the confounding of service cond~tions and police 

agency characteristics as explanatory variables for conduct and perfor-

mance difference~, an extended analysis of the variations in service 

'I ., 
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condi tions across the St. I,ouis study neighborhoods t'ms performed. 

Highteon distinct indicators of neiEyhborhood seY'vi(~e conditions were 

coded for each neighborhood. These included indicators or neighborhood 

~/eal th and housing conditions J the employment, educational J and racial 

characteristics of neighborhood residents) the stability of the neigh-

borhood ovor time and among families, and the heterogeneity of racial 

and income characteristics of neighborhood populations. 17 'The indica

tors were chosen to represent conditions that might affect the demand 

for police services in the neighborhoods> the cost of supplying services 

to the neighborhoods, or both. The pattern of intercorrelations among 

these service condition indicators was analyzed using principal compo

nents techniques to see if 'i::he number of in&::.cators necessary to 

characterize each neighborhood might be less than the full 18. 18 The 

details of this analysis are available elsewhere (Parks, 1979), but a 

few relevant findings should be noted here. 

It was discovered that nearly 90 percent of the variation in 

sel'vice conditions among the 44 5 tudy neighborhoods coul d be accounted 

for by six components. Six of the original service condition indicators 

'1ere chosen to represent these components in subsequent analyses of the 

St. Louis data. 19 These six, together with some data on their distribu

tions in the study neighborhoods, are listed in Table 4.5. 

; These representative variables do quite a satisfactory job of 

accounting for service condition effects on the demand for police services 

in the neighborhoods and on the cost of those services. More than 60 per-

cent of the variance in victimization rates from neighborhood to neighbor-

hood, for example, is accounted for by ~he six. Almost 50 percent of the 

variance in per capita expenditures for policing the study neighborhoods 

e 



Table 4.5. 

Variable 

Percent of families 
with inco~e over 
$15,000 (1969) 

Percent of housing 
units owner-occupied 

Population density 
(I,OOOs per square mile) 

Percent of persons 
over 65 years old 

Percent of persons 
under 18 living ~ith 
both parents 

Racial heterogeneity 
of survey respondents 
(Lieberson index)a 

Representative Service Condition Variables for the St. Louis 
Study Neighborhoods 

Mean Value for Neighborhoods Coefficient of Variation 
in Design Matrix Row! in Design Matrix Row: 

1 2 .3 1 2 :) 

36.0 21.3 1.6 0.27 0.33 0.18 

Sl.l 12.S 52.2 0.17 0.13 0.11 

5.8 8.3 7.1 0.46 0041 0.26 

9.7 11.4 9.3 Oc~8 0.46 0.18 

88.7 84 .8 56.0 0.05 0.07 0.02 

0.09 0.16 0.26 1. 73 1.26 1.20 

Perlcent of Variance 
(eta squared) 

Babre:en Design Matrix: 

Rows Colur.;ms 

52 12 

26 10 

14 32 

4 39 

62 17 

6 18 

aA Lieberson index of heterogeneity states the probability of obtaining unlike pairs on a given characteristic 
when two persons from a population are randomly paired (Lieberson, 1969). The characteristic categories for 
race are black and white. 

f_..",.l 
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is also a.ccounted for by them. 11H~se amounts of "iI'<lI'htion that can be 

accounted for by variations in service conditit,~~s alo!i.(,;l suggests that 

v'lriations attributable to structura ... effects :..-:v de !;, t for many 

aspects of pol i.cing. 

Only 2 of tho 18 !iervice condition indicatol's that \'lere examined 

showed any df.!nificant variatJ,on ~J.·l'GCG, the co 1 Ullin:'. in the St. LQuis 

design matrix. These two, population density and percent of population 

ovor 65 years of ago, arc included in the set of representative variables. 

M1CY pose tho most seriollf; threat to the logic of the design i:q the 

St. Louis study ns thoy :n.'{' pi"tte:mod to a degree h'ith the primary 

explanatory variahles l the organizational arrangements for policing the 

neighborhoods. By controlling foX' these, ,,~J(lilg tllith the other four 

representati ve variablos, much of the confounding effect of service 

condition Variations w'ill he removed. 20 

The research de'signs, data coB ection procedures, and data bases 

for two recent studies of pOlice service delivery have been reViel'i'ed in 

this chapter. These studies had very different levels of analytic focus, 

one~xamining the structure of service delivery arrangements broadly 

across a number of metropolitan areas, and the other examining the organi

zational arrangements for service delivery in individual neighborhoods in 

a single metropolitan area. Both studies, however, can be related to one 

another through their common focus on the stru~ture, conduct, and perfor

mance of police service delivery arrangements. 
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In the next two chapters data fl'om both of the~~e stutiiC's \'lill h~.~ 

employed to examine linkages of se'l'vll.~e d(llivery stl.·ul.~t1.\t'e an!.l ()l'gani 2\1 

tiona! arrangements in inuiviductl pl'oum~el' a!~endt~s to th(' activith'~l of 

agency personnel and the outputs and outcomes that result. Comb inh;p, 

data from studies at tt't'o very different levels of analysis may help til 

overcome some of the empj :deal di ffit~ul ties of analy:::ing strul'turnl 

effects that were discussed at -chc tHal't of this dw,pttn', The' mh'l'(I

level data from the St. l,ouis !;tU\:'y 1i1:W im used to provide acti vi ty, 

output, and outcome indica tors vat a va:Uab 10 wi th the Pol h;(' Serv i co:. 

Study data. The macl'O datil r.i.'om 'i;Lc l~lt:tl/l' ~,tudy may he llsed to im~.i'c;lse 

the generality of the S'i.:. L(fii.r!!'i 

help to illuminate some 

'.,d~j {'ombinatinn wi 11 J 1 hoW', 

',:,,,,,; !,j I;!'l ,,:-;:,ure is im!:ol'tal1.t in afft;('t i ng 



FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FOUR 

lExamples include those given in the International Management 
Association's, "Green Books," entitled, Municipal Police Administration 
(e.g., lCMA, 1969) and those recommended by D. W. Wilson and the Field 
Operations Division of the International Association of Chiefs of Police 
(e.g., O. W. Wilson and McLaren, 1972). 

2To the extent that producers are able to dominate bargaining with 
providers and consumers, this evolution may not work out as Campbell and 
Stanley suggest. Rather, the evolution might be toward organizational 
forms that maximize the produceT~s capacity to capture all of the availp 
able consumer surpluses. (Se~ Footnote 27, Chapter One. and the discus
sion on pages 37-39.) 

30 . W. Wilson, for example, suggests organizational structure:) SImI
lar to this. See O. W. Wilson and McLaren (1972: 99~l07) for organiza~ 
tion charts. 

4The Police Services Study was conducted with a grant from the 
National Sdence Foundation (Grant No. GI-43949). The study ,!]as con
ducted in two phases. The first phase involved data collection for a 
descriptive overview of organizational arrangements for police service 
delivery, while the second involved more intensive focus on police 
activities, outputs, and outcomes in several areas with different organi
zational arrangements. The first phase, from which data for the present 
research is drawn. is described extensively in Patterns of Metropolitan 
Policing and in summary fashion in Policing Metropolitan America B0~,h 
of these reports were authored by Elinor Ostrom, Roger B. Parks, and 
Gardon P. Whitaker. 

SThese criteria were specified in the original National Science 
Foundation Program Solicitation for this research (No. 73-28). The 
first resulted from a wish to focus attention on less-studied areas of 
the nation rather than on the often studied very large SMSAs. The second 
resulted from a wish to explicitly consider state lat'ls and policies as 
explanatory variables for organizational variations and a belief that 
this could be better done by eliminating SMSAs that were found in two 
or more states. There are now more than 200 SMSAs meeting these criteria. 
The 200 in th(~ universe used for the Police Services Study were those in 
existence as of 1970. 

6The present researct will focus on these municipal departments and 
exclude many other producers. The excluded producers, sheriff's depart
ments, state police, campus and military police, and the like, are quite 
important in many SMSAs. But most policing in residential areas is 
supplied by municipal police departments. They are the subject of most 
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concerns for the organization of police services. Most observers of 
policing are more familiar with the organization and activities of 
municipal departments than they are with those of other agencies. For 
these reasons, and to improve the comparability between the data from 
the Police Services Study and that to be dra""'l from the 1972 St. Louis 
Police Study, this restriction has been made. 

7The 1972 St. Louis Police Study \'laS conducted by a research team 
from the Center for Urban Affairs at Indiana University. Funding for 
the study was obtained from a grant by the Center for Studies of Metro
politan Problems of the National Institute of Mental Health (Grant No. 
S ROI MH 19911-01; 02; 03). The discussion of the St. Louis Sample 
Frame in tJ1is section is adapted from one in E. Ostrom, Parks, and 
Smith (1973). 

8przeworski and Teune, in their discussion of the "most similar 
systems" design, point out an essential theo'retical assumption that 
this design requires. 

Similar systems designs require an a priori assumption 
about the level of social systeiiis at which the important 
facto!'s operate •••• The most similar systems de~lgn is 
based on a belief that a numbe::c vi: theoreticaUf significant 
differences will be founa among similar systems and that 
these differences can be used in explanation (ibid.: 36-39). 

In designing the St. Louis research) it t.,ras hypothesized on theoretical 
grounds that variations in the size of police jurisdh::tions and the 
agencies that supplied them services \.,rould be significantly related 
to variations in the performance of such agencies at the neighborhood 
level. 

9A "neighborhood" was defined for purposes of the St. Louis study 
as eithci': (1) an independently incorporated community in St. Louis 
County with a 1970 population less than or equal to 28,900 people; 
(2) a census tract within an independently incorporated community in 
St. Louis County where the community population exceeded 28,900 in 1970; 
(3) an urban place within the unincorporated portion of St. Louis County; 
or (4) a Planning Neighborhood \"ithin the City of St,. Louis itself. 
The St. Louis Planning Commission divides the City geographically into 
70 Planning Areas or Neighborhoods. The division is designed to take 
account of natural boundaries, such a.s highways or industrial concentra
tions; natural focii, such as parks and community centers; and existing 
neighborhood organizations (see St. Louis Planning Commission, 1971). 

A minimum population of 500 persons \Vas required in each of these 
cases. This set of definitions of "neighborhood" is admittedly ad hoc. 
Very little agreement on formal definitions of the term can be found. 
The set chosen seemed reasonable, and \.,ras useful for design purposes. 
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lO.t"I. • d . t' . 1 J h' utO ownor-occuplC CI'l. e:l:'lon !;as lnten( f::!d to enrmre t e res~-
dential chara(;tcr of the neighhorho(ids. It ~·ws l'~daxed in two cases 
to in dude predominantly blacl< ~eigHborhoods that would otherwise have 
heen excluded. The median value of housing criterion was used to 
cxc1 ucla the.! \'!oal thiest tier of communi ties, where many alternatives 
to regular police service del:ivery m.ight be available. 'lbe age crHerion 
was used to screen out nci.ghborhood~, t'lith highly skewed age di.stributions 
as earHer re~'lCarC'.h 1 ed m; to helicvl3 that attitudes toward police wore 
strongly .influenced hy agt; of rcsplmJcmts (<;.g., Ostrom, at al., 1973). 

App1yin., these criteria to neighborhoods in St. Louis County, 
there were 42 independently incl111JOrated communi ties; 14 census tracts 
within 5 larger communities, and 4 urban places to choose from, for a 
total of 60 neighborhoods out of slightly over 100 neighborhoods possible 
without exclu'3ion by the C1('1 tCl'ia. ('TIle largest portion of those eXCluded 
\·/ere eliminated us either too !:;![.aU - .. le~;:; than !:i00 population, or as 
too wealthy -- greater than or equal to $25~OOO median housing value.) 
Within the Cit)' of St. Louis. L: of the 70 Planning Areas designated by 
the City Planning Conunl!;sion fit the criteria. (Most of the 58 excluded 
Planning Areas were either not prlmarHy r.es~i1ential or had too low a 
propo:rtion of owner-occupic,l 11'Jusing.) '111e:~~ L2 Planning Areas ''lere the 
City neighborhoods most simBal' to those in the County. The similarity 
of the areas within the City to the County areas was both a strength and 
a limitation of the design. The strength lay in the capacity to compare 
City and County neighborhoods without a large number of other variables 
confounding the analysis. The weakness lay in the inability to make 
generalizations across all types of neighborhoods within the City. 

l11~is strategy of data collection was suggested by Hochstim (1967) 
who found it to be quite cost effective. 

12A single household respondent was used for each househOld in the 
sample. This respondent was the first person over 16 years of age con
tacted who resided at the household. A respondent randomization procedure 
was not employed due to the possibility of higher refusal rates using 
such procedures for interviews about potentially threatening subjects 
such as police. Rather, the time of day at which interviews were conducted 
was restricted to afternoons and early evenings in an attempt to get rela
tively equal samples of males and females. 

l3In two suburban depa ments that exceeded 25 full-time officers in 
size, interviews were conducted with all officers at the ~equest of the 
police chiefs. 

l4Thereader will note that only 44 study neighborhoods are shown in 
the table. This resulted from necessary field modifications to the 
research design as it was implemented. Virtually no large research pro
ject is ever completed without some deviations from the "final" research 
design. The 1972 St. Louis study \'las no exception. 
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One conununi ty 1 \qhere a mixed st1'3tegy of mail and inMperslUl 
interviel'i's with citizens \.;a5 planned. refused permission for the in·< 
person intervie\</ portion. A small~r. mail only sample \'/0.5 obtained 
for that conununity. 111e same community lind annexed an adjoining Hlllall 
conununity since the time of compilation or the data used for selection. 
This made it sufficiently large to move it to the adjacent cell in the 
des~·i~\atrix. A co DUIluni ty believe,1 to provide j ts O\m police s(H'vice!~ 
Wit:l a resident marshall was reported in an early mail questionnaire to 
actually' receive service fl'Otn an adj;l(,~<,mt municipality under a contr'h~t 
arrangenlt~nt. Since the adjacent municipality was also included in the 
selected neighborhoods) the contracting jurisdiction ,,,as kept in the 
study. but moved to the appropriate <:ell of the design matrix. A third 
connnunitYI where a mail inte1'vh~~~ stl'ategy W:.l$ planned, was found to 
have no addresses listed in the St. toui!; County land files, An in
person interview strategy wus usel1 im;tcad. 'Dtis neighborhood was also 
found to ;be much smaller than origina1.1y listed. having fewer than the 
500 residl~nt minimum. This was ilot l'lwealcd until receipt of revised 
census figures, well after interviews were completed, although field 
interviewElrs reported that it app,,:ared much smaller thl1n the listed 
figure. The completed in'i.:c';:'VL(MS and th'.J neighborhood were kept in the 
data base. In several other nol(!,hborr,oo{b .l:Jheremail or mixed stratc!{ies 
were planned, serious undel'listing of ackh.'Qsses was found in the land 
files. This resulted, in a fe;', vi' "d!(~b\) neighborhoods J in significant 
reductions in sample size fOT tl10 1 •• ,,,'11 ·;.;d';,":l'V~CW portion of the data 
collection. These were supplem":frccd. <dux/<':~~~' telephone and in-person 
interviews to achieve respectable numbexs of respondents. These unfor
seen deviations were dealt 1tJith within l.:i'1(; eontext of the original 
research dlesign. 

A se(~ond type of deviation from design was planned in advance of 
fieldwork. While there ",ras not a strict time constraint upon mail 
interviews, the in-person interviews had to be substantially completed 
within a single 8-day period faT logis'tical reasons. To ensure that 
enough interviews were completed in &. given neighborhood for statistical 
purposes, interview teams were scheduled so as to substantially complete 
interviews in one neighborhood prior to moving to the next. This :resulted, 
in a very f~lw of the neighborhoods, in a low number of interviews completed 
(i.e .• those neighborhoods where interviews were conducted during the last 
of the 8-day period). The number of intervim'ls was increased in lll~st cases 
with additional ones obtained at a late:r date, but one study neighborhood 
where only 13 interviews were completed, was dropped. 

IsThe entire St. Louis Metropolitan Area as defined by the U.S. 
Census Bureau. includes the independent city of St. Louis, St. Louis 
County (which does not contain the City). and three additional counties 
in Missouri, together with two counties located east of the Mississippi 
River ill Illinois. The 1972 St. Louis study, however. was focused on 
the City and County of St. Louis only. 

l6Nearly 60 percent of the muniCipal police agencies found in 80 
metropolitan areas by the Police Services Study, employed 10 or fewer 
fUll-time sworn officers. Only about 30 percent of the agen~ies studied 
in St. Louis in 1972 were this small. 
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l7Variables indicative of neighborhood wea'th included the median 
family :i ncome in 1969 ~ the percent of families with incomes above 
$15,000 in 1969, and the percent of families with incomes below the 
poverty level in 1969, Housing conuitions wer~ indicated by the median 
value of owner-occupied housing, the percent of housing units that were 
owner-occupied, the percent of housing units with mOre than 1.01 persons 
por room .. and the population density. Employment, education, and. racial 
make-ur indicators were the percent of males over 15 who were unemployed, 
the percent of those employed who held flwhitc collarff jobs, the percent 
of persons over 25 with at least a high school education, and the percent 
of survey respondents who were black. Indicatol's of neighborhood stability 
were the percent of persons over 6S years of age, the percent of survey 
respondents living i.n the neighborhood 5 years or more, the percent of 
change in neighborhood popularion from 1960 to 1970, the percent of 
persons under 18 living with both parents, and, an inverse indicator, 
the percent of persons :in the noighborhood who were male and between 
15 and 19 years old. Finally, ueighborhood heterogeneity was indexed 
by Lieberson indices of racial and income disparities. These indices 
state the probui)il i ty that any two persons selected at random from the 
neighborhood will differ on their race or their' family income (Lieberson~ 
1969). 

18principa1 components ,malysis is a technique suggested by Karl 
Pearson (1901) and developed by Hotel1ing (1933) and Kendall (1957). 
Using the notation and terminology of Kendall, 

Suppose we have p variates Xl ••• xp ' each observed on 
n individuals. We write Xij for the Jth observation on 
the ith variate .••. The object of component analysis 
is to economize in the number of variates. To do this 'VIe 

shall seek linear transformations of the type 

h 
Z;. = l: a .. x., 

3.. j=l 1J J 
i ~ I, 2, ..• p. 

If all of the data can be summarized by less than p of the Z;'s, then an 
unambiguous reduction in the number of variables is possible. As Kendall 
notes, this is an exceptional occurrence. He continues, 

Where it is not possible \'le shall try to carry out an approxi
mate reduction in this 'sense: we shall choose the coefficient. 
a so that the first of our new variates sl has as large a 
variance as possible; we shall then choose the second s2 so as 
to be uncorre1ated with the first and to have as large a variance 

,as possible; and so on. . . . It may be that the first two or 
·three of these variates account for "nearly" the whole of the 
variation. say 85 or 90 percent, and the contribution of the 
other p-2 or p-3 is small. We can then say that the variation 
is represented approximately by the first two or three variates 
and in favourable circQ~stances may be able to neglect the 
remainder (1957: la-II). 
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The variates computed using this method are orthogonal, thus each Qne's 
influence may be separately identifiable. If the variates obtained b}' 
principal components can be identified withmeaningful phenomena, then 
one can achieve, Ii, •• a meaningful reduction in the number of the 
model's parameters" (Farrar and Glauber, 1967:97). If this identifi
cation is not possible, one eliminates independent ruther than l'edundant 
information when less than p variates are used in subsequent analyses. 
The components identified using this technique with the service comU tion 
data for neighborhoods in St. Louis were rotated using a varimax criterion 
to ease their interpretation (for rotation, see Kim, 1975). Details of 
the principal component analysis of the service condition variables may 
be found in a technical report by the present author (Parks, 1979). 

19Representative variables drawn from those with high correlations 
with each component identified \>Jere used in place of scores for each 
component. For discussions of the use of representative variables rathel' 
than scores, see Bwy (1968). Tantner (1966), and Hibbs (1977). TIle 
essence of the argument is that representative variables, since they are 
Itrea1" and not statistical constructs, a)'e more relevant and interpretable 
for policy purposes. 

20Unfortunate1y, not all of the eonfounding can be removed by statis
tical controls. Unless the cont:col 'vD.'i·iables are measured without error, 
a happenstance that is quite infrequeht for such variables, common 
statistical controls may fail to adJust adequately for pre-existing dif
ferences among the neighborhoods. For an elegant demonstration, see 
Lord (1960). 

II 
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r~wtc!NG STIUJC11JRr: /,1'10 PEHFORNANCE EMPIRICALLY ... - II: 
Production Stra.tegy $ 1'U'l:2;.'ol Deployment~ and 

Polico l~ospvn!:)(;: C,~pabi1i ty 

One of the \'w.ys in ,';hich the stl'uctm:G of service delivery 

arrangements is likely to affect condtic'i;; t:lnG pel'foTmance is through 

inc(mti ves and constraints for '(;he choice c)f production strategies hy 

producers in diffezent sc:tvice de1iv0Je'Y S i:!11ctures. The choice of 

production strategies by prodtlce!'s :h1 Uil :badustry 1> that. is» the choice 

set of important influe1:c~0;3 on ;;".; 

those constraints and~ uJ.timato!y, by : ·L'vice delivery structures 

that contribute to them. 

An area of policing wherc 'che choice 0:( production strategies may 

have an immediate effect is the choice hot,! large a proportion of 

producer personnel to allocate to pat:N.ll CtrdE:s. The number of officers 

on the street at one time in any given al'e1::l.~ together with the distribution 

of service requ.ests from that ~rea, provide pO\l.icrful technical determinants 

of the response capability of the police. When the number of officers 

on the street is too low, or the distribution of those officers is 

inappropriate, in relation to likely request locations, dramatic degrada~ 

tion in response capability may occur (Larson, 1972). 

There are indications from earlier research that the choice of 

production strategies by police producers, at least the choice of the 



deli Vel"y arrangements. Large poll cc at;enl~icfl h,;:t'" 

in the proporti.on of oi:ficcrs assigned to patrol (luth'~.; Kva~' 

at the indust'X'y level;,h more concmlt:'i'i:!I:(:.'d !,cX't! 

in sufficient cii fferenec;;: l;l 

response capabi lit ies ~ 'du,'a! 

activities that 1l18.Y TCHiult eelO 

of production strategies to 

service delivery 2rrangement!':J' 

Concentrated s6'X'viGC 

the number of producers of a servi(~(:; p0I' 100 ~(iOO :i:nh.abitamts (n"~ 

measure of concentration), and £!om:i.!!.fl!i~,~,p -;;he P:l:'vpoZ'tion of lile~ropoH i:,m 

. d' d b h d ..!.., . ,1 'I' " ~ res~ en1:S sel'va y t. e pro ncer tn.bl ~fl.G Hl,l':J")St. r:;O'.i;;i!2.CGIDI pOInhG.'t:2.m'l." 

In the metropolitan areas studied for the Pol ice Services .study. thEiZ'i3 

was wide variation on each of these meaSUl'es for patrol sex'vico dGHve:ry. 

Relative multiplicity fOT patrol ranged from slightly mCll."6 th,::m 1 pl'oducer 
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pCI' lOO)OO() residents to v. high of 19 producers per 100,000 residents. 

The mccann vnl uo \'1O.S nearly G. Domin: .. ilce ranged from a low of 11 

poreClnt served by the largent pl('OdU::';(~l' to a high of 100 percent. Msdimn 

dominance for patrul lil,H) 51 £H:urcont j Cd.' slightly mOl'a than one half of 

the metropolitan populr:ri;iori. 'l'ecoivil:'12' :.c:t~vice from the largest patrol 

p!'oaucer. 

by the data in Table 5.1. 

t:ime sworn officers assigned 'to pattoI c~.ti(;;;j ~n each metropolitan area 

uoninance of patrol service 

structure h each dichotomizE.,j ::r1: 

Tabla 5.1. Patrol SOJl."vicv $'CZ'i'{C'l:tllL'tJ "elici [:;:o'::l~ction Strategies 
in Metropol i t",u Aji'oz:,s 

Percent of Fuil-'!'ime St'JOZil, Of~':3.cCXS Assigned to 
Patrol Duties in Metropo~,.i.'tan A::-eas With: 

Lmli DOll1:"j~,SlCe fligh Dominance All Metro-
politan Areas 

LO\1 Relative 56 51 53 
Multiplicity (17)a (23) (40) 

High Relative 60 57 S9 
Multiplicity (23) (17) (40) 

All Metropolitan 58 S4 56 
Areas (40) (40) (80) 

a Numbel' of metropolitan areas with this combination of relatiVe 
multiplicity and dominance. 

The data in Table 5.1 indicate a re1ationship.between patrol service 

structure and choice of production strategy, with a direction anticipated 
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( from earlier research. 1116 metropol:i tan a:t:e;:u~ 1:. 

relative multipHcit>' and lower domimmce. In 

time SVJOrll officers assigned to pntl'ol duties 

a single consumer grou,phit; that 

producing agency. This '1,' 

and 10VJ dominance or high vTl.luCls un 

percent of officers assigned to fH!tl'ol d'iXt:~,E)S, 

These differences :.in the ';0:1 

structures that are more favorable to p(J.trol-o:dcmted produet;~on 

fewer officers are employed per officer on. the stroc'i: 

any point in time. Table 5.2 presonts r1.ctn to illustl'ote 

ences in terms of patrol deployment at 10 pm, a time of day t'JhOlfl nUluy 

departments have their largest pat:i:.'ol force deployed. 1110 dnt"l 

table are the number of full-time S'vOl'11 officers in e. met:ropolH~[m 

area per officer on patrol at 10 pm. 

~"~---- .~ ----- L H .,.-, 

o 

o 

(0 
~) 
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'fa.hle !).:2. !'atrol Sl(Ji~vlc':;: StroctUL'0 and Police Officer 
I)cploY:Ti&rrt in MEfi;Z'(}pIJli tffil Areas 

Numh0'.c of r~'z11·/,!'imo S\'J~},.rn Officors Employed Per Officer 
on Patrr;l ut W pm in ~-1G'i.:1'Opo1it;:m Areas ~1ith: 

Lnw RalaH va 
Mul t ipl:i.ci ty 

Hi.gh Relative 
Multiplicity 

All Metropolitan 
Areas 

7.1} 
(1'1) a 

6.1~ 

(23) 

7.1 
(40) 

~umber of metropolitan a:;,'(,~as t1,t.:;h 
lIIultlplidty and domiul1i1cc. 

These data indicate u 

nigh Dominance 

9.5 
(23) 

7.1 
(17) 

8.5 
(40) 

AU Metro
politan Areas 

3.6 
(40) 

6.9 
(40) 

7.8 
(SO) 

in relation to the numbc:l' (~Gtu::U/ d8fJ:O:r~;d :~'oJ:' street duty at 10 pm in 

metropolitan areas with mOl'e concentratelt pa:i:X'ol service delivery struc-

tures. Many police offi.cel's in the lal't}.) producing agencies typical of 

these more concentrated service deli;/e:~7 structures must, obviously, 

have assignments that make them unavailable for on-street patrol 

activities. targer producers also tend ~o put a lower proportion of 

officers with nominal p~trol cszignmonts actually on the street patrolling 

at a given time. This latter phenomenon may reflect a de-emphasis of 

the importance of patrol in such agencies that ~oes along with their 

choice of production strategies (Ostrom, Parks, and Whitaker, 1978). 

The differences in choice of production strategy and patrol deployment 

within differently organized patrol service delivery structures have 

implications for the availability of patrol officers to citizens in 
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measure) is the number of inhahitants (,r tiu~ )11~>~ 

officer on patrol J again meamJ.red at J) pm. 

, . • 

patrol officer on the street at. 10 pm J n the !fIO"i ,'\I'H't'!!,1'i'. I', J' "t";, 

gi ven structure appears li,tm:.' 

either high or {cm relative mnhipl 

officer availability than tli 

dominated structures e'~hibit better office:!' (lv3:iJa.id] i 

Table 5.:). Patrol Service Stl'Uctm'l;1 and Pt~i~,"i) 1 Of:fl.cm~ 
Availability in Metropolitan !\:i'e8.S 

Number of Citizelw PEn~ Patrol OffIcer em. 
at 10 pm in M"<'~l'Opoli tan Area~} With: 

Low Relative 
Multiplicity 

High Rela.tive 
Multiplicity 

All Metropolitan 
Areas 

Low Dominance 

3,416 
(23) 

3,434 
(40) 

4" 
{~~:'}) 

:'5:r80~,\ 
(17) 

:5 t~;;M 
(40) 

Al 1. l4ot:r'o·~ 

ta.n 

3,SBO 
(40) 

.5 ~ I~!(~ 
(811) 

~umber of metropolitan areas with this combin~:Hon of r('elative 
multiplicity and dominance. 
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,00:1 tl'tltegies l1k'1.de by p:roducel's 

Structures may offci.· il~Cc.m'i:i vcn 

~~.stJl!f1111L~i2EE_i~~l!·i.:3:f~!j.~;~i.~,~, r~ t,;·'. ,.'., ,,,~,k~'i: i~on ,,§,~!!.tE?t;ri~, 
a~~L p~~ i~ i'0 -~ t~.( ,: (.~, ~ 
__ '"'"" "'~:."""-'I"<l._~''''''''' ,,," 

The organi~ational 

of production strategies by pall .. ;v pntl'(/l 1.i:..'oaucers is the size of the 

producing agency. Table S.4 sho;>Jr; th:xt ~~1,:; (-!.l1ocatioTl of sworn officel's 

to patrol duties drops off markecl1.y :iil! fl')! 'lee agencies of larger sizes. 

As police agency size i::~::eases, mo",,; ..... j,,)::.~Jl officers are employed per 

officer deployed for street duty at 10 pm, and each officer on the street 

at that time has more citizens to sm."ve ':;'X!. the average. Small police 

departments tend to choose almost e)cclusively patrol-oriented production 

strategies, while medium~sized and, particularly, large departments 

place mu.ch less emphasis on patrol as measured by their allocation of 

personnel to patrol duties. These differences in production strategies 

chosen by departments of different sizes have clear effects on patrol 

deployment and availability. Patrol officers on the street in the 

average large department, to illustrate an extreme example, must attend 
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Table :5.4. Police Depu:rtmont 5L::,-" l'r(\,lu~t i,li'i 
and !'Iatrol 11cployment :,'1\1 Ava L!h 
Mun5i:j • 1\)1il:(, Pcp;rrt l\'1\'~~: 

Size of Police 
Department -
Number of Full
Time S\'1orn 
OfficC1.'S 

Average 
Percent of Full
Time O;:'ficcl',; 
Ass:i.gn('i ~'li 

Pat 1'0 I n'H'il"; 

:\:.~H~l~Op ~'r Fttl~. c,< 

li1<~ ,~:". v(~r'~< 

1 to 4 
(202) a 

~):J 

5 to 10 !l!l 
(209) 

11 to 20 
.. ' 
l ~? 

(122) 

:\1 to 50 ()' , 
(121) 

51 to 150 6~; 

U6) 

j\~or(;l than r: "'"4" .) , 
150 (43) 

to the service :requests of 

on the street in the smallest 

Differences of this magnitude shm.l.l<i.!' sU:k>(i!lly 

ment!:; I I\1!'>'~on5e capabilities. 

Hm'1 can differences of: the~:c 

Chapter '1\10, several influence::.; on a 

producer's J\.ii:i5diction, (2) service spill ~ins from cr,hcT 

WiU2SL!i!I!tI!i!i2!.L~.;.;:z::.':""..!:.l'" ,'" :<~ 
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spill-outs to othel's, (~~) the availability of ear-marked external 

funds, and (4) internal d.':"!13mics iil differently sized producer agencies. 

T"l};en together these inf::u~ncl's :::~!.r explain why differently organized 

pol ice p~"oducers choo::t> l.mt:h very :':~:""rent production strategies. 

Oth{~T than patro'\ ~ the il10st COiioi,lon :1ssignment of swcrn officers 

in police agend -as Is (,) :~m:(;;stig,}t: ,:.:' t'!udes, Such assignments in 

r ;sp::msibil i t::.es 

jurisdiction. fu ~ 1arte 

large numbers 

largest police age~cl~3. 

In 1973, the 4SQ cities 

persons tiiat repoTt-sd 

L '~,i: ':!rimes in the producer I s 

) on the other hand, a large 

ties IllUSt be pr.esent. 

'::1.\ •• : '" .. :., ., '(:2:e jurisdictions of the 

::S':'i!b of 25, ClOG to 50, 000 

98).
2 

('::~olley, 1974: Thi.s 

represents an average cf three .0:;;.·:0::1 J.~:(:de!1ts p~r ci-:':y for the yelar, 

hardly enough to ~\'a:':rant the ~!£rtD.)Esf.;,:: ,w of specialized homicide 

uni ts . In cities w;;' th 50,000 to 1 \)0 ~ oue persons, the number 0 f murders 

and manslaughters averaged slight:.y \1:;.11'0 than six per year, while 

violent personal crimes of all typos (i.e., murder, rape, robbe1ry, 

and aggravated assaul t) ')Cc~u.'ret! :I. 0;.;5 '~:j[equently than once per day. 

Large n:..tmbers of investiciative :?iJeciulists vlould appear unwarrantea 

in these cities as \',01L 

--- ~-- --_.- --
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investigath:c unit~;. The :;;i"" "'iti~',, 

concentration of violent crime in thc~;e largr·,:t \'i.t'ie~; .mlt :.l!,~:',i"'" 

that officers assigned tc' inve~;tigativ(' ~;pe\"ia1tie~, in thn,;l' ,Ii 1\' ~ 

may have ample incidents ill their special i znd areas to t-;lIrh \',; I it 

While it is not possible to estimate lrreebwly the ('Xt-Ollt in t·;:ulh 

specialized officer assignments are the result of dem,uAll. f;w1p . ,;: Ii 

as these variations in crime occurrences. i t ~H'Cll1S !:w .. fc· tu <.l~;~;t'!'t 

that they are at least a partial incentive toward spc:;iuH~~at hm in 

agencies serving large jurisdictions. 

A disincentive fOT specialization in particular servh~c~:; for 

many producers may be the availability of those sl'edaltlc~; from 

other producers in a given industry. Tab Ie 5.5 presents data IJe<1:tii1l; 

on this explanation for municipal police agem~ies of difforent <:;i::~(J~;. 

These data show that where a producer is able to obtaht homid de 

investigation services or radio conliuunications from extra-ag(m~y 

sources~ the producer is likely to allocate substantially more 

personnel to patrol duties. The data are» unfortunatt;:ly) hased ()f! 

a limited number of observations for larger departments receiving 

services from others. But they do suggest that vertical differentiation 

of service delivery structures, with agencies specializing in homieide 

investigations or radio communications, might be beneficial vYith ,ceSp0tt 

to the allocation of officers to patrol duties in metropolitan areas. S 
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"3'010 5.5. Service Spill-Ins rti'ld Production Strategies 
Municipal Police Departments 

Size of Police 
Uep,!X'tmm:lt "" .• 
Numlwr of U:ull
Tillio St'JOrn 
Officers 

Average P(;l'cmft of Full~Time SVlOl'n Officers Assigned 
to ~)atZ'ol Dutios in Departments That: 

1 to 4 

5 to 10 

11 to 20 

21 to 50 

51 to 150 

More than 
150 

!)roauce CUfi 

Homicide 
Irrvegtigatir,ns 

99 en:,,) t:L 

89 
(l6(j) 

'14 
(11~ ) .... ~ 

68 
CU~i) 

6::5 
(15) 

57 
(4.3) 

Ref,;clfJe 
Hvmie1J.e 
Irtlf(wtigations 
Fl'.om Ot:hers 

90 
(109) 

9:; 
(49) 

as 
.• n) '!,J 

86 

6:~ 

(:0 

(0) 

Produce neceiva 
Own Radio Radio Communica~ 
Communica- tions From 
tions Others 

98 99 
(80) (122) 

90 92 
(140) (69) 

74 84 
(109) (13) 

69 6S 
(117) (4) 

63 67 
(12) (4) 

56 63 
(40) (3) 

~lumbel' of police departments 111 thi.':i ~izc: ri?onge ~- Police Services Study, 

produce for more than c::111eil' own jU~i'lsui(/dor.. exploited by these arrange-

ments? No clear answer to this can be given t<lith the data available 

from the Police Services Study. As shovm ~.n Table S.6) the assignment 

of higher or lower proportions of sworn ( .. :Zficers to pah'o! duties varies 

quite a bit among departments that produce homicide investigations or 

radio conununications for others as "1611 as for their own jurisdictions. 

Tendencies to employ more or fewer sworn officers for each one actually 

deployed to street duty~ as sel~ice production for others occurs, are 

mlxed also. No simple pattern of exploitation can be seen, however • 



Table 5.6. Service Spill~Outs, Production St~ .'.'~'('~k , and 
Patrol Dep i.oyment -- M:micipal Po i,; t~ lk' rrtmcnt 5 

Size of Police 
Department -
Number of Full
Time Sworn 
Officers 

1 to 4 

5 to 10 

11 to 20 

21 to 50 

51 to 150 

More than 
150 

Avera.ge Percent of Full~Time S\10rn Of:lic(>R'~l Af,si,~n(:d 
to Patrol Duties in Dopal'tmcnts That: 

Produce Homicide Invest:i.gath')lw 
For: 

Themselves 
Only 

(~i)a 
8~) 

I} 

'74 
(1.08) 

64 
(66) 

58 
(27) 

lil:l 

(6) 

~!H 

{7TI 

6~1 

(110) 

62 
(6~) 

Average Nmfib<;n.' olZ F'ull··Ti'110 t;i:mrn Olficol's Employc(l 
Per Officer on the g'i::reet ut; 10 pm :l,:n Depa?tmentr; 'fhat: 

'I'.' , ' 

ci(, 
{!In 

Produce Homicide Investigations 
For: 

Pro due 0 Radi__ Communi (~[l'~~i Uil!; 

For: 

o 

Themselves Othel' Procucers Themselves O'i:hcn:' P1~odu~~el"';:·~ 

Only Also Only 

1 to 4 2.5 3.5 2 .;~ 

5 to 10 4.2 4.6 4.2 

11 to 20 5,,2 5.2 6.£ 

21 to 50 6.3 6.S 6.2 

51 to 150 7.4 8.2 7.4 

More than 
150 10.0 9.7 

~umber of police departments in this size range producing homicide 
investigations (or radio communications) -- Police Services Study. 
Numbers of departments are the same in lower half of the table mId» 
thus, not repeated there. 
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6.6 
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No data tll,"!'e presently uwdl:.dJle to estimate the extent of influence 

over produc:;t:i.orl strategy choices fr~m the avail a."Di li ty of ear-marked 

oxtornul funds. Artecdotally~ it ~eems elear that such funds have 

offects. Many lC1cal police departmr.:mts have beefed up their traffic 

cws:igmnents$ for ~ixampl(;, in responso \;0 funds for additional officers 

• .md vehicles from the National nigh~·Ja.1' l'~a:cfic Safety Administration. 

Their production strategies are tiltf..'l3 shii'ted tot/ard increased specializa-

tion in that service. The fl'oquell~Y ITi\a magnitude of such shifts is 

unI~m:)\m D however. 

Additional incentives to\'1al'd sped~Uz(ltion and, thus, 8May from 

patrol~oriented production stra"il:Ggi0s,,;cj' ~i~sul-: from dynamics internal 

rC\1ards for differential perfOTIi1~;i.\~0 i:y :1Xl:! members. A structure of 

ret1ards is necessary to encou:.i.'[!ge thG ~10l~f0~iJ1anCe of certain kinds of 

activities and to discourage the P0:rf'o'Xiilaiicc;l of others. Establishing a 

structure of differential x'6\\lard:; is diiiicul t:; however $ in public 

bureaucratic organizatiolJS such as rr:'<~~': police agencies, that were 

molded by the governmental refol~s of the 19305 onward. In the laudable 

attempt to remove unsavory influences such as friendly relations with 

local political bosses from the allocation of rewards, many departments 

found themselves with no criterion to apply other than time in grade 

(for an excellent discussion of the reforms, see Fogelson, 1977). The 

only justification for paying one patrol officer more than another patrol 

officer ,,,as thus the amount of time that they had each held patrol rank. 

Similar strictures applied at all other ranks in these departments. 



(J 
exerdse of discretion by sentor (}f:fi.~(lJ;s ,\.;1 

promotions were 8Mllrded on the hasIs Jot r''' 

tions together with time in 

of job-related activit:ies. 

With other aVGYnWs fOg' ·'::"·\·i;~~' ;,~ .".' 

power became the basis n.f 

Rubinstein describes it~; 

control ovel', and :!.'CllC1'Ji:I.Unrs 

Niederhoffer points out tht: nt;to:Y·>', " 

a specialized unit ge!lQ!,J.U y jilt.;c" .. m;~ o 
most officers 

often yields a small sa18:!e}' di 

usual 9 am to 5 pm enjoyed by mos'l: :~rl:' 

prestige of being a speciaHst 'i.n n 

relationship among officers of ,-Uffe:reti!.t 

(Niederhoffer, 1967: 83). 

may be top administrators 9 \'lishes 'l:O D.ttain s!!:ootb l'm:ning il1teI"m~li 

operations, including control ave?: the discrotion e::ce:B.'dscd by subol'!iino..tes. 
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A'V'Jigning lurgo numhers of officl'HoS to specialized units may enable 

im;re1l1;ed control over t.hoi1!' Cletivitle;;i. Speci31ists can be expected; 

at f.l minimum, to conduct activiticB 2lppropriate to their specialty. 

E!:ltablishnmnt of tra:ffic units fH,lS; CHlmple, been argued to increase 

administrators' abilitieG to GilaSU:i;'{: th;.:! p;r •. Hluction of traffic arl'ests. 

Officers in such units can btl t;O do little else than make 

immediately (.J. Q.. Wi1f;O!1~ 

1.0fil -';0 professional norms 

that emphas iz() the need ~O.l~ 

thei't peers in the po1:2.co J.:.\.iI u::a;; 1:.:; ::>.11 important c<mstituency 

to administrators of lr.Li'g;·3 

organizational sophisticathM. GiV0i. ~a~:; !l1Ech higher visibility of 

larger departments and tileil' u\,l.ii'j:;'~d~/'::;"3.·i::~J:"~; iT'. the police profession; 

this mar be a quite important inC0il'~:j:\r\;;i 'w;·lJ.rd increasing specialization. 

Production Strategies, Patrol A:railabiJi.ity, 
and Response Ca~~:b}.ITEi0s 

Differences in police producti0TI st?~tegies and the availability of 

patrol officers are important as they uffec'i; the capacity of officers to 

respond to citizens' requests for police service. Response capability 

is a key intervening variable in linking police organization to some 

aspects of police performance. An indicator of response capability, 

the distribution of response times (measured from initial citizen request 

for service to the arrival of a patrol unit at the scene of the request), 



has held n central position in t~ffol'ts to 

recent years. Hillions of cloUnrs .l::we hr:'C'a C) 
i 
1 

for service. Hundreds of police agfn(.~i'Js havl.. ... 

systems to improve their rcspons\;) ~\ Tj:~h 1, i i 

communication improvements, inst,[j',~ 

designed to reduce respons(' tim')~~ 

dispatchers to 

Police response time hus , I 

police perfo'l"iJu.iUce 

It has be€m t'll'guf.'d to be 

1971) . 

Response capability is aIDo o 
to broader measures of dt:~,,~,m 0'l/I~J""t:!O~, 

receive. A number of stllcl~es of 

have pointed out the strong relationships betl:.fc;cn. citizen of 

the speed of police response and thai:::.' oV0:K'al1 '31f.c;;,i,m,tions of po], ica 

service. 4 This association has been ShCtJi.l. 

evaduations of police in specific encm.mte:Ir:s, and iOl~ mO:K'(;l 2eneral 

perceptions and evaluations of conditions in tizens! neighbo:v:ilo(;r1s:; 

(Furstenberg and Wellford, 1973; Park.::;, 1975; 1976; PatGl~ 0t ~L» 10'16; 

Percy ~ 1979). Recently it has been shotm that (..i'i:izen eJtpectations 

regarding the immediacy of police response, act to tempar the l1'i.1I~ 

between response time and satisfaction (Pate~ et a1. J 1976; !cCPD~ 1977; 
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Per(;y I una}, suggesting that ttgenzios liouid do \lien to inform citizens 

a;J to thc;.!lr actual rcmponse capnuilities t'ihen a service request is 

:I:oceived. t'Jhlle such a polley L COTiil1!endable and could certainly a.ct 

to H&IlI<en a direct rospon56 time 'I;(]: Da1t.isfaction Unlmge, it i.B :reosonable 

to assume that the 1 ink 1tlOuld nut DO eliminated by such 12 policy. Very 

ConcoptW!lly, police l~fegpOns(j (:<:lpabi1i ty (the expected distribution 

of !lOlieo l'e~;ponse times) :1fi a tcchnico.Ujr detel'mined variable. GiveJn 

jurisdiction in question, and tiiw chc:t.co o:? a deployment strategy by 

the agency sorving the jurisd::L(;'t.if.llll v une should be able to compute the 

expected distribution oi pollee ';!.'0£(JOn':;e ti:ncs (see Larson~ 1972 .. for 

the bost discussion of how th.is cen be aCCOiilI)1ished). To the extent 

that such a technical explanatio,\1 holds k it should be possible to demon-

strate that police agencies achieve more rapid responses because: Ca.) 

they choose more efficac.:'.ous deploT'C\j.;t st~'ategies, (b) they serve 

jurisdictions with a more favorable pattern of incoming calls~ or, most 

likely .. a combination of these factors. Once deployment str~tegies that 

are associated with faster responses in given conditions are identified, 

it is possible to ask whether particular organizational arrangements are 

mOre likely tel lead to such deployment. If so, it \'lill be possible to 

link organiZational arrangements through the choice of production strategies 

and the resulting deployment of officers to performance indicators for at 

least one aspect of policing~ the immediate response to citizen requests 

for service. 



Using data from the 1972 St. L\"uis Study~ 

patrol units, measured (invers~~ly) u:r I.i!:l:vhlin/J UK) 

a neighborhood by the number of patroI officcr~; on 'i:ho str<.~et 

neighborhood, was compur.ed for all of the study t11'oas. As i.~ ehcn'k ,m 

that figure, citizen reports of the f:I~fJqu(~m:y at Nhh:h 'iJm,l; l,ightcd 

patrell un! ts in their neighbo:i:'!:x;(Jlds t~c~c'Q 

Neighborhood service demands t'JC1l.'e compui;od f,¥:m.l 

their calls to the police u.ssistance i"~"~ ·~''')tan~;C's of V.H:ti 2t1~, 1 

5 or other problems. The average time :eequI1',)d for po1:1<;0 to 'i,l: 

a call for assistance in each m:dghbo]:'hood t':QS computed f:i:ml1 -;:hc 

of citizens who indicated that they had called fo1' police a!,:;1:;'1:rm.cn 

Table 5.7 presents the results of a regrGSSiOA1 analys 

production strategy, service demands, and pat1!."!)! availahU tty !llODGU},"(J<, 

to predict the frequency at which citizens see patrol Ull1i'€;~~ iu 

analysis, showing the effects of production strategy D servico {!@mmlc!s p 

and patrol availability on the average rC::ipOillSe tim(; to <J. (:811 

in the study neighborhoods. In both regressiml oqm;;.tions D(]ijus'{.mont~, 

for neighborhood service conditions have been made. 1 The effects m~tit:l:::.tc~ 

by these t\'JO regression analyses are cOlllzis'i::rant '\'Ji in pldoJi.' enpo(!t8tiun 

wi th respect to the signs of the coefficients. 
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Tuhle ;j. '7. Produ'.:tion St;"'at{;ch:~? 1 Patrol Availability, 
and Rospclnso Time 

~;f:f()(;tsa on A\ifJ'~'2.,gC\ l)cl.'~~(~ived Patrol Frequencies in 
the Study Nt3dghl.i(Jl"'APds (number pOl' shift) • 

Production ~trat0gy: 
Perecnt of Ofn (!E):.rs 
AD~igned to Patrol 

Putrol AvailubiH ty 
(inverse): 
, Numher of Citizens 

Per Officer on 
Patrol -- IpOO;~s 

Service Demands: 
Numher of Cal1::.i 
Per 100 Hesideuts 
Po:!:' Year 

It SLlullred 

Number of Cases 

j I: ; 
'-:'! ,t:e) 

betll --

.624 

-.110 

Effectsa on AV(;:Yi'ait,c:: p.:.~r~e::hn;;;l 1~(;:sponsG Times in 
the Study No1ghb()'.i.'~::m(~s (i,ii~~,·:·,;e~;). 

b 

Production Strategy: 
Percent of Officers 
Assigned to Patrol ".215 

Patrol Availability: 
Average Perceived 
Patrol Frequency -2.73 

Only One Patrol 
Unit on the Street 13.4 

Service Demands: 
Number of Calls 
Per 100 Residents 
Per Year .198 

R Squared 

Number of Cases 

.1. ti 

.348 

0.55 

44 

beta 

-.479 

-.408 

.748 

.101 

aEffects are computed with adjustment for service conditions in the study 
neighborhoods. See Footnote 7. 
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related to reduced patrol availabil ity. POl'('f'ntjnn~'i 

are negatively related to neiBhbol'h,)(lIj ;'jcrv;i,ec dGlll<.mJs. nh.{). 

'I, "t ~~"I. j 

The fact that only one patrol ru!!'i: ;~~ avaUrl!Jlc' (!I ti,' \ 

bit. Higher se:i?vico D 'i,n", U 

times. The choice of '.1<' 

by these data to be an 

With the cOGfficicat;i ,',~I, 

organized departments. '.dH~SC 

be the highest in neighborhoods served by '1,,;QEl l~il!2i.1l 

those neighborhoods p residents sieht patron. 

times per 8-hour shift. 

served by medium-sized patTel agencies 0 'i.:ho~:;l,;) \lith 1 1.:0 

I" 
" 

officers, and even further in the noighborA1ioods SG:l'voci! by dc:pm"€:mont~ 

\'iTi th more than 100 sworn officers. In the 18tte1' Ol11'OaS p !)atEol mli~s 

are seen ;;in average of 3 times pEn.' 8~hoUT shift. 

o 

o 

o 

; 
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Table 5.8. PX'(}dicted Average Patrol !:requencies and Avera.ge 
Respons~ Times -- Typical ~funicipal Police Departments 

Predictor 
Variable 

Coefficient 
~; 

Production Stratogy; 
lfereent of Officers 
Assigned to Patrol .042 

Patrol Availability: 
Thousands of 
Citizens Per 
Officer on the 
Streot ~.068 

Service Demands: 
Number of Calls 
Per 100 Residents 
POl' Year -.033 

Constant Torma 1.32 

Predicted Average 
PatrQl Frequency 
(number per shift) 

Production Strategy: 
Percent of Officers 
Assigned to Patrol -2.15 

Patrol Availability: 
Average Patrol 
Frequency -2.13 

Only Olle Patrol 
Unit on the Street 13.14 

Service Demands: 
Number of Calls 
Per 100 Residents 
PeX' Year .198 

Constant Terma 33.86 

Predicted Average 
Response Time 
(minutes) 

!y£ical, Value in: 

Sma.ll 
Department 
(1 to 10) 

95 

" 

4.87 

9S 

4.87 

1 

8 

1 

15.1 

Medium 
Departm~nt 
(11 to 100) 

70 

3.6 

12 
1 

3.62 

70 

3.62 

o 

12 

1 

J1.3 

Large 
Department 
(over 100) 

60 

4.8 

12 
1 

2.90 

60 

2.90 

o 

12 
1 

15.4 

aThe constant term includes the regression intercept term and adjustments 
for a.verage service conditions in the second row of the St. Louis Study 
design matrix. See Footnote 8. 
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The predicted average response time in neighborhoods served by 

differently organized police agencios exhibits 

ship with producer agency size. The smallest agencies, while adopting 

a very patrol-oriented strategy that should lead to ra.pid response, are 

limited by having only one response unit available. When that unit is 

otherwise engaged 1 a caller might ha.ve to w.ait some time £01' a police 

response. 9 Large agencies, on the other hand, tend to use more task-

oriented strategies with less emphasis on patrol. Thus, though they 

are not limited by too few response units in absolute numbers; they 

may have too few in relation to their volume of service requests. 

Their predicted a.verage response time, 15 minutes, is thus no better 

than that of the very small police patrol producers. Medium-sized 

police patrol producers are found to be in the happy circumstance of 

choosing production strategies that lead to enhanced response capabilities, 

and of having sufficient resources to obtain the benefits of such a 

choice. 

Production Strategies, Police Response Capabilities, 
and Subjective Outcomes 

To this point linkages of the structure of service delivery for 

police patrol, the organization of police patrol producers~ the deploy~ 

ment and aviilability of police patrol officers, and the response 

capabilities of police. patrol producers have been shewn. It remains to 

be shown that the differences in response times found among producers 

using different production strategies are sufficient to register with 

consumers of police patrol services. Data collected from individual 

i 
1 

.' 
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respondents in the 1972 St. Louis Study can be used to establish this 

linkage. 

Each citizen intervis,\'ed in the St. Louis Study \'las asked, "When 

police are called in your neighborhood p in your opinion how fast do 

they come? Very rapidly. quickly enough, slowly, or very slowly?" 

If the perceptions of citizens obtained in response to this question 

are related to average response times in their neighborhoods and, 

possibly, to other indicators of patrol availability, then it can be 

shown that the influence of police organization extends all the \'1ay 

through the patrol service prod',1(~tion process to these subjective 

outcomes. 

How might citizens develop their porceptions of how fast the police 

respond when called to their neighborhood? For citizens who had a 

recent experience with local police response, their perception of 

the response time in that experience is likely to weigh heavily on 

their overall perception of the speed of police response. They a~e 

likely to generalize from their own e~~exience to that of any citizen 

who might call the police in their neighborhood. 

Two additional clusters of variables may influence the accuracy 

of citizens' perceptions of response time in their experiences or the 

generalization of those experiences to an overall rating of police 

response in the neighborhood. These are the char~cteristics of the 

citizens Who have experiences with the police and the activities of 

the responding police officers following their arrival at the scene 

0.1; the experience. Different persons may respond differently to the 

same phenomenon. To the extent that these differences are patterned 

~! 
'II ;; : 

r·' 
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along the lines of objective citizen characteristics (e.g., age, 

educationira.ce)} onl) can adjust fo: these per<;r;;:'i':'tL"n differences by 

controlling the citizen characteristics. With resPect to office~ 

a.ctivities after arrival at the scene, favorable activities may act 

to lower the perceived responSe time (01' its magnitude in the dtizen's 

memory) or lead the citizen to believe that a long response time in his 

experience was atypical of the usual j faster response provided by the 

helpful officers. Unfavorable activities may, of courSeJ have an 

opposite effect. 

If recent expe:riglil,ceS are likely 'i:o affect the perceptions of 

citizens having had them> t'lhat of citizens \1ithout recent experience? 

How might they develop perceptions of the speed of police response in 

their neighborhoods? 

information. 

These citizens must draw upon other sources of 

One source of information for citizens \"ithout recent personal 

experience might be the experiences of friends and neighbors whom the 

citizen observed to have such an experience, or who might have told 

the citizen about it. The average response. time ina11 recent exper

iences in a respondent1s neighborhood provides an indicator for this 

information. Just as with a citizen's own experience, police actions 

at the scene of encounters in the neighborhood may act to modify 

perceptions of police .... anse drawn from those encounters. The 

distribution of unfavorable experiences in the respondent's neighborhood 

can b~ used to account for this. 

Many citizens may have had no recent experience with local police, 

may not have had an opportunity to observe response to calls made by 
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friends or neigl1bors J and may not have been told a.bout a.ny such recent 

experiences. These citizens are £orc~d to rely ~n proxy measures to 

develop their perception (}f the speed of police response in the neighbor .. 

hood. One likely proxy is the fl'oquency with "lhich they sight a. patrol 

car in their neighborhood. '1'h~se \;1ho :;}t7:0 patrol units cruising up and 

down their street frequently £13:e more 1 ikely to perceive that the 

police would respond rapidly when cc.lled than are those who see pa.trol 

units infrequently. Another proxy mC'i.l5Ul'C that might influence the 

perceptions of citizens in very small jurisdictions is the presence 

of only one patrol unit on the str0ct '\:0 i:espond to citizen calls. 

To the extent that citizens are m-;u:.\.'Q of this, they may perceive that 

their police respond more slowly C:h~~ t,;::, the possibility tha.t the one 

unit will be busy when a call i~ l.'ecfiJived. Of course, these proxy 

measures and the experiences of others iaay influence the perceptions 

of those having had a recent experience as well. 

These speculations are spelled out in an arrow diagram in Figure 

5.1. The influences to the right c~ t~'1E~ dotted line in that figure 

have been discussed to this point. Those to the left are more remote 

influences, included to show linkages back to organizational arrangements 

and service conditions. The speculated direction of effects is shown 

for these linkages. 

Table 5.9 presents data to exp10Jie these specuh.tions; These 

data are the regression coefficients for an equation predicting the 

answer that each citizen gave to the question, IiCw)hen police are 

called in your neighborhood, in your opinion how fast do they come? 

10 Very rapidly, quickly enough, slowly, or very slowly?" The independent 

'I .. i 
;, I 



figure 5.1. Influences on Citizen Perc~ptions of the Speed of Police Response in Their Neighborhood 

Neighborhood 
Service 
Conditions 

Police Patrol 
Availability + 
(Number on I------~~ 

the street) 

Patrol Oriented 
Production 
Strategy 

Police Organizational 
Arrangements (Si .. ze 0 
Department) 

INDIRECT INFLUENCES 

Perceived 
Patrol 

Dissatisfaction wit 
Recent Experience 

+ 

Response Time in 
Experience 

+ 

Average Response 
Time in the 
Neighborhood 

Rat0 of Dissatis
faction in Neigh
borhood Experiences 

DIRECT INFLUENCES 

Individual 
Citizen 
Characteris'tics 
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Table 5.9. Influences on Citizens Perceptions of the Speed 
of Police Response in Their Neighborhoods 

Citizens Having Recent 
Experience with Police 
gesEons~.Time 

Citizens Not Having 
Recent Experience with 
Police Response Time 

lndep'imdent 
variable 
~-~_'<4t,",,' 

Rosponsc time in 
rcspondentfs 
own experience: 

o to 1 min. (29)a 

2 to 4 min. (Ill) 

5 to 10 min. (256) 

b 

.591 

.413 

.341 

11 to 20 min. (98) .092 

21 to 60 min. (53) -.402 

61 to 120 min. (8) -.391 

ovel' 2 hours (4) .884 

"rapidly $ quickly" (155) .243 

c "soon enough" (26) 

flslowlyfl (8) 

"didn't corne" (49) 

Average response 
time in neighbor
hood (minutes) 

Respondent 
experiences: 

Unsatisfactory . 
victimization (107/5)a 

Unsatisfactory 
assistance (37/4) 

Unsatisfactory 
stop (14/36) 

o 

-.362 

-.109 

-.010 

·-.497 

.... 408 

-.328 

.175 

.142 

.135 

.• 11.44 

.157 

.266 

.346 

.137 

.271 

.159 

.005 

.076 

.113 

.176 

beta 

.133 

.113 

.192 

.036 

-.121 

-.047 

.075 

.116 

~.032 

~.032 

b 

-.073 .' .. 011 

-.204 -.,675 

b 

-.103 -.940 

-.054 .;. • .'247 

beta. -

.00$ -.093 

.301 -.039 

.116 -.038 
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Table 5.9 (continued). Influences on Cidzen l\:-l"Ceptions 
of the Speed. of Police Resp;.mse in The $,' Neig.Dorhoods 

Independent 
variable 

Kno'v' someone 
mistreated (45/J.0.5) 

N'eighborhood 
experiences: 

Unsatisfactory 
victimizations (%) 

Unsatisfactory 
assistances (90) 

Unsatisfactory 
stops (90) 

Respondent 
characteristics: 

Race (blac1c) d 
Age (decages) 
Education ,e 

Patrol availability: 

Citizens per on-street 
patrol officer (000) 

Perceived patrol~ 
frequency (number 
per 8 hour shift) 

unly one patrol 
unit on the street 

Agency production 
strategy: 

Percent of sworn 
officers assigned 
to patrol duty 

(!;itizen; Having P;",'(> ,1. 
Experience lllith Police 
Respons~ T~me, 

I 

Cit·1.zcnr; Not Huving 
Recent Expe:dem.'e Nith 
Police Respons(\ Time _'*'1'="'''' __ ~''' ___ ~'''~'''~''''_~" 

b 

~.096 

... 058 

-.042 

-.005 

.023 

.063 

.054 

.041 

.034 

~.235 

.008 

s.e. -
.107 

.014 

.029 

.019 

.072 

.016 

.024 

.011 

.119 

.003 

~,026 -.367 

... 199 -.045 

-.068 ... 047 

-.011 ~.043 

.010 

.115 

.068 

-.141 
.046 
.010 

.064 .006 

.092 .050 

-.093 ~.169 

.134 .005 

.017 

.011 

.046 

.OOB 

.013 

.I'HZ 

.007 

.065 

.002 

".1.S4 

-.M?' 
.103 
.014 

.012 

-.004 

.107 

. .. - _._--------
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Table 5.9 (contim.1.od). Influences on Citizen Perceptions 
of' the Speed of Poliee Resp(}ns{~ in Theil" Neighborhood 

Citizf,ms Having Recent 
E,~per'ience t'lith Police 
Rcsnoa::;<:1 'time ~ __ ~.,..;-r_, __ ' ___ ...,.. 

Citizens Not Having 
Recent Experience ~ith 
P?l~ce Response Time 

Independent 
~,i~!!?1E __ 

Neighborhood service 
demand (calls per 100 
residents per year) 

Hissing data 
indicators: 

Aged (8/3a) f 
Education (8/681 
Patrol fl'cquency<t 

(402/1 p 751) 

Constant term 

R squared 

Number or cases 

b -

-.337 2':"') ... .:1", 

- .44~~ ~229 
-.000, .052 

-1.12'1 ~ 50~i 

----.-
.4:~j::£ 

7~~} 

-~--;:::---, 

beta b s.c. - .... -
.194 .049 .007 .208 

·".040 ... 174 .118 -.026 
-.05.3 -.072 .084 -.015 
.. ,005 -.143 .029 -.095 

-.408 .184 

.162 

2,775 

a. eN) '" number of respondents reporting this experience" eN IN ) = 
number with respons;;) time exper:·~<;::t.::z/n'Umber without rE:~spon~e ~ime 
experience. 

b. Not applicable. 

c. Reference value for response time J.n experience. See t.ext. 

d. Missing values for these variables were replaced with neighborhood 
or cell averages. See footnote 12. 

e. See footnote 13 for education categories. 

f. (N1/N2) == number of substitutions fo!' missing values, 
exper~enced/inexperienced. 
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and response times in spE.cific encount~):rs for ta\J~;C respondents hewing 

had one.l1 

neighborhood and in specific cxperienl.1cn 1-ihidl he or she might huv() 

had are summarized through the use ()f ;;,Xpwr.ience £iatisfui.:t ion IllJURU!'t)t;, 

For neighborhood experiencos these a!'c the percent of no:i.ghhol'hood 

unsatisfact(rry experiences occlll'!,(;1d to the indivi.dual respondent a:l.'C 

also included, as well os an indicator fm.' w¥~ether he or she lena!" of 

anyone mistreated by the local policE'. 14 Oth.e1~ indei)endent variables 

in the analysis include perceived pat,~ol frequency, the presence of a 

single pat:.rol unit on tho .~~trect in tho i~o5pondent v 5 neighbol'hood, 

characteristics of the in.dividual !'osponoont, production strategy, 

and service demand in the respondent!s neighborhood. 

The data are basically supporti'''le of the speculations on possible 

influences. It is possible to develop So Dueh bette!" prediction of the 

perception of speed of police response hri 'by someons 1tJho has had a 

recent e:>"'Perience than it is for one t"ho has not. The lR squared 

coefficient is 0.432 for experienced and 0.162 for inexperienced 

respondents. This means the variables in the equation account for 

43 percent of the variance in perception among experienced respondents, 

and 16 percent among the inexperienced. is 

o \{J 

, 
. 'h 
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'!al'iables, such as those ShOlY1l 

in 

{;lu!>ter" t'lhere the 'l'loights are th{~ m1tit.::::ndt11'dized regression coefficients 

(tho IIb 1r,1I) shmm in Table S.D (Coll.;;;iiLt'il t 1916).16 To the extent that 

(Le., thoy are uncorrolated) p OilH; cor" COillpo.re the standardized regression 

cooff!dents for theso COltlp(1S'i.te meU$Hre~; ·~o examine their relative 

influence, This compari.£:on is shm'Ji1 in. To~lc 5.10. 

Table 5.1(1. RelatiVG Infht'm~.~(j 
Spec}o of nl.~~i~;)ns::: 

Variable 
Cluster 

Response Time in 
Individual Experience 

Other Individual 
Experience Aspects 

Aggregate Neighborhood 
Experiences 

Individual 
Characteristics 

Neighborhood Patrol 
Availabili ty 

Agency Production 
Strategy 

Neighborhood Serv:i.ce 
Demand 
Missing Data 

hl.',;.L'!u10 Clustal's on Pel'Ndved 
i~ -~,) (') tjju:,' N<:lighborhoods 

U~·.},JfJ2:1.Qnced 

.f~e:.~;E~e]~ 

.296 

.125 

.115 

.134 

.067 

Inexperienced. 
Respondents, . , 

beta 

.128 

.304 

128 

.156 

.107 

.20B 

.099 



importance is the level o~: tkm:lnu in tHtH.~~ 11(:":I.ghb,nhOl)u, ~ifi .iIi wJdl 

experiences of their neighlJ(lr~, iT?,'C Ow mO:5t .1mpol'trmt influcn .. :(' Oil thoi~: 

perceptions J follmV'ed hy the' 

hood and, at a 10\V'er level (If . i 

than with response time, iMtb:luual Char(,ictc,;',t:u::s D and patrol de:pluy·· 

ment in the neighborhood. 1'! The fact that neighborhood level oj{pc:rlonc.cs, 

and agency production stra.tegies have influences on individual citl;;;en$' 

perceptions of police respon:::;o in,. t'hc:h; nei!zhborhoods ostabHshf;ls tXw 

last link in the production process mod01. 

In this chapter I have shotm that the stru.cture of service deLl. vcry 

arrangements for the supply of police patrol services in In~tropolitan 

areas l:..ifects overall industry production !:j"~:J:a,1;Ggics, ProdUC,el!7S in 

less concentrated structures allocate higher J;'lI'oportions of their 

officers to patrol duties and require fewer officers for each one 

deployed for on-street activities 1 and each of their on-street officers 

________ 0 ____ _ 
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mu~t ~;el'VO ffmer citizens. At tlH': l£'vel of individual producers, the 

size of tho producer ot.~ganiz£rtiol1 is closely l:elated to choice of 

producti.on 5trategie5. Largel' V10itUC{;Il'S 1l110Ctil.t€~ proportionately 

fe\.,ffJr offico'X'H to putT;)l and l'~qt11.(O iI.:Jre officers for each one OIl 

tho street, and each on-street iilVlSt serve many more citizens 

than his or her countorpart in SlllCllh;K' ;:~t!(JnciEls. Individual <leoncy 

to the structuro of servit~e deliv61'Y a~l!:J.l1gome1t1ts for related police 

sorvices _ i. e., homicide imrest:l.gu:doHs add radio comunications» as 

v/ell. Producel's that can obtain -;;hesc r,erdcos fl'om others place a 

would indicate that produc~~s 'tiiOS,,;: sCl'vices to others are 

The choices of productiO'!:'l. s'c:ratotitls tJitn respect to patrol and 

the resulting patrol availability '\'101:.'0 shown to affect patrol visibility 

and response times in a sample of l'es;~d£intial neighborhoods. As one 

would expect, citizens in neighborbAll,\1s t~le.t are served by departmentH 

that emphasize patrol and, thus, attain a :;lig~ler patrol availability 

report seeing patrol units more frequGntly and report that the police 

responded more rapidly in their individual e~~eriences with neighborhood 

police. These same relationships are found with respect to the percep

tions of all citizens queried in the sruuple neighborhoods, whether 

they had a recent experience with the local police or not. IS 

The structure of police patrol service delivery arrangements and 

the organization of individual police service producers are important 

for performance, therefore~ i.", ;:;lat they affect police agencies t 
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capacities to respond rapidly to ~iti~enst 

that citizens tend to equate tho pl'e.'H.;>ilI!O 

police response ,'lith better pt)lico':HI'vicc. 

something comforting to ronny 

by their home frequently ,mel ~d,11 he 

incidents require the rapid int'C1'l.'O'iI: hm (d 

from escalating into more 

an important aspect of 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE 

IThese measures are 'i::t'IO of a tl'umber of measures of metl'opoli tan 
service delivery structures that \'lere developed as a part of the 
Police Services Study. TIle fi~st el~osition of these structural 
measures appeared in Ostl'om~ Parr(s p und W"nitaker (1974) and they 
have been fUrther refined to include additional aspects of service 
delivery arrangements including those among producers in Ostrom, 
Parks, and Vlliitaker (1978). 

2We know from the \'lork of marq scholars that it is necsssary to 
exercise substantial caution wheu comparing police jurisdictions on 
the basis of reported c1"ime statistics. Many crimes are under
reported by citizens (Ennis .. 1967), and their recording by police 
may be manipulated in some jurisdictions (e.g., Seidman and Couzens, 
1974). For th~ purposes of this chaptel'p howevel', the comparison 
is warranted. The crime rates I'GiJol~t:cd to the FB! are the official 
statistics upon \'lhich agency decisions 8,:)['6 made and are, thus, the 
relevant base :for discussing thv volumo of p~rticulal' crimes as it 
influences agency decisions ree~Tding spe~ializing in dealing \'lith 
those crimes. 

3Neubert provides a cOlllpa:eisc<11 of s0vol"al interagency "major 
case squads tl that might serve as models £0'2' establishing specialized 
homicide investigation producers in othel' ffietropoli tan areas (1975) • 
She includes data on very large squads th~t operate in the Kansas 
City and St. Louis, Missouri met,:'opohtan al'eas as l'1e11 as smaller 
ones found in Topeka, Kansas, and Des Moines" Iowa metropolitan 
areas. McDonnell offers an example of specialized radio communica
tions production (1977) • His desc:.'':~:)'d.on of the Muskegon, Michigan 
Central Police Dispatch £ystem prov.v': .• .;;s some de:,a on economies that 
can be captured with such arrangements. 

4The relationship between citizens' perceptions of rapid police 
response and their higher overall evaluation of police is no doubt 
partially attributable to the fact tr.at Folice have been telling 
them for several years that a rapid response 'l'/as the mark of good 
police service. 

5The measure of neighborhood service demands was estimated by 
summing all instances where respondents indicated that they or a 
family me'/uber had called the local pOlice to report a vj,ctimization 
or to request assistance, where these calls pertained to an incident 
in the respondent's neighborhood. TI4is sum was scaled for each 
neighborhood by the proportion of households where interviews were 
conducted to get a neighborhood estimate. Estimates were also 
obtained from police records of calls~ in many cases these were 

----" - ~---.-------------
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scaled do\m from district~ or del'ai.'tment~i'1iili:.~ ' .• l .11\c tt';~c!~tlm,Jtc~; 
correlate quite ,,,ell (Pearson r ::: O. 8n. A ~,' '}\ ami-1r::;!s 
including department size indicato!'~; to IlCCOtm" .p'o~' li~ £f;t:I.'tmCCs in 
scaling requirements indicates that th() SUl'Vt~y· l}:;jJ >lililtO,s av{~:rngt~ 
about 12 percent of the estimates based on dep;·1..l:tmc:mt rCI.'ol'US 
(R squared::; 0.77). 

The estimates from the SUl.'vey t'l'era used in place of those 
from departmental 1'6001.'05 for thT"!:' !'l'!,,\:-;om"> , Hl'~1't 1> thm-:c ('Mh'!;\tc';~ 
are more closely grounded in the n.ctua~, neJp;hh()rilt'llHls ~IU) ntmiit:,d. 
Second, they are a bettel~ pred1.l.~t(!r of (~itizen I ~~ IH.,n:cei vf!d ~>pm:d 
of police response in their neigl1001'hood than art'! the estimates 
from departmental records. 'Dli·.rd, the ostimated call volUUlt':s 
drawn from survey responses call he hotter pt'e(Hcted using indicntol'~} 
of service conditions ill the study neigllbol'hoods than CUll the 
estimates based on departmontal reco~ds. 

6Ci tizens who l'epoTted ca Hh~?: the pol fr.n' HS:;jSt:~1I(.'0 t'J\1'X'C 

asked how long it toc!~ fol' tha poHe(~ 'i.:o :'·c~1?mld. The nn~3we!,~j of 
all respondents in a neighborhood t:iho gave. a l'OSllo!HHlltime Glst:iimato 
in minutes were averaged to compute a noighl;:o:du:md 1i~8SpOnso U me 
figure. Many of the pOlice agenci<.:s bl:wl::'c<! :n St. 1.ouis h~d no 
recorded data on the speed of thair :responses to citizen l'!9'luests. 
Thus it was necessa-ry to rely on citizon reports to obtain comparable 
estimates. Larson indic(~tes that citizen estimates of police response 
"coincide quite closely t'lith the jW:!,2cments of experienced researchers 
of U.S. police" (1972: 35). 

7The neighborhood service condition variables used fox adjust~ 
ment are the six identified in Chal:'lter Four as l'epl'1~senting the 
variation of conditions in the 44 study neighborJwoits (SG6 Tahle 
4.5). The variables are percent of :families ~'Jith incomes over 
$15,000 in 1969, percent of housing units tl1at were ()tlTner occupied 
in 1970, population density, percent of persons over 65 years old~ 
and percent of persons under 18 Ii ving with both pal'ents, all 
measured in 1970, and the racial heterogeneity of :respondents to 
the citizen survey. 

8Average neighborhood service conditions from the second TOW 
of the St. Louis Study Design Matrix ,{:Jere used to develop these 
predictions (see Tables 4.3 and 4.5), These average values were 
multiplied by their respective coefficients in the regression 
equation estimated for Table 5.7 and added to the constant term 
for those equations to give the constants shotm in Table 5.8. 
USing average values from other ro\'lS of the design matrix \'Jould 
involve adding or subtracting a constant value to the times 
estimated for each size departmento Values from the second TOW' 

of the design matrix were used as tlle majorlty of study neighb()1~hoods 
in St. Louis (including those in the City) fell in that :row. 
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9servic~ systems with only a single producing unit are likely 
to be more ~.;eriously ·f4ffected by queueing problems than systems 
tdth multiple units. eV(m l'lhen the average demand on each of the 
001 tiple units is the same a;; the detrand on the single server. 
'nIb resul1:s from the dyna.mics of (tueuelng processes "Ihich dictate 
that the single serve!' is more likr.;lly li on the average, to be busy 
v/hen an addi tiona! request comef; In th&'1 are all of the mul tip1e 
units (see Sasieni, Yaspan, t).:na l:r:iodm~m, 1959). 

101701' purposes of this t'cg:ression analysis, the responses \'1er€: 
coded as follows: 

Very rapidly 1 
Quickly enough 0 
Slowly -1 
Very slowly -2 
Not at all -3 

The last response, "not at all, II "las available as a code for inter
viewers to use.. but was not read to t'<?SpOlluem::s. Seventeen respondents 
to the survey volunteered this respom;o • 

Substantial debato sUl'I'Qtmds th~ d,c':;;~ptJ.bili ty of coding a 
variable of this nature as it " t ,'rere a ~,l."V,~ interval scale and 
then using it ill multiple regression ane,l.vs'9s (Abelson and Tukeyl' 
1959; Labovitz, 1970; T. Wilson, 1971). 'fiKJ author sides with 
those who argue that sUcl't a coding alid am:cll'sis is warranted if: 
(1) it is possible to shO'i1T that the :oL'olatio:nships of tIle independent 
variables to the coded dependent variable ~emain relatively similar 
under reasonable transformations of the cOlIJes used for the dependent 
variables (Abelson and Tukey, 1959), and (~~) it is possible to 
interpret the coefficients computed t'::.::h such a. coding in a reasonable 
way (Duncan, 1975) . 

With respect to the first criterion~ coefficients obtained 
under several different transformations (involving different 
assumptions about the relative differences between, £01' example, 
very rapidly and quickly enough, ar quickly enough and slowly) 
all tend to produce similar coefficients for the indepe~dent 
variables, taking into account the different,scale faetors 
necessitated by these transformations. With respect to the 
second criterion, the direction and relative magnitUdes of the 
coefficients are of interest here» and not the "true" meaning af 
"very rapidly," for example. For this purpose the coefficients 
are interpretable. 

Several coefficients are shown in the table. The first, 
labelled Hb,tl is the unstandardized regression coefficient. It 
is the weight computed for each independent variable in an 
equation that best predicts the dependent variable. The standard 
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e1"'rOl" of the TegTcssion coeffiderlt (ll1bel1~,l .~. " .. i9 ~t 
measure of ho\.; much confidence one can hnve t~ :1' tho ,'oe dent 
is actually the same as estimated. l;iven eN'" ",. ", 'lmptil'rm 
on the distribution of the errol" i ti~ms in the "'wV",~~.,'tiOl' pl'(h,'es~ 
(see any standard regression text ~ ))raper and ;";m ~ th. 1 96<, ~ is (l 

good source) ~ one can say that thel't~ is n O.ti::) probability that 
the true value of the coefficient lies between.±. one standard 
errol' of the estimated coefficient and 0. 0.95 prohlhllity t'h~lt 
it lies botween .± tt;lO standard Cl'l'iJi'£: (If' thl..' (),~{d.!irl1c" {Ii,;, 

aTdized Tegression coefficients th,,:;: do ntJt mcceed the~\r~~t:md;lt',~ 
errors in magui tude by a substantial amount are gon(~rally cQn~:dd{,l'ed 
"insignificant" on statistical grounds. 

The beta coefficient is the standardized regr('ssion ('ooff:h:;:wt) 
computed by multiplying the tmstandardi zed cocffic~,cnt hy the 
standard deviation to the independent vur:iahle and div'idlng b;/ 
the standard deviation (If t!K' c.:s(>~~G"{~(H1t ',·~n.l~lhlC':. ;~ 'j" Tr'-('l 

used as a measure of the !-imuortfnIC(;)H of £t particnJ.ar v<u'iuhl€, 
(but see Darlington, 1~68. f;Jr tnD errOl of such an intol'pn:ot,HjOlt). 
It is particularly dangerous to usc a$ :.Iud! a f[KMSH'!J;(l ~·!h{;xi..~ 
dummy variables are concerned~ as th\.: ;,tan~brd dOv1,atj.on 'Tf Ll 

dummy variable is a function of tlH~ Pl'eq~~r;;;h' t of its "C('(..li',i,'ell\.,~(j 
in the sample. Thus ~ blO independent dumnlY varia.bles that arc 
predicted to have the same effect on the dependent variabJe (in 
teTms of b coefficients) lrk'lY appear '\:.0 be very different in their 
"importance" if one represents an event that occurs morC' frequent!.)! 
than the other. 

The discussion of this section will focus on the unstandardized 
regression coeffic?_ents, the lib's. I! The other coefficients are 
included to give a measure of the confidence that one may place 
in those estimates, and fen' the benefit of scholars who m.:l.y ft'tel 
more comfortable comparing bel'1:.a coefficients. 

llRespondents to in-person inte]~viG\'11S who had had an eJq)erien.:e 
wi th police response time in their neighborhood \'lere pressed to 
give an estimate in minutes of that time. In some instances they 
were unable or unwilling to do so, forcing interviel1Ters to accept 
a qualita.tive answer. Respondents to mail questionnaires also used 
qualitative responses occasionally~ Given the mix of quantitative 
and qualitative responses to questions about actual police response 
time in a respondent's experience, and the possibility that the 
relationship between incident specific response times and perceived 
speed of response in the neighborhood might be nonlinear ,dummy 
variables for each of the possible response categories of incident 
specific response time were created. 'rhe base category used for 
experienced respondents \'las IIsoon enough, II thus. the coefficients 
for each of the other categories represent the difference in perceived 
speed of response in the neighborhood between a citizen who said 
they came "soon enoughll in his experience and a citizen who said 
they came in a different time category. 

C) 
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12r.11 s!·;i.ng values for thes£: vat'iabl(~s have been rep18.ced by 
the flC:iehborhood or cell mean vuJue. A dummy variable set to 
1.tJ t-lhen this lrCplaC01Hont 'W;l.:.' m,ulc has alst) been included in the 
l'e.v.ressil)n equ<J.t:ion til tCBt lk,t:tli.£:.\.' those individuals for which 

'1 I •• .~,~. 1 d f th t W'W ,~nta were lil.13!ang ct".:t:t.!:J'C;d \;"') a.ny urge egree rom ose 
t'ihcre the d:Jtu 1'Jero no{: nli:,;~; (C')hcl1, 1968). In most ca.ses, 
they did not. Tne lal'go~;t .n, 't'lere found among experienced 
rU~:ipondents, where those mist;;in::; on .:ither age or education (in 
each case only oiaht y·o~~pondo,~.t~~) iJOCO p~i.'ed:i.ctod to perceive 
quite a bit liIOI'le!' speod of :r0spOn~j,·.· in their neighborhoods. 

13Rosponucnts education HW, {:odud on a 4~point sca~'> where 
1 inuiGateu le:;s than a jdf~h !.;cIF)f,l (:ducatioTl, 2 indicat(.d a 
high school education, 3 im12 c:ltcd SOAn8 college edu~ation) and 
4 indicateu tho completion 0/':' a bachGloris uegree or more education. 

14For each of these indlvJ.!ihlal ,.lxperiences a dummy val'iable 
\'lUS createu, coded 1.0 if 'til':; :teSpm,,::6nt indicated that an unsatis
factory experience ldd occ\..t1'.~'ccl [mil .:0;:'0 othen<iise. There is some 
amount of confounding in tit", "unsatisfactory eiiperience" indicators, 
in that speed of response 1:;;10 p<1l'ticuiar i-ilcident influences the 
satisfaction level of the l'c''1pontiCti).;.: (Pari,s, 1976). The confounding 
effect is somewhat reduced by 'i:hc~ i:ndusion of measures of the 
actual response timl'J Tor these havi"g had an experience of this nature. 

l5Nodels of individual behavioI' (as opposed to a.ggregate level 
models) typically yield R scrtJared cc(;)fficients of around 0.20, 
indicating 20 percent of th.e variance; in individual behaviors 
can be explained by the model. 'flle model shown here for experienced 
respondents does better than twice that well at e:h,})laining their 
responses, while the model for ;::,:,lexl.Jl('rieaced respondents does 
slightly less vle11. Obviously, much variation remains unexplained 
in either model. Bu:t~ as Duncan so nicely put it, "(t)he sociologist 
who despairs of his low R2 would do well to ask himself if he would 
want it otherwise -- would he care to live in the society so 
structured that his particular collection of variables accounts 
for 90% ... of the variance •.• ?" (1975: 166-167). 

16Computing composite measures for a block of variables in 
this fashion has two advantages. Fh~st.)J it helps to bring some 
order to the analysis by reducing the number of coefficients 
that must be compared simultaneously. Second, it allows some 
comparisons of the magnitude of effects from each block of 
variables although, as the composite measures are in general 
not orthogonal, these comparisons must be carefully qualified. 
The disadvantage of using these composite measures~ as with all 
constructed scales, is the loss of any natural metric for comparisons. 
One is forced to fall back on standaTdized regression coefficients, 



for example, and speak of changes ~Jf x stanJal'l.: a(1H unit~1 
in the dependent variable in l'cspm.l.'e to a d1(t' q(~ of stCl.:!1l.brl:l 
deviation units in an independent I..~.~ml?ositl' mO."~Hl'e, Standa'!.'d 
deviations not being a common medium of excha!lt!c. th i~ mali:es 
policy relevant interpretations ri~l;;y. r:Qt' IlJ(,H'C detuHs f)oU th£' 
:omputation of these compositE:' mea~~n'cs and '):!I::~;llplos of their 
tlSe, the reader is referred to. Col{w.an, HY7b. 

17 The highest correlation. h.' j:;,;(lsm'i::~ 
inoxperienced respondents is .1 .. \1. \iJ. botileeH the mi;!:~sm:cs i"or 
neighborhood service demand and the men-nure for neighborhood 
exp(lriences. The remaining correlations amonL~ compm~'j ta 
measures for this group of respondents are 0.32 or Im;~; in 
magn;.tude. For experienced .l'espondents the demand··!l0if,hhn.rhood 
expe:dence correlation is -0.64 and there are two oem:!:' correlations 
of substantial magnitude. These are the cOl'reln.tioll.!' hetween 
patrol strategy and neighborhood experiences (0.53) and hett1Jcou 
patrol strategy and neighborhood demand (-0.48). Inter(:()rrclt!ttOll:~: 
of this magnitude make it necessary to read statements of 
relative influence with great caution (Darlington, 19(8). 

l8The reader is cautioned that these findings apply only 
to areas similar to those studied in St. Louis. These Ilre 
predominantly residential in character and are not representative 
of the fUll-range of service conditions found in all jurisdictions. 
In particular, they are atypical of central business districts 
or extensive slum areas. Most police jurisdictions do, however~ 
contain large proportions of areas similar to those studied here, 
and thus these response time estimates should be applicable to 
much of the work of policing in America. 

19E9on Bittner characterizes this handling of incidents which 
require rapid intervention as the essence of police work. He 
refers to them as incidents that involve I1something-tttat-ough!
not-to-be-ha enin -and-about-which-someone-had-bette:t-do-_.-
something-now!" (1974: 30, emphasis in Original. Once a 
situation has reached sufficient gravity for a citizen to call 
upon the police for assistance, it is very often of sufficient 
seriousness to warrant a rapid response. 

-- , ,~~-.~-- .~.-.-...... -.---------------------------.. ---- .. -----
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CHAP1'EH SIX 

l.INKING STRUCTURE AND PBRFOltM/l,.)\TGE EJ'.fPIRICALLY -- HI 
Specialization~ Spillovers, and Responsiveness 

The choice of a pt.l.txol .. orientt=>cl production strategy f as shown in 

tho preceding chapter» leads to enhan,~ed pOlice response capabilities 

and, thus, to improved performance for those police services where 

rapid response is beneficial. A C011c:vT,litant of this emphasis on patrol, 

however, may be a lesser emphasis on speciali zed assignments. The 

extent of this reduced specialization ~md whether it leads to lowered 

performance for some police services will be explored in this chapter. 

The less concentrated policl;: service delivery structures that 

tend to exhibit more patrol."orien'wo I'TO~;li\!tion strategies may be prone 

to crime spillovers from jUl'isdictiV:il to jurisdiction. This, as noted 

in Chapter Th:cee, has been a charge of cl'itlcs of American policing. 

The presence of such spillovers \'ii11 also be explored in this chapter. 

So, too, will be possible spillovers of police officer and citizen 

attitudes and perceptions from one neighbo:dlOod to another within the 

jurisdictions of large police service producers, 

The responsiveness of different service delivery structures will 

be examined also. Some have argued that responsiveness may be achieved 

more easily in the smaller jurisdictions of fragmented service delivery 

structures, If, on the other hand, these smaller jurisdictions lead 

to ineffective policing as critics have argued, then responsiveness 

there may be less than in more concentrated structures. 



( 
By exploring these ::lI.hli tional l'~'ltlt ionshi 

is important for police service deli'rery. 

In Chapter Five the structure of scrv:ke delivery arrangell\('nt~~ 

\\Tas sho\\Tn to be related to produetioH strategy choic('s ill m~~trnpD lit:m 

proportion of full-time 51-10m office!'s t'lel'e :<1 located to nntrcll dnt i (~;" 

This might mean that spm:i al 

available in those areas, po:;:.;I~lIT 

activities. If this \~ere to be true, then less concentrated strUi.~t1tres 

would have clear costs as \1011 as the henefits sho\\Tn in the preceding 

chapter. 

Table 6.1 shows the average allocations of SWOl'n personnel tlJ 

traffic, criminal investigation, and juvenile assignll:ents in the 80 

SMSAs of the Police Services Study. These data are arrayed by indicRi:'..Ol'$ 

of the structure of patrol service delivery arrangf:lllonts in the areas, 

the relative multiplicity of producers and the ex·.:ent to tvhich that 

structure is dominated by a single, large prodUCe,,', There is little 

difference in the assignment of sworn officers to criminal investigation 

or to juvenile duties between the least concentrated SMSAs (those with 

high multiplicity and low dominance! and the most concentrated ones 

(those with low multiplicity and high dominance). There is more of a 

difference in traffic assignments in differently structured SMSAs. 

Three percent mOTe sworn officers are assigned to traffic duties in the 

0· .. · ,( ." 

-------------------------------------------------~ .. ~------
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Table 6.1. Patrol Service Structure and Specialist 
Assignments in Metl'opolitan Areas 

1,0\,1 Patrol 
Helative Multiplicity 

High Patrol 
ltel'ative Multiplicity 

All Metropolitan 
Areas 

Low Patrol 
Relative Vrul tiplicity 

High Patrol 
Rel atbe Mul tiplici ty 

All ';1etropo 1 i tan 
Are~s 

Low Patrol 
Relative Multiplicity 

High Patrol 
Relative Multiplicity 

All Metropolitan 
Areas 

Per(;ent of Full-Time Sworn Officers Assigned to 
Criminal Investigation in 'Metropoll ta.n Areas With: 

tow Patrol High Patrol All Metro-
Dominance Dominance poli tan Areas 

13 12 12 
(1 '1'\ a (23) (40) ... '" 

11 12 11 
(23) (17) (40) 

12 12 12 
(40) (40) (80) 

PerC6il't of FuU.»':'lriic Svlorn Officers Assigned to 
Juveillle Duties in }.lot'ropolitan Areas With: 

LOVi Pat:wl ~ii[;h Patrol All Metro-
Domino:nl.~0 n':Hainance politan Areas 

:2 1 2 

., 
2 2 .:.. 

2 2 2 

Percent of Full-Time Sworn Officers Assigned to 
Traffic Duties in Metropolitan Areas With: 

Low Patrol High Patrol All Metro-
Dominance Dominance politan Areas 

7 10 9 

7 9 8 

7 10 8 

aNumber of metropolitan areas with this combination for relative 
multiplicity and dominanc~ for patrol service • 



( 
more concent:t'ated areas than in the le~lst conn:llil'at,. J. 

concentrated versus more concentratt.u tU'\\,as W:l> it Hul 9 l't\l'\'~Cl'lt nn 

average (see Table 5.1, pag~ InS). That di ff('\1:'('nc(' e,mnot ht.' trt,11 ~y 

accounted for by more special ist a!'isignm<mt~ in the nll'l'l~ 1.'fj!1','Pilt 

juvenile;.. or traffic duties. Tl11.'1'O if; h's$ than a <1 perC{.'llt tli ftl'l' •.. m~·t: 

in such assignments between the least Goneentr'ltcd and mn:;t ~'Clm'{'nt !';·\fi'l! 

areas, with most of that di .. fforence found in traffic M;~dgmll(.'I1t~; 

Criminal investigation (ind ju', .. ,ntlr., 

available (in proportionate tCl'nm) in 1:H·1SA~ having cd ther 5tl'llt.~tm'e )' 

patrol, or structures that ,Lee: int(;rJllediate to them. 

Agency Organizational Arrangements, Production 
Strategies, and §£cc\§fu~ ._.-.-.. ,' 

ppecialists in criminal "i.nvestigation and juvenile duties anll, to 

a somet'lha.t lesser extent, traffic duties are equally present wi thin the 

total police industry of differen.tly structured metropolitan areas. But, 

the highly patrol-oriented strategies of smaller producers ensures that 

this equality will not be found across producing agencies of differing 

size. As the data in Table 6.2 make clear, the assignment of full-time 

sworn 9fficers to criminal investigation, juvenile, and traffic special tic's 

is much more common among larger producers. Specialized traffic assign-

ments are particularly restricted to the larger producers, thus explain-

ing their higher frequency in the more concentrated metropolitan areas 

that are dominated by large producers. 

o 

o·
·c .... "'. 
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The percent of S'r'Ol1j officers 8Hsign(:a to administrative duties 

in th(~ different-sized producers <lIMl the percent assigned to auxiliary 

s6rvices such as radio cormnunic<ltiotls, training, and laboratory analysis 

Ilre also shown in Table 0.2. 

'fable 6.2. Police Department,Size and Nonpatrol Assignments-
Municipal f'ol:ice Departments 

Size of Police Average P(;:t'Gmlt ~,f Full-Time S\'lorn Officers 
Department -- That Are Assigned To: 
Number of Full-
Time Sworn Crimi,nal JuveIl"llo Traffic Auxiliary Administra-
Officers InVestigation Dt~ty Duty Services tive Duty 

1 to 4 
(l8~~~ 1 n 0 0 1 

5 to 10 
(204) 4 {) i) 1 4 

11 to 20 
(111) 9 1 1 7 9 

21 to 50 
(90) 11 2 2 8 9 

51 to 150 
(69) 14 6 4 10 

More Than 
150 15 3 8 5 13 

(39) 

~he number of police deparLments in each s~?e range varies slightly from 
service to service due to missing values. The minimum numbers for each 
are shown. 

The slight bulge in assignments to auxiliary services found in depart-

ments in the 11 to 20 officer and the 21 to 50 officer ranges result 

from their production of their O\tn radio communications services (see 

Table 4.2, page 138), and the usual assignment of sworn officers to 

such work in these departments. Larger departments that also produce 
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thei!' own !'adio communications 3.1'e ,)hle to do ~~,~ hi th pl'nplH'tiPlwt('ly 

rewa!' sworn officers due to some ec('nomi{>s~of~ 'nh' '1'. l' that :,(,f\ h'l? 

and the inc!'eased likelihood of usit\~ civi.lian c ~?f'" c~p:;:h cl~\tit'\~1 in 

large depa!'tments (Ostrom~ Parks, and \\11i taker, IP7R; 19t{~20n). 

The data of Table 6.2 indtcat(' that nne ~:hal'gc ~lf tht:' ,,'riti\'~; 

\dth specialized assignments are much lCRs likely tn hc! fmand in 

metropolitan areas with many sm:1,Hcr IH'I).11,/;C'TS and those \d .. th 011f' f\~' 

obtain the presumed benefits of the activiti(:s of specialists. 

It is possible to investigate the relationship fV;}tween the avail·· 

ability of specialists ~'lithin a police agency and the success of that 

agency at producing valued outputs with data from the 1972 St. Louis 

Study. The example here is the police response to instances of crimm:!! 

victimization that were reported to them by citizen :respondents in the 

44 study neighborhoods. Citizens w'ho told our interviel'le:rs that they 

or a household member had been the victim of criminal activity in their 

neighborhood in the previous year tiel'e asked whether the police were 

called or otherwise became a\<)'are of the victimization. Where this 

occurred, the respondents were asked what the police did in response 

to the victimization. The respondents' descriptions of l'lhat the police 

f~ 10 
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did in thcslJ inddents cur, be related to the nvnilabi1i.ty of specialists 

in tho police departments serving the neighlJol"hoods. 

Thu t\10 Itn'!~est police agencies 171 ti1<: ::it. Louis Study, the 

St. Louir, Metropoli tan Pol:h:c Deprl'rtmr,mt and the St. Louis County 

h)l ke Departmont 1 uuth employed highly task~oriented strategies at 

tht; tj,rnc of the 5tudy. Tlw VfJlkCt l:'Ct'c;pnm:;e to incidents of victimiza-

tion in the neighborhoods Horveu by cithe'!~ of these biD produc:,el's should, 

therefore, he somewhat representative ()f that uva.i1uble from large 

producing uf,toncies \.;ith many specifl.li.sts Clvailable. The other suhurban 

police departments Nere divided according to the proportion of full~time 

of the study neighborhoods :i'cc(;Jiw~d. pol:H~': co f:rOli1 departments with 

Ii ttle or no special:i.,:;ation, '1\-}i',mty illJ:iX- :.'CCel '\fed service from depart-

ments with increasing amounts of ~pec:l.aE:.:~ .. dQn in criminal investigation> 

but still less than that found in '(:he l<1rge departments. These 20 neigh-

bothoods were split into two groups accorcLing to the proportion of 

officers assigned to criminal investigation in the departments serving 

them, yielding a total of four differmlt categories for department 

specialization in criminal investigation, 1 Not surprisingly .. the split 

of departments among the specialization categories was patterned along 

lines of department size. The smallest suburban departments had virtually 

no officers with criminal investigation assignments as their primary 

responsibilities. The medium-sized suburban departments fell in the two 

mid-range categories on specialized assignments. 

If the availability of cl'iminal investigation specialists within 

a police department results in consistently better police activities 
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and outputs) then victims in the St. l.\"\U 

neighborhoods served by more spe~ ial t ;;ed dt'p.n'; 

reported a more favorable distributi lil of p\1U, 

tion. Victims in ndghborhoods sCl''\.'t'd II)!' h'SH !~Jw~·. Ll1 ;. 

hoods, according to tho h'gic of 

their victimizations. 

victimization in the study neighborhood!;. i ti ~:; 1'.aR'ri tt' f; 1 

presents the percent of viet; lId ,;atiolls Nhcw .lie jhll j i~{) 

reported by survey respondents Involved onc l~ f f;mrer~ll tli ffel'('nt I1":: . 

'b'l" 2 Sl 1 lt1es. These percentage;~ ~how VOl'}" little diffel'en(~c, f]OolJl 2!w 

1 eas t to the most special i zed departments for the rc~;pcmscs. A 

crude indicator of the quality of poliec respo~lse is the (;{' 

cases where the police recoverod stolen pr.op,~:;:-ty, chcc!:c;:d [H'mmel 

victim's premises for clues (and to rC1!lSSUrC the vicU.mL ;lud wIh.'i'c: 

they arrested or at least questioned a suspect. The data. show 

higher quality responses using this indicator in ne:i.ghhorhoodr-;; serwd 

by departments in the medium range of specialization (see Footnote 1 

for the category definitions). 

A great deal of what police are able to do in response to a ch:::i.:~en~·: 

victimization depends upon the type of victimization. TIle viC'~lm's 

cooperation is of obvious importance also. It may be that the data in 

Table 6.3 are artifacts of the types of crimes occurring in neighbclrhooas 
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Table 6.3. Criminal Investigation Specialization and Response 
@ to Victimizations in the St. Louis Study Neighborhoods :,.~,~1 

IV'hat the Assignment of Sworn Officers to Criminal 
Police Did Investigation 'by the Police Department 
in Response Serving the Neighborhood 
to a Citizen's 
Victimization None LOitf Medium High -
Recovered Stolen 

6a Property 5 6 7 

Checked Premises 26 26 35 23 

Questioned or 
Arrested Suspect 9 4 12 5 

Took a Report 36 46 29 43 

Questioned 
Complainant 13 c' " 12 8 

Did "Nothing" 10 10 8 14 

Number of Ca56S (112) (93) (147) (131) 

,: ;.. apercent of cases where respondent indicated the most significant pOlice 
action to be that shown. See Footnote 2. 

served by departments of differing degrees of specialization or of the 

propensity of citizens to volunteer co,Tocluctive activitie£ in those 

neighborhoods. To check whether this might be true, a regression model 

to predict response quality was estimated using several clusters of 

variables. These clusters were~ (1) the type of victimization --

burglary) other bt'eak-ins, larceny, car theft, assau\t, vandalism, 

prowler, and other; (2) respondent chaTacteristics -- age, education, 

and race; (~) neighborhood service conditions; (4) speed of the initial 

police response to the scene of the victimization; and (5) extent of 

internal specialization in the responding department. Respondent and 

neighborhood characteristics may serve as surrogate measures for the 

propensity of citizens to coproduce in the neighborhoods. 
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variable clusters ac.count for ,!-bout .. !R perl.'ent ,t the:al'! :m,,"p in t 

response quality measure (data not sH'ltm). Im1' 

speed of response j with faster responses more Hkely to result in 

recovered property and arrest. or at .!t,\<\st qucstioniu!! tlt~ n }\!\Slw~~t. 

Another important influl.>nce is the 

ins t and a...')saults are predicted to receive highel' quality r\!SpDn~,t'S 

than vanda1isms) prowlers, and particularly, larcenie~. Car tlH'ft~ (11'(' 

the crimes most likely to result in property recovery. One uf tlll" 

neighborhood service condition variables used to index c(}proJut'tLm !las 

a significant influence on police response quality. Thi(-11s tho pot'cent 

of housing units that are owner-occupied. It seems reasonabl€l that hOllW" 

owners might be more prone to work with police in their neighborhoods 

than renters and so this influence is not unexpected. Other neighborhood 

and citizen characteristics have little or no influence on respon~;e 

quality. 

After adjustments for aU of these other influences on the quality 

of police responses to Victimizations in the study neighborhoods have ' 

been made~ response quality is ~'till predicted to be somewhat higher in 

neighborhoods served by departments in the medium specialization range. 

Responses from departments wit.h no specialization, those vvith low 

specialization, and those with the highest amount of specialization are 

predicted to be of about equal quality after adjustment for speed of 

response, type of crime, and likelihood of coproduction. But the advan-

tage shown in Table 6.3 for the departments with medium specialization 

remains after these adjustments. 

17' \~J 
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111e dcp:ll'tment5 in tiw 5t. 001s Study that chose criminal 

1 l1V1Jatlgatioll !l~signmE,lnt9 in tht.; medium range vax'ied in size EroH, 

11 to 79 full-tiMe m'lOrn officers 0 Th0ir average size was 42 officers. 

'!111'j size falls close to tho mid·· .. ·nnge of the size of departments 

shOt"n to have the be!lt response time diHt:cibutions in the preceding 

dw.pter (see Table 5.8, page 181). t,s speed of response is one 

important influence on response quaHty, this should not be surprising.> 

These departments also achieve a relutively high patrol pI'6SenCe in 

the neighborhoods they serve. WUson ar2ct Boland have I'ecently ShO\1n 

~l positive relationship between patrol p-ces(.:rh~e (and aggressiveness) 

and arrest rates for the crime (it roblj,;:c:y :in :~b ;{ i:L:i:'g~~ city departments 

(1978), a finding consistent lvl Hi tho 1,l'e:Hmt resul ts. Thus, it may 

well be, for both rapidity of l'(31)oTttil..; >f,~ ::n,::idents in the-ir juris-

dictions and the quality of the response: 0\'01':;;:.11 , that medium-sized 

departments in the range of 11 to 100 officers are the best choice for 

residential aI'eas. 3 

ConsumeI' Concentration an~ Spillovers 

A primary concern of those who find American policing overly frag-

mented is the issue of spillovers from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

Police agencies serving small jUrisdictions in particular are seen as 

unable to confront crime spillovers. suffering as ~riminals from outside 

their jurisdiction enter to commit crimes and then flee across 1!ancient 

political and geo,gI'aphical boundaries .. which give them sanctuary from 

police acti vi ty" (President I s Commission on Law Enforcement and 

Administration of Justice, 1967a: 301). Other forms of spillovers may 



(' 
be perceptual and attitudinal. Citi:ens residi :, in; t'gc ,1Ur1::;~ 

dictions, particularly those containi':lg hi.gh ,,'1';"'(' <,', ~'t';ti, ,.'ity 

8.reas, may come to exaggerate their 1 ikelihood \.It b(~ing tlw vh't L~\ 

of crime due to regular confrontati.<')}l with l'C'port::, (If n'im{> ld th,! n 

extent of criminality in their p(lrti<'ul~u' S('CtioIl of a l,U'i',f> jltri !, .. 

diction, or may come to adopt the ~itt,i tudes and tnctks of pffi.(.'~;'l'(~ 

serving high crime and \rjolence arens" even j f' those tactic'; may lwt 

be appropriate in the areas of their m,;n assigmnMlt« 

Spillovers of Criminal Actiyi~i: 

The extent to which climhl;il activi ty<.;)" "s over from one pol k,;, 

jurisdiction to another is difficult to deter'minc. Only a small per

centage of crimes are solved and, of those solved, the largest p!'op(lr~ 

tion are those where victims are abl(:) to identify the pcrpetratorfs) 1 

often as persons who are neighbc')l.'S or close acquaintances. Thus, the 

sample of crimes that. is most accessible to determine whether criminal'i 

in fa~t plan their crimes in one jurisdiction, commit them in a 50cond, 

and make good their escape to yet a third, is biased toward crime.; com-

mitted by persons in areas near their own homes. 

An indirect way of approaching this issue is to examine rates of 

crime in. similar areas ser.ved by police agencies with different-sized 

jurisdictions. By the logic of spillover contentions, neighborhoods 

served by police agencies with 6maller jurisdictions ought to suffer 

more crime'than those served by agencies with larger jurisdictions: 

assuming that service conditions affecting cl'ime were similar. The 

logic of this argument is shown in Figure 6.1. It ,·Till be examined 
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with datu. from the 1972 St. Louis Study. 

In Chapter Four, six variables that represented neighborhood 

:;orvice condi ti005 in the study neighborhoods of the 1972 St. Louis 

4 
Study t'lal'C presented. Taken l:ogE!tfler, those six representative 

variables Hccountcd for more than 60 percent of the variance in vieti ... 

mhadon rates across the 41l study md.r;hhorhoods. If crime spillovers 

are a contributor to the rate uf vi(.::timlzation in tht~ study neighbor-

hoods, then the addition of inliicattlfS of jurisdiction size to this 

analysis should increase that 1,E:l'l.:ent. The signs of the coefficients 

for jurisdiction size indica-tal'S ~lnd the ln~gni tudes of those coeffi-

dents will help to identify ~~hel'e spi·! 1. .:l.n;{ are a problem. 

The results of regression equatiom: including the six represen-

tative service condition vC!:.dah1~s a:n.J ~.ndi.cators of jurisdiction size 

for the St. Louis study neighborhoods are ~rrayed in Table 6.4. If 

crime spillovers were a problem £0'1' smaller jurisdictions; then the 

predicted percentage of respondents who indicated that they or a house-

hold member had been the victim of c::r:Lninal activity in their neighbor-

hood in the previous year should be nigner in the smaller jurisdictions 

after adjustment for neighborhood service conditions. 

Figure 6.1. Crime "Spill-Inff an.d Neighborhood Crime 

+ r-Neighborhood 
Servic(:l 

Conditions 
'--------'. ~ 

~ 
Size of 

Jurisdiction 

~1i. 
1-----E1> IISpill- In 

Crime" 

+ 

Neighborhood 
Crime 
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Table 6.4. Percent of Respondents Victimhed ill, ,1'1,rri!' iictions of 
Differing Sbe -- An Exanination of ,~pill(),l:irr f{.!'f'ects 

Neighborhood 
Service 
Conditions 

All 44 Neighbortoods 
in 1972 St. Louis Study 

',' • ;;!.': " 1100 \s in J'.f ~Ml~'
Wealth Rnngc On!y 

NPAR18a 

NUPMID 

NBLKHET 
NOVER65 
NOCC 

NDENS (000) 

Size of Police 
Jurisdiction 
(population 1970) 

b 

... 24 

-.21 

11.1 

~.26 

-.02 

.10 

1,000 to 4,999 -10.8 

5,000 to 
15,999 -8.8 

16,000 to 
28,900 -7.0 

28,901 to 
65,908 

333,748 

622,236
b 

Constant 

R Squared: 

Neighborhood 
Conditions Only 

With Jurisdiction 
Size Added 

Number of Cases 

-2.4 

-7.S 

o 
48.4 

.11 

.09 

4.38 

.17 

.06 

.24 

2.78 

2.52 

2.72 

2.78 

2.82 

9.10 

0.63 

0.80 

44 

beta --
.... 27 

-. :~O 
.28 

-.16 

b 

-.45 

16.8 

-.47 
.·,00 

.08 

-.50 ~i4.7 

~.53 .. 10.5 

-.34 -9.3 

-1.2 

.. S.l 

o 
32.0 

)},~ 

.. t", •.• 

.Hi 

6.44 

.H! 

.12 

.2H 

3.28 

2.83 

2.53 

3.23 

3.07 

18.20 

0.60 

0.90 

25 

hatn 

~.41 

.04 

'~o64 

-.52 

... 50 

-.fl6 

aSee Footnote 4 for neighborhood service condition variable definitions. 

bBaseline for comparison. 

'~') (", 
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From the data in the table, crime spill~ins do not appear to be 

il problem for smaller jurisdictions, at least as indirectly estimated 

in this fashion. Neighborhoods in jarisdictions smaller than that of 

the St. Louis Metropoli tan Po1ic~ Dep<lrtment (used as a baseline cate

gory for the analysis) are predicted to have lower rates of victimiza

tion after adjustment for service conditions affecting crime. S TIllS 

finding holds true whether comparing all 44 st1.ldy neighborhoods 01.' 

restricting the comparison to the 25 nGighborhoods that fell \V'hh i.n 

the same neighborhood \'~eal th range as those in the jurisdiction of 

the city police (see Table 4.3, page 146). The finding of higher 

victimization rates in the largest jur:1sdiction also holds when neigh-

borhoods in the City of St. Louis a:re grouped according to their police 

district location. The only nei!i;hhO'Jdlt)(.it"l:,; p:cedicted to have similar 

rates of victimization to those in the :;;'",l'g('st jurisdiction are neigh-

borhoods within the relatively la.rger suburban jurisdictions in the 

sa.mple. This set of, findings indicates that if crime spillovers are 

occuring in the St. Louis jurisdictions, they are not spill-ins of crime 

into the smaller jurisdictions. Rathel', they may involve movement of 

crime from high crime areas of larger jurisdictions into other neigh-

borhoads that are otherwise similar to the lower crime portions of 

surrounding jurisdictions. 

A different way of approaching the question of crime spill-ins 

in jurisdictions of differing size ~s to examine the perceptions of 

police 0 fHcers who work in neighborhoods in those jurisdictions. In 

the St. Louis Study, officers were asked several questions about who 

committed crimes in their community. Among these questions was, "Are 

most crimes committed by people who live here or by outsiders?" 
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Unfortunately the referent "here" \';<1$ not limit 

borhoods or their immediate surroundings. But the re:p()ng,<:,~ may 

offer some insight into the spillover issue in .. lH) caH.'I. 

Table 6.5 arrays officer responses agl.linst the !'l z.e of the 

police jurisdiction where they \'Jorked. Tho jH.l1.'C't'ptiom; of P(1 1 i(~e 

officers working in small er j tll'isdi. ~d OIlS appeal' t\.') hl.' t~()u:d stt'nt 

with the argument of the critics of fl'agmented poli cing l'lith r<,~!:p('et 

to crime spill-ins. That is, officers that \-mrk in smaller juris" 

dictions are quite a bit more likely to i ndicllte that outsidcr!; \.':IHrllnlt 

. . th' th ff' .. 1 .. 1" . cr~mes l.n e1r area an are 0 .lcc:r~; servlng ln argoT Jurl~;( lGtHm~;. f 

It is interesting to note, however, that a substantial minority uf / 
! , 

officers in the St. Louis Met:ropo1i:tan PoUe·.;:: Department and in the 
.I 

larger suburban police agencies also indicate that outsiders commit / 

. h 6 most crl.mes t er~. 

Table 6.5. Patrol Officers' Perceptions of Who Commits 
Most Crimes in Their Jurisdictions 

Size of Police 
Jurisdiction 

f 

.. 
J1umber of 

.. iOfficers 
(Population - 1970) 

Percent of Officers 
l'v'ho Believe Outsiders 

Commit Most Crimes c' Responding 

1,000 to 4,999 

5,000 to 15,999 

16,000 to 28,900 

28,901 to 65,90B 

333,748 (St. Louis 
County.) 

622,236 (City of 
St. Louis) 

.. "" 
79 14 

62 110 

64 93 

38 105 

25 

37 67 

0' 

./ 
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The c\'iderwe with x'espect to cl'itie spilling in to smaller juris-

dictions is thus mixed. The rates of victimization in neighborhoods 

"'Jlthin j'.~i'i';fU(!tions of differing size (adjusted for crime-related 

neighborhood service conditions) are not consistent with the charges 

that sm~lller jurisdictions are plagued by crime committed by criminals 

from areas outside those jurisdictions. Officer perceptions, on the 

other hand, indicate that offi cel'S sOI'ving in smaller police jurisdictions 

believe that most I;!rimes in those jurisdictions are committed by people 

from outside those jurisdictions. Neither set of data directly a.ddress 

the issue of crime spillovers in a manner that would allow resolution 

of this issue unambiguously, however. 

Perception and Attitude "2.@,!:..~1;.:in .!:f.~'~;q~o Jurisdiction~ 

Whether or not criminal aets spHi over from one jurisdiction to • 

the next s or from one part of a large jm:isdiction to another, the 

perceptions and attitudes toward crime and crime-related matters held 

by citizens and police officers may do so. Citizens may generalize 

reports of crime in parts of their j'.r~isdiction into a. crime problem 

that extends throughout the jurisdiction. Officers may adopt attitudes 

based on experiences in some parts "f la',rge jurisdictions, particularly 

high crime parts, that they carry with them wherever else they may be 

assigned. These perceptual and attitudinal spillovers may be as serious 

in their implications for police organizational arrangements as any 

actual crime "spillovers. 

A common perception is that large, central cities are hotbeds of 

criminal activity, .particularly violent criminal activity. It is true 

that a large portion of the crime (and particularly violent crime) in 
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America takes place \'li thin large I central ci tr ~~.!h .. o;uri:1dict: i(;n;.;. 

In the yea.r 1973, the FiH reported th1.t ~5 p~,!,("y;t ('If' ~-tw "ndt'x ~~dll'(,' 

and 54 percent of the violent Index crimes took 1'10.1..'(\ \-d. tIl tll th<.t juri . 

dictions of the 54 U.S. cities that had mor(~ than 250,000 popul .t ion. 7 

were reported in 197.3. Six cities lIlhosc populatiollB cXeed('li 1. mi tl i Ill! 

persons accounted for 30 percent of the violent crim(>~, l'('p~'rted t,) 11«' 

FBI. Their combined population Nas only 11 pe:rcent of tlH" total (;)1' 

''ihich reports were made (see Kelley, 1974: 98, for these data). 

Reports of the extent of (:riminal act.ivity in lo.,,!;;,), ,-(mira} \~i 

jurisdictions often do not make distinctIons as to whero l~rJ.ll1e (lc.>m·~ 

in those jurisdictions. Neither do many newspaper accounts dca.1in~: wHt 

crime problems. Citizens who read about "crime in Gotham Cit)'" may not 

make distinctions between crime Ijccll}:'ing in areas \.,hich they them~a;l ves 

might frequent, and crime that occurs in other parts of the city. Indeed, 

the sheer volume of crime accounts available to the reader of virtually 

any large city newspaper tends to be oven'lhelming, generally suppressl.ng 

any attempt by a reader to form a reasoned assessment of the (bnger cntl-

fronting him or her personally. This bombardment \vi th stories of crime~ 

occuring in central city jurisdictions may lead people to overlook the 

fact that many parts of most cities are not any more dangerous tha.n 

similar parts of surrounding jurisdictions. 8 

But many parts of large ti ties are not crime-ridden. Tt<!o of the 

St. Louis Metropolitan Police Districts containing neighborhoods surveyed 

in the 1972 St. Louis Study had reported crime rates that "lere lower 

than those reported by the FBI for all suburban jurisdictions (compare 

() 

. " .,. , 
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Hoard of Polic€) Commissioners, H1'72 , and Kelley, 1974). EVen though 

the analysis of crime spill-ins indicated that neighborhoods in those 

di~trit~ts t-lOrc l:U<.ely to have higher rates or victimization than 

i.~ompllrable nuburban neighborhoods (<lfteJ.~ odjustment for crime-related 

:;erV1CO cOlldi.tion~j); their rates a1'e laL' belm-, rates in the high crime 

p01'tions of the City of St. Louis. 

If p(Jrceptions of the extent of c:dme spill over from high crime 

to lower crime portions ox large jurisdictions, one would expect to 

find a greater disjuncture between dtlzen. perceptions of the crime 

problem in their neighborhood and the actual occurrence of crime in 

that neighbol'hood in larger jurisdictions than in smaller. Citizens in 

neighborhoods wi thin the larger j~h,j,!~~h !~tion;:; would perceive crime to 

be disproportionately more serious c~ld,a its actual levels. 

Ci tizen respondents in the Ur/2 S·,:. Louis Police Study were asked 

for their perception of the trend in their neighborhood. Perceptions 

of crime trend are, of course, different from perceptions of the extent 

of crime in a given area. However, as citizens were not asked for 

their perceptions of the amount of crime in their neighborhoods, their 

perceptions of the trend of crime must serve as a proxy. 

A citizen's perception of the trend of crime in his or her neigh-
'" 

borhood is Hkely to be affected by whether the citizen or a household 

member was a recent victim of crime in the neighborhood. The rate of 

victimization among neighbors should also affect this perception. The 

level of police acti vi ty in the neighborhood may also have an effect. 

Individual respondent attrib'..:;:tes and those of the neighborhood itself 

maY' also be influences. If, after adjusting for all of these influences, 
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spillovers may be present. These 5p l1on~:rs mi.,. 'n' ,11' in ,:mt~ ":,11' 

two ways. First, the coefficients for jurisJ:ict;~m '~L:C! in an :UlJlygih 

of influences should be nonzero. Second. the inf1\t(met~S of lH1m'('lmltl 

those areas where spillovers aro pro:;ent. 

Table 6.6 presents the re~~ult5 of the lH.'r{'eption spi1hlVl''i' ~ljhdy~.i:: 

for citizens. To the extent that spUloverf; of {'\~:n' \If Gl'H!t\' ;!\'i,' 

appear to exist in all juri!~dJ~::dnn~; !:'.\copt the vcry SJHllll (CHi dud tlw 

large jurisdiction served by tlw 51.:. Louis Cowri.:y Pol ice. Citizens 

from all jurisdictions except the smallest' and that of the County 

Police are predicted tlJ perceive inGl'N.,sinc (;:rime at low levels of 

neighborhood victimization ratl;s, (i.ndie:.:tted by the b cocffici ont'; 

for the jurisdiction size ·n:.riables), and to have only slightl)r lLigh(,T 

perceptions of increasing trends as victimization increases (indicated 

by the b coefficients for tlpercent victi.mizedll
). Residents of neigh-

borhoods within the smallest jurisdictions~ and those neighborhoods 

within the jurisdiction of the County Police~ on the other hand, a.re 

predicted to have perceptions of crime trends in their neighborhoods 

that are much more closely related to the percent of neighbo:rnood :resi

dents who were victimized within the past year.9 

These data on citizen perceptions of crime trends are somewhat 

different than expected, yet not necessarily inconsistent with an 

explanation that suggests citizens are influenced by media accounts of 

o 

(~ J 
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Trtble 6.6. lnfluencEls!1 on Citizens· Perceptions of the Crime Trepd 
ill Thai"II" Neighborhoods 

Variable b s.e. beta 
"""-~~~ -~ 

.Jurisdiction she 
nnd Victimizntion 
Rate 

1,000 to 4,999 b 0 

Percent Victimized .tt~4 .009 .165 

5,000 to 15,999 .41'.5 .BI .256 

Percent Victimized .008 .006 ,054 

16,000 to 28,900 .652 .1RR .302 

Percent Victimized .001 .012 .006 

28,901 to 65,908 .i~22 .16:; .196 

Pereent Victimized ~ Giff} .006 .054 

3~3,748 (St. Louis 
County) .O4~ .162 .MS 

Percent Victimized .O~9 .012 .126 

622;236 (City or 
St< Louis) ,556 .242 .237 

Percent Victimized .006 .009 .061 

. 
R Squared .. 090 

Number of Cases 3,655. 

&Obher variables in the equation are individual race, age, and education, 
neighborhood service conditions (6 representative variables - see 
Footnote 4), a dummy variable for whether the respondent or his 
household was ~he victim of crime within the previous year, and the 
respondent's perceptions of police response speed and patrol frequency. 
These additional variables are not shown in the table to focus 
attention on those of iml,lediate interest. 

bsase category for jurisdiction size comparisons. 
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( 
subject of media crime t1CCounts~ th~ ~~mJ.l1 jnl'" 

hothoods served by the co\mty p(~l ice. are tht' H"'~:\'~, 

significant media attention (the 5111a.11 ,inl'h~tli~ thm' .m,1 :I'! :.<!' I 

communities served by the county unlkr :.' ~:ontl\h~t I. '[ i,' Ln 

a region of the county that i!-' f1t'cl'!U('n: 1 

portion. 

The resul ts for all 1Ul'isdicthm;fi 

portion of the variance in ci tj zen perceptions of the trend of er i lUG 

in their neighborhoods. 1111,S iJh.lit.~:lt.~.·!; that T;lost of the in f1 u(,.'ut:C"j 1.I[l 

these perceptions are not included in the model. To oht:tin a mur" 

accurate picture of whether crime feal' spillovers arc a prnhl(:m ill 

larger, jurisdictions would require a fo(;used study that attempted -;:0 

pinpoint what factors lead to ci tizen perceptions of crime in tiH.'i r 

. 10 envJ.!'onment. 

A different kind of spillover that might be found in larger jUl'is-

dictions concerns possible effects on police officer attitud"~H tm-:C!:rd 

violence and the use of force. In Chapter Three, an argument of Keitz 

was put forward as posing a possible problem for larger J particularly 

central city jurisdictions (1974). Katz wrote that officers serving 

in smaller> suburban jurisdictions were able to approach citizens \'lith 

less anticipation that violence might occur than were officers in 1.1rger 

( 
jurisdictions.. He argued that officers in suburban jurisdictions are 

() 

o 

r. 
j 

':1 
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less likely to "acquire an ethos or ideology that dramatizes violence" 

(Katz; 1974: 83). If officers serving in large ju:risdictions are morC) 

likely to view violence as a part of their everyday work, they may 

adopt tactics that involve precautions to prevent Citizen violence 

aimed at them (Rubinstein, 1973). 111ese tactics may be the source of 

substanti ... ,;, friction between police and citizens, particularly if they 

come to be employed in relatively quieter portions of large jurisdictions 

that are similar to the suburban areas that Katz studied. 

Office:rs attitudes trn';~1:'d the use of force can be explored using 

data from the police officer intervie~"s that were a part of the 1972 

St. Louis Study. Police respondents were asked whether they strongly 

agreed, agreed, disagreed, or stl'ongly disagreed with the statement: 

If a patrolman in tough neighbo;;.'hoods had fewer 
restrictions on his use oi force, many of the 
serious crime problen~ in those neighborhoods 
would be greatly reduced. 

While an officer's response to this question does not directly measure 

whether he or she is likely to use force, an affirmative response is 

consistent with the notion of an ettlc~, favoring violence. If spillovers 

of such an ethos are a problem in relatively quiet areas of large juris-

dictions, then officers serving in the First and Second Districts in the 

City of St. Louis (relatively quiet areas) ought to have held attitudes 

toward force that were more similar to those of officers serving in the 

Sixth District ea higher crime area) than they are to those of officers 

serving in suburban jurisdictions. 

Table 6.7 presents data to addre$s this question. Looking at the 

simple percentages of officers responding affirmatively to the state-

ment regarding use of force, it appears that officers serving in the 



Ta.ble 6.7. Police Officers I Attitu<i()s Toward th,,' Use, f linr.('t\ 
in tl1'ough" Neir.hborhoods 

Jurisdiction Size 
and District 

1,000 to 4,999 

5,000 to 15,999 

16,000 to. 28,900 

28,901 to 65,908 

333,748 (St. Louis 
County) 

622,236 (City of 
St. Louis) 

District 1 

District 2 

District 6 

Percent of 
Officers Agreeing 

that lto'tce 
is EffiC:ldous 
.,..~ ,4>. ; Q,*~~ 

40 
(15) 

42 
(109) 

41 
(M) 

:~6 
(111) 

4:<1 
(28) 

40 
(20) 

54 
(22) 

75 
(28) 

I' ,. ·1m"" ".1 t:f.l'f", .,,,, a 
'\i,~ n'l.·ti>':.~ i. l':\-.... k 

(\1' .Juri $di ct i (In 
on Officer A~r~~ment 
'f"""~",*'~'''~~'''''''_ '"""_"'~-.~ .. """*l.;:)Oo,~_ 

.h '\ ,. 
( ,,"\ 
' •• J 

-.OlP 
( ) 

·.278 
( ) 

~.091 

( ) 

.164 
( ) 

------------------------------------------------------------------
aOther variables in the regression equation are officer training, years 
of experience, and education, neighborhood service conditions 
(averaged for officers serving more than one neighborhood), and 
percent of neighborhood reBpondents victimized in the neighborhood 
(also averaged). The equation accounts fOT only 7 percent of tlw 
variance in officer attitudes toward force. 

bBase category for size comparison. 

cNumber of officers responding. 

dStandard error of coefficicn-~ 

1·:3'.·· .. \:,", .~ 

'-

~' 

'i 
,;" 

".: '.-1 

",'.$:I 
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!:HJ!:th Di.strict or the :it. JA)uis PolicE:: \'lere much more favorablyo'l'iented 

t(mara the use of force than 'i'l!:Jre officers in other districts in the 

(~i ty or in the ~ubu:rban jurisdictions. Officers se1'V ing in the SE!cond 

lJistl'ict of the City of St, Louis 1;lE;l'e someNhat more likely to bel ieve 

that f(lrCe would bo efficacious ill tougli neighborhoods than were (.ffi

eel'S sewing in suburban jurigtlictions~ while officers serving in the 

First District were about the ;mH{~ .w m .. bul'ban officers in te:rms elf 

percont agreeing with the statement. 

Xn an attempt to adjust for t.he ~;eTvice conditions that offic ers 

in the various jurisdictions conf'lC'(mtea and for the education, trf: ining, 

and experience of the offh~~;-i'S 'cn8illselvc5. £~ regression model "laS 

estimated for the effect of jttL'J.sci:,c'cion size (and police district) on 

officer attitude tot-lard use of 'lfl71e01:' cha.racteristics, ndgh-

borhood service conditions, t:1l),d 'ChI[;) '!t~ai.:G of victimization of respc.ndents 

in neighboThoods served by the office:;:'~; ~';ere contTolled in the eqllation. 

The estimated effects, uniformly quite lleak~ indicate that office:rs 

serving in the Second Distl'ict a.re no u,OTe liJ<ely to think force effi

cacious than officers s6Tving in sul:':'lban. jurisdictions once the condi

tions in which they work are controlled. Officers serving in the Fi1'st 

Oistrict are somewhat less likely than suburban officers to think force 

would be effective tha.n are subuTban officers. If any group of officers 

are more likely to have an ethos favoring violence~ it is those sf}rving 

in the Sixth District and in relatively small suburban jurisdictions 

(those from 5,000 to 15,999 population). The effects are so uniformly 

weak and the variance accounted for so small that it seems safe to say 

that jurisdiction size has no effect on officer attitude toward the 

use of force. 
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Summarizing the data presented \ .. i th respee'( to ;.>r i ;.l1~"'V"'''l'S in 

jurisdictions of variou~~ sizes is qH'te eas}'. 

found in the small jUrJ.sdictions \IThere they might n:.ivr, been expo\.'tthl 

by critics of fragmented policing. If spUl-ins are a pt'!'blem. tht'), 

city jurisdictions rather than in the smaller ones. STlillove-rs:in 

terms of citizen perceptions of crime in their neighhorhood NC'l'C' fmmd 

to be characteristics of all but the smallest jllrisdiction~'~ and 1 hat 

of the county police. The eff(~cts hel'f) were quite small in term:'; of 

accounting for variance. Spi11ov(;n'':~ h, t~)'''.'JTl5 0 f an "ethor: or lln 

ideology that dramatizes violl;1nce " ~'Jerf';; not. found in the qv.i.ettLi' 

neighborhoods served by officers from the First and Secona Distr:! l;,t:-; 

of St. Louis. This ethos, to the extent that it existed at all, .'las 

found to be more likely in the f)ixth Dbtrict of the city and in l'eli.l~ o 
tively small suburban jurisdictions. In total the effects of juris« 

diction size on the likelihood of spill-ins or spillovers that hfWC 

beln shown here are so small as to suggest that their existence has 

been .somewhat exaggerated by those concerned \·,ith this issue. 

Consumer Concentration and ResRonsiveness 

The last area of concern in this chapter is also related to jurls-

diction size. In Chapter Three it was argued that it may be more dif-

ficult for"police in larger jurisdictions to be responsive to citizen 

preferences than it is for police serving smaller areas. Large juris-

dictions tend to be heterogenous~ presenting a diversity of preferences 

to which police must tailor a diversity of activities and outputs if 

( 
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they are to be t'Gsponsive. Citizens may have difficulty articulating 

the'!. l' prefere11f.:es for sOl"Vices t and !TIay conceal them if the amount 

they must pay for services is :related to the amount and type of ser-

vice they prefer. These factors maLe :~t difficult for police to know 

<'Hut to match citizen service preferenr.;(;,s. 

'l1l(~re ~lre tlddi tiona1 fa.ctors at wo:d, that may 1 ead to 1 esser 

rcsponsi veness even where preferencGc ml;1ht be known. There are 

institutional norms in policing that a:rgnG for uniformity in service 

from neighborhood to neighborhooa \V'l'thin jurisdictions. Often these 

are articulated as requiring uniformity in service delivery across 

multiple jurisdictions as well us Hith1.!'l e;:~(:h. Related to these norms 

is the image of police as magistC':i.'h:l.l cJ..t;::;.;ni:s" whose duties are to 

enforce laws as they are l·rd tten iIi :;:;~'d vo bodies, not to adapt 

the enforcement of laws to val'ying ch'·:!i.ljj!::;i.:,,>~1ces (Allen, 1976). 

Finally there is the question b:f: "Responsiveness to whom?" 

Individuals tend to be responsive, at least in part~ to those who 

control the distribution of incentives for valued performance. If, as 

some have argued, citizens tend to be quite distant from the control of 

incentives for public service employees in large jurisdictions, those 

employees may view responsiveness to citizens as unnecessary. 

Whether police are responsive to citizens or not, the measurement 

of responsiveness is a difficult problem. It requires at a minimum, 

knowledge of citizen preferences,.knowledge of officials 1 perceptions 

of those citizen preferences, measuremEmt of the extent to which actual 

service delivery matches citizen preferences or, at least, officials' 

perceptions of them, and demonstration that officials are actually 

attempting to match service delivery to preferences. Rather than wrestle 



with these difficul ties in the present analY$ is, htH<1CV .'1' J a proxy 

measure approach ,dll be employed thrt imputt'S 

certain other indicators are found. 

The proxy indicators of performm1ce to be 'Used are measures of 

citizen perceptions of local pol1(,{" "rl(i their (weI'all evalu>lxiim ' 

the police services they receive. Th.) .1.1.'gumcnt is the follm.;ing: 

Citizens prefer their police to he honest and courteou~> 
and to be fair in their treatment of all ci tiu.m~. 

Citizens evaluate poli(;e services, at least partially, 
on the extent to whieh tiw sP:r'v:'.e05 n:ro respon;;;lvE: to 
their preferences. 

Therefore, where police arC' 1·{;~~p~.·U3 IV(:; to citizCll 

preferences, cHi zens {\iil! h(; mOl'C 1ikf~Iy to pe,cceive 
the local police as honest) ccnrrt8ouS~ ;'1T"7. fa:il'~ and 
to evaluate the services they provide more Jd ghly. 

Responsiveness of police serving jurisdictions of differing si ze \\'111 

therefol"e be represented by measures of citizen perceptions of their 

honesty, their courtesy. the fa:i rness with which they treat all citi zen~>, 

and by the overall rating t\'hicll d tizens give the pol ice services the~' 

, 11 
rece~ve. 

When comparing the responsiveness of police in jurisdictions of 

different sizes, the characteristics of the neighborhoods and the 

citizen respondents in those neighborhoods will be cottsiciered as \;reU. 

It may be more di ffi cuI t for police to be responsive to particula:' 

kinds of neighborhoods or to some types of citizens, and adjustments for 

these variables may make the comparison rrore valid. 'The particular method 

of comparison to be employed is to estimate regression equations pre

dicting citizen perceptions of police honesty, courtesy~ and fairness, 

as well as citizens' overall rating of police service. The predictors 

are neighborhood and individual characteristics and dummy variables 

. . 'd" , 12 represent1ng Jur1S 1ct1on S1ze. 

-----~ ~~-~----

o 

o 
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indlvato!'r. £'(11' pcU e [lE£:ntj o:n~,~nlzation, inputs, production 

t;trategy, acUv i tics, ()utput',>, (lnd objective outcomes are ex-pliei tly 

Jiut indllded .in tLf;:~~! "qllati,ms. Th~:;i'_~ \'uriables arc all indicators of 

thf~ prOt~C'"S dlc'tehy pol en arc (or ai:!.: nut) responsive to citizen 

prd·crew_:c~;. Afl mllny of them may be f,~r.)IlC(Hlll tant!" of jurisdiction size, 

their inclusion wfluld weak(~'l :iHy !d;~:,u tu 'i~espoI1sivcness relationships. 

For thIs parti(:ulnr <lnaly~;i.st the' !{'.H::,,;iull to be addressed is, HDoes 

;-;izc afflJ~~t rcspon'3iveness'?," and no'( he)",' does it do so. 111is section 

thus differs from the main tltr'w;t c;[' Uddin!' analyses in this study. 

Table 6.8 presents tlw t'~;tjHlitt,-"J nffcct:; of jllri::;diction size on 

tho proxy respons i venes~; mC<l:Hll'CS, 'j he ;'(£5(' ,..:a tcgory for all compari

sons is the size of the smalle::;t jurL;diGtions, ranging in the present 

case from about 1,000 to just under S,OOij 1)Opulation. Looking at the 

citizen perception indicators, it a;:)pE;ar~~ '~_h~tt these very small juris

dictions tend to be equally or more r'('sponsi ve than the larger juris

dictions. This is not true on the otJ(:rall evaluation indicator, hO\<[

ever. For this measure of responsi'rer':"ss, rr::edium-sized jurisdictions 

appear to be somewhat better, parth:ul.ariy I:hose in the 16,000 to 

28,900 and 28,901 to 65,908 population ranges. In no case are the 

large jurisdictions shown to be more responsive than the medium and 

smaller sized ones. 

The responsiveness proxy measures might be taken as summary 

indicators for many of the linkages of organization to performance. 

That is, citizen perceptions and evaluations of their local police 

are likely to have been shaped by their perceptions of police activities 

and their experiences with local police. TI1ese, in turn, are affected 

by the production strategy choices made by differently organized police 
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----------,----~-------.. - .. --.-.. - ......•.... -

Jurisdiction Citizen Perception of P(>1it~E': ritbE'n ()n~l':111 
Si:z;e Honesty Courtesy FairnE'5S f!valuat on 

(1970 Population) ~j-- ",-~"--,-,,.~-,-~ -"'.,... ...... :..''"''.''"-''''' 

b OC () 0 f) 1,000 to 4,999 d (--) (~~ ) (--) ( --'I 

5,000 to 15,999 -.125 -.160 -.04 fI .117 
(.047) (.043) (.06:n r. M<)) 

16,000 to 28,900 .071 ··,O5 1{ ~. OB .:'.10 
(.047) (.044) (.064) ( • 0'10) 

28,901 to 65,908 -.038 -.093 .017 .:'114 
(.054) (.049) (.013) (.0:;6,) 

333,748 (St. Louis -.122 -.125 O'1~ . ., ~ -.24R 
County) (.067) (.062) (.O9~) (.065) 

622,236 (City of -.177 -.130 -.113 -.250 
St. Louis) (.063) (.058) (.086) (.065) 

-
R Squared .122 .098 .109 .15;; 

Number of Cases 3,IR6 3,317 3,114 3,R43 

------~--------~----------------------------------------------
aSee Footnote 12 for coding of perception and evaluation measures and 
list of other variables in the equation. 

b Base category for size comparison. 

cUnstandardized regression coefficient - h. 

dStandard error of b. 

@ 
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age-ne iC5 !3erving jurisdictions of various sizes. Because such summary 

indicators merge together effects that operate along a number of link-

age paths, the estimates of jurisdiction size to responsiveness relation-

:.hips are not overly large~ nor do they account for a great deal of the 

vari:mce in the responsiveness measures. They are. however, consistent 

with the findings of the more focused analyses presented to this pointJ 

')howing the same general curvilinearlty of effects as size (either 

Jurisdictional or organizational) increases. Thus, they provide support 

for the findings of those more detailed investigations. 

Ho\'l is Structure Important ~.~ More Partial Answers 

The evidence presented in this chapter offers more explanations of 

the ways in which the structure of police service delivery .arrangements 

and the organization of individual police departments may affect police 

performance. The less concentrated structures shown in the prel;eding 

chapter to be associated with higher emphasis on patrol and, thus, 

increased patrol presence~ were not found to suffer from lack of specialists 

for criminal investigation and juvenile duties. Individual departments 

that emphasized patrol, particularly the smaller depa~tments, were found 

to have much lower proportions of their officers assigned to criminal 

investigation or other specialized duties, however. Those police agencies 

with very 10\<[ proportions of specialists, or no specialists, were somewhat 

less likely to provide victims with favorable responses than were those 

agencies with medium amounts of specialization. The most specialized 

agencies, however, were no more successful than the least specialized, 

and were less successful than those with a medium amount. 
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within larger jurisdictions. Neighf'orhoods of appr('lxi-mat('ly I.OtIO t,,) 

sufficiently large to internalize any ~rimo or att'jtud~' sp.illuvnl'" 

tion size. Smul1- and medium-sized jul'isdh·tions, as I..'xpe~~tell, \\,1)1'\' rllm,i 

to be rated as more responsive hy ci.tizcn-con~umcl's than \'1m'e the .Iii;'.\~('r 

jurisdictions. 

None of them can be pointed to as the explanation of why poli c-e Nlth 

certain kinds of organizational arrangements perform hetter than th<HH' 

with other forms. Taken together with the findings of the previous 

~.'. ,:;;; 

chapter j however, they begin to provide a cumulative explanation for 11O\'J 0 
service delivery structure and police organization influence performance. 

This cumulation of evidence will be the focus of the final chapter. 

--------------------------- ------ --

r :,'i '. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER SIX 

1rlte personnel allocation data collected in St. Louis in 1972 are 
not directly comparable with the data from the Police Services Study. 
Collot'ti.on procedures for tHese data were less sophisticated in St. Louis 1 

t-JhQra thc} primary emphasis was on determining the number of officers 
<l;1signcd to patrol wi. thout tbo much attention to other allocations. In 
attempting to categorize the departmonts in St. Louis by percent of 
offh:crs assigned to criminal investigation duties, I found that the 
available data indicated quite :.l. bit higher percentage allocations than 
t'ltlre found in the Po-lice Services StuJy. One reason was the lumping of 
juvenile officers in ,.;ith I.,~riminal investigation in St. Louis data 
collection. 'I1wre are probably other reasons as well. Beca.use of this, 
the percents o.zHigned to criminal investigation in St. Louis and, thus, 
the categories in \V'hich departments have been included cannot be compared 
with data i1i Table 6.2, for example. The categories for the St. Louis 
allocations arc: (1) none, including here those small departments listed 
as having one criminal investigation specialist; (2) low, those depart
ments with 10 to 15 percent of their o{ficer5 assigned to criminal investi
gation; (3) medium, those depa.rtments with 16 to 20 percent assigned to 
investigation; and (4) high~ tho t\"10 largest departments, with more than 
20 percent of their officers assigned to criminal investigation by the 
1972 counts. I suspect, but cannot uuC'ument at this point, that these 
percentage figures shOUld be di~o.;ounted by approximately 5 to 10 percent 
to account for differences in da-i.:a collectlon for comparability with 
Police Servic~$ Study data. 

2Respondents were as~ed, "Nha.t did the police do?" Their open-ended 
responses to this question were later collapsed into the six categories 
shown (responses other than these or "don't know" have been excluded for 
this analysis). The coders were instructed to choose the category that 
indicated the most complete police r(;.5';?onse~ thus, "took a report" would 
be coded if both questioning of a CU1::l}lainant and report-t'lriting occurred, 
and "checked around the prer.oisesf! took precedence over simply writing a 
report. 

3The reader is once again reminded that these data apply to residential 
neighborhoods. They are not meant to, nor can they, be interpreted as 
applicable to the full range of conditions found in the largest American 
cities. They can be read to suggest that residential portions of those 
cities might be better served by smaller, local police forces. But they 
provide no information on the appropriate organization of police in central 
business areas, other commercial or industrial are'as, or the very \'leal thiest 
and the poorest portions of those cities. 
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The neighborhood service C(Hldi tiol1 va't"L~~' ~'~, 

Percent of persol1s unde:!:' 18 )' .. >'tr~~" :b~l' 
both parents 

NBLl<HET - Racial heterogeneity -~ f.ieherson in~hn 

NOVER65 Percent of persons over \lb years of age 

'(' : 

NOCC Percent of housing units that al'(~ o\<lner~(wt~\lpkd 

NDENS Population density _ .. pt.1r~;onH ptn' ~!11m.r.(' m:i](> 

5Several of the study neighhorhood:;; out:::; i til; of thl~ d tv h:hl '." I III 

ization rates that were higher than lUll' of the ci ty 1l('1 l~hb.H·hno\l<; f)('tc 1". 

adjustment for service conditions. 

6The jurisdiction of the St. LOlli s County Pol ke P<'paT? l':C'llt" 
second largest shown in the table, includes those of all tIll' otlj1'i' 
departments except the city police. Thb !p',v1d jurbidil'tiun lllr-/\ 
the referent for county officers, thus e.xpl'1wing thoir ver), lli gh P;y~ 
pensi ty to respond that local people (~ommi t the crimes in their jllri l'i" 

diction. 

7Index crimes are those used by the Federal Bureau of Investigatioll 
in its annual reporting of Crime in t.he United States. 'Dlere are S~NI.~ll 
such crimes: homicide, rape, robbery, assnult, blt'rglaxYr larceny, and 
auto theft. The first four of these eomprise the category of viol ent 
Index crimes used in this discussion. 

SThe Chief of the Washington) D. C. Police Department for a llllmlwr 
of years, Jerry Wilson, has recently reflected on his experiences in a 
monograph published by the National Institute of LalIT Enforcement :lnd 
Criminal Justice (1978) . One of his major themes is the consist(mt 
overestimating of the dangerousness of the District by many persons. 
Focusing on the years 1955-75, WilSOll says, "through most of the period 
public fear and concern over crime in the District of Columbia far excoet1ed 
any reasonable relationship to the danger of crime" (1978! 4). He cite!; 
several reasons for this overestimate, some of which are idiosync'ratic to 

. , 

the District, but others of which would be found in any large, cerltml ci 
Among the latter are police reporting and statements about the crime pr()hlem~ 
presence of substantial proportions of black resi.dents ~ and the influence 01' 

the media in reporting crimes. Media influence may he the major factor. 
Garofalo reports that nearly 90 percent of those interviewed in eight lHrge 
cities during 19'12 thought that crime was as serious or even more serious 
than it was portrayed in the media (1977: 16). 

() 

o 
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('The pl'ec11ctod n.t':f~:ct. I)f lK!lt';wnal €H:' household victimization on a 
Ny,p tmdent 1 fJ peX'(!Cpt'Jl1 IJf floi crime trend is approximately the 
',ami> at:mG~; nelghf)(.I'l"k.J<,lr.i9' .in jur,,;idictions of differing size. The average 
11 t:oefficiont fol' this va:di1.'hl(: is f).30. 

1!
lf;;n:nf:tlo tCV01'~L 'l.lm.t, I'only a;,(,llt hal£ as many respondents believed 

1fw:t cf'im(J in tl.ei:r ne~i:~hl)('(rh(;od ~md L"':~1'ea5ed wi thin the past year or tl'/O 
m; beU fJV(;ld thrl'i: nat11~~lQl !.,; hadJ.i.i;r~a.)ed during the S8.me period" 
Il!,.,fj: 1!l). 'fhi!> fl .. lf ~Hgge;;t !:1!,Ulovers in fear of (:rime ar~ not 
part i (:ularl y ~;ol'I(l>lw i'ii~ )f,on; w"i [;1&bo l.!lUCiUS 

1 L!'l . . . '. r" . 11 . 1 th 1 . 1 at> al'gum~,ll'i:, W', no'(:w1 I.T! \.,'w~~!i:n' lreo, ~nvo ves e oglca 
fnlla~y of lIaffirming C(j~:!~(;'lm.!,rtP (Salmon, 1963). That is, there 
are mimy p!)ssible {:xplana~iom;t~n~ Gi tizen perceptions and evalua
tions H~;t\d 1101'0, only slJmo of' 1 .. ihh:h '!.'wolve responsiveness. 

121"t' i \,1 uen pErrcept ons 
tapped with the follm'lincr 
to strO!lf!ly agree, agre(~, 

of p''IliGt. h,mosty, courtesy, a.nd fai.rness were 
throe ~~·i;at\.m:0itts, to which citizens were asked 
disf!gJ.'ce. ill strongly disagree: 

o Policemen in this ncighbol'h(,ou al'e basically honest. 

o The police i.n this neighho'rhMj are generally courteous. 

o The police in your neighborhood treat all citizens equally 
according to the law. 

Citizen valuations of police service were obtained from a question 
asking them to rate police services as outstanding, good .. adequate, 
inadequate, or very poor. For purpO:5~';s of the analysis in this section, 
these ordinal scales have been tron:i:Gd as if they were interval and used 
as depend~nt variables in regress~'.c;1 qquations. The issues involved in 
Doing so are discUS50J: ".n Chapter- ". at Footnote 10. Key references 
for such usage aloe Abelson ar.d TU1~l(ji ~:959) and Duncan (1975),. 

1be six variables representative of neighborhood service conditions 
are included in the equations predicting these perceptions and evaluations 
(see Footnote 4 above). So too are individual respondent characteristics 
of age, education, and race. Adjust:'l:'.g for these neighborhood and indi
vidual characteristics helps to clari:.7y the jurisdiction size to responsive
ness linkage (but see Lord, 1960, for. limitations of these adjustments). 
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in the economic truditi<m of .indw. '1 u/'gall L' at ion. 

as occurring through the medi.um I; tiU Im~w;tn', Nh(H'(' that: indn:;t IV 

composed of the public servico 

tiltl'/: the strU.cture of the: se:cv..! ';.:~: ,i'.:l j 

elements in such industries ought to aff{;H:t I::ho conduct of actor~ i 11 

the industry and the performance the service delivery al'l'ungcnWl1ts. 

I then presented a conceptual ordering of the production prnn-:f,\·; 

for public services, arguing ii: to be uore complex than the' protlmtinn 

and cost functions used to describe conduct in private industri e~: . A 

key element in the public service production process 'I/as argued to he 

the choice of strategies by which producers allocated their input 

resources to activities aimed at generating valued outputs. 'I1IC chojc(~ 

of a production strategy was argued to be a function of demand condi.'i:'iNi.S 

in a producer's service area and the availability of external inducements 

for the choice of particular strategies. More importantly for the 

present study, it was argued to be a function of the structure of service 

delivery arrangements and of internal incentives that were related to 

producer organizational arrangements. 
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The structure of service delivery for police serdces wa.s chosen 

(It:; the suhject for empirical examination. The !'"trncture of police 

servlce delivery arrangements and the organization of police service 

producers have been the subject of many critiques and proposals for 

improvement over the years. Several of these critiques and proposals 

\<tere reviewed in the context of the service structure and production 

process frameworks. One focal point for criticism by many has been 

the l!hoice of production strategies by differently organized police 

agencies. It has beon argued that small police agencies and f.ragmented 

service. delivery systems lead to a reduced availability of trained 

spc\.~i,~lists whot it is also argued, nre essential for effective police 

work. Other critiques a.nd arguments surrounding possible spillovers 

of crime and of attitudes and perceptions were reviewed. So, too, 

were concerns with the responsiveness of differently structured police 

systems. 

Data from two recent studies of police service delivery \'/ere used 

to operationalize and exam:i,ne some of the linkages of structure, 

conduct, and performance in police service delivery. One of these 

studies appplied data on service delivery structures, organizational 

arrangements, production strategies, and some police activities in 

80 metropolitan areas across the United States. The second supplied 

data on organizational arrangements and production strategies among 

a sample of police departments in a single metropolitan area. This 

second study also supplied data on the activities of officers from 

those departments in a set of matched residential neighborhoods~ and 

on how those a.ctivities reSUlted in valued outputs and outcomes in the 

neighborhoods. 
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Analyses using these data. to examine stru~t.ure, conduct, and 

performance linkages focused on several key areas. Service deliver), 

structures and organizational arrangements were relateot to production 

strategies and to the availability of patrol and specialized officers 

in police jurisdictions. Patrol officer availability was :t:elated to 

patrol presence, to police response capabilities; and to citizens' 

perceptions of ~1 \ice capabilities to respond when called. Specinllst 

availability was related to a measure of the quality of police rC$ponses 

to incidents where citizens were the victims of criminal activity in 

their neighborhoods. Both response time distribution') and the distribu-

tiems of police responses to victimizations other than immediate response 

were shown to be relateil to the production strategies of police departments. 

Other linkages examined were those of the concentration of consumers 

in an industry as it affected possible crime, attitude, and perception 

spillovers, and as it affected the responsiveness of the service 

delivery arrangements to consumer preferences. Very little evidence 

of spillovers of any kind was found. Responsiveness was, however) 

related to the o.rganizational arrangements for policing 1, a neighborhood. 

This chapter provides a brief review of the findings of the study. 

Following the review, I suggest some areas where further research using 

the industTial organization and production process frame\'forks might be 

quite fruitful. Evaluative and comparative research designs are con~ 

trasted for their applicability to this research, and I conclude that 

comparative ones may be more useful given our current understanding 

of the processes at work in public service delivery. 

'-'~. 
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Structure and Conduct in Police Service Delivery 
~ .... --- . --,,-

The structure of police service delivery an\:!.ngements has be<m 

shown in this study to be related to the choice of production strategies 

by individual police agencies in a metropolitan industry. In less 

concentrated structures, a greater emphasis upon pOlice patrol is 

evident. That is, the agencies in l~ss concentrated structures 

choose patrol-oriented s·trategies, placing more officers on the street 

as a proportion of their total complement, with "'he result that each 

of those officers has fet'/er citizens to serve on average. 

In part this relationship of service delivery structure to choice 

of production strategies is compositional. Less concentrated metro-

politan areas are those that are served by larger numbers of smaller 

and medium-sized police agencies tha~ are the concentrated areas. 

Small- and medium-sized agencies are much more likely to emphasize 

patrol duties in their choice of production strategies than are large 

police departments. 'ihus the aggregation of these small- and medium-

sized agencies in less concentrated areas naturally exhibits a higher 

emphasis on patrol. 

Of equal or more interest, however, is the finding that the 

structure of service delivery arrangements, particularly as it reflects 

the availability of specialized producers of some services, affects 

the choice of production strategies by individual producers in an 

industry. Where vertical differentiation is found. for example, 

involving specialized producers of homicide investigations or of 

radio communications, individual police agencies are more likely to 



emphasize patrol assignments tha.n a.re equivalently sized agencies in 

less differentiated areas. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the extent of patrol emphasis in more 

or less concentrated service delivery structures is not reflected in 

the presence of criminal investigation or juvenile specialists in 

metropoli tan areas. Approximately the same proportion of sworn pc)lice 

officers are aSSigned to criminal investigation and to juvenile duties 

in less concentrated areas that are hi01"e patrol-oriented as in more 

concentrated, task-oriented service delivery structures. TIlcre is a 

tendency, however, for more officers to have traffic assignments in 

more concentrated servi~e deliv~ry structures. 

At the level of individual p:coduclng agencies, size is a good 

predictor of internal specialization. Only the largest police depart

ments are likely to have large complements of criminal investigation, 

juvenile, or trah:ic specialists. As r.oted above, such specialists, 

particularly in criminal investigation or juvenile duties are available 

in the police industries where many 'small- and medium-sized agencies 

are present. Whether this external availability is adequate or 

whether better performance results with specialists internal to a 

department \.lill be addressed below. 

Structure, Conduct, and Performance in Police Service Delivery 

One of the most common activities of police officers is responding 

to the service requests of citizens in their jurisdiction. It has been 

estimated that at least 80 percent of police work is initiated by these 
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requests (Roiss i 1971). One of the foci of this study waswhethe:r 

{Hfforencas in police organization, f'ly leading t') fferences in 

police conduct, would affect the consequences for citizens who 

called upon their local police for. ht11p. The answer to this question 

was found to be yes. Differently O?i:ani;~ecl police agencies chose to 

place differing emphases on patrol- versus task-oriented production 

strategies. Differences in production strategies affected the avail

nhili ty of patrol officers and thei~i' capacities to respond rapidly. 

Oifferences in internal spec:i.al:i st ava.ilability were B.lso found to 

be related to activities and outputs of police follOl,;ing immediate 

respollse. 

The choice of a patrol-oriented production strategy was found to 

be a monotonically decreasing function of police agency size. In the 

smallest police service producers vihually every officer received a 

patrol assignment. In the very largest. only slightly more than 

50 percent were assigned to pg.tr,)l ,h1'd.65. This made a significant 

difference in the number. of citizens each patrol officer on the street 

served. Citizens served by the smallest agencies, thUS, reported 

seeing patrol units in their neighborhoods much more frequently than 

did citizens served by the largest. Medium-sized agencies provided 

patrol frequenci,es intermediate to those of the smallest and largest 

producers. 

Response time was found to exhibit a curvilinear relationship 

with production strategy and, thus, with police agency size. The 

smallest agencies~ while adopting strategies that emphasized patrol 

virtually to the exclusion of other assignments, were found to be 



hampered by the fact that they typil.'!a.l1y were able to place only it 

single unit on the streot to respond to requests. The largest 

producers, by de-emphasizing patrol ilssignments~ were unable to Jeplo>' 

sufficient patrol units to provide a:.i l'.:.pid a response as that provided 

by medium-sized producers. The medilli,,-~;ized police agencies 1 by 

choosing a production strategy ,Jith suhs;:antial e~,phasi:s on patrol t 

yet with some specialization as ival1, ;"ere able to deploy sufficient 

patrol u,.riits to achieve the :ras'tes"t :NlS¥)OnSes on average. 

The amount of intel'nal speci::11izf:tion in criminal investigation 

assignments within a police depal"(;Uen'i.: 'Vms also found to exhibit a 

curvilinear relationship with valtwd outputs. Victimization incidents 

where the police were able to 1'0COV61' s,,:olen property, arrest or 

question a suspect, or whel.'e they ched~ed around the victim IS prerllises 

to reassure the victim, were categoriz0d as receiving a higher quality 

response than those where the police ';imply took a report, questioned 

the complainant, or did iln'lthingil in the victim's eyes. With this 

categorization, it was found that police agencies in the mid-range of 

a scale measuring assignment of officers to criminal investigation 

specialti~s were able to outperform those with no or very few specialists 

and those with a high percentage of their officers assigned to internal 

specialties. This performance advantage remained following adjustment 

for the types of crimes and the individual and neighborhood character-

is tics that might affect coproduction in the jurisdic'dons of these 

police agencies. 

Turning to responsiveness; it was found that medium~sized 
, i 

jurisdictions were rated most responsive by consumers using their 

-
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overall evaluation of their police service as a proxy measure. This 

responsiveness finding, together with findings of response time 

advantages and performance advantages for activities and outputs 

following immediate response, suggest that medium-sized police 

agencies, perhaps in the range of 31 to 100 sworn officers, m~y be 

the best choice for police service delivery in residential areas. 

Where those areas CQuld be organized into police jurisdictions 

appropriate to this size of force, in the range of 5,000 to perhaps 

80,000 consumers, depending UP0:1 the5'j; ::H2;~'Vice demands: local poli ce 

might be best able to respond to sped tic: c.l tizen service 1"cquesti' 

and to be responsive overall to eitizen p:t:eferc!.lces for police service. 

The wide ranges of these agellcy and jurh;diction sizes, and the fact 

that many of the police agencies and ju'risdictions in American 

metropolitan areas fall within these ranges, suggest that current 

police service delivery structures in. many of those aret.s .re not 

inappropriate. The reluctanc~ of !rr~st citizen-consumers to agree 

to major structural changes in the police industry supplying them 

is, thus. likely to reflect their correct views that such changes 

could well make things \'lorse and hot better • 

. Directions for Future Research 

The findings presented in the ll!'esent study suggest some immediate 

areas for research in the o-rganization of police service delivery. 

One such area is further exploration of reasons why police agencies 

adopt particular production strategies, especially reasons why large 



agencies are so pl.'one to adopt tasl\-Qriented, specialized stratc[f1es. 

Arraying evidence \-lith respect to the incentives nnd constraints that 

mold production strategy choices in such agencies ,.,auld be usoful 

for assessing the likely consequences of attempting to introduce 

more patrol-oriented strategies ;n larHe departments (for example, 

the recent "team policing" innovations -- see Wasson, 1975; Guy, 

et al., 1977; and Schwartz and ClarNB, 1977, for descriptions). If 

the incentives toward specialization are strong, and constraints on 

this strategy choice are weak in large departments. one might predict 

the failure (or subversion) of these efforts (Schwartz and Clarron, 

1977, provide evidence of this in C:incinnat:~ experiment). 

Complementary research to that on incentives in individual 

police agencies would focus on tIw availability and organization of 

various specialized service producers within different structures of 

service delivery arrangements. If the presence of specialized producers 

enables a greater patrol orientation among more conventional producers, 

then the development of means to organize and encourage the Use of 

such specialists may offer substantial payoffs. Many metropolitan 

areas have~ in fact, moved toward establishment of specialized producers 

for some services (e.g., Neubert, 1975; McDonnel, 1977), and study 

of their organizational arrangements should be quite useful. 

Research using the industrial organization and production process 

frameworks could be pursued in studies of other public service industries 

also. Once attention has been drawn to a conception of service 

delivery structures that transcend the organization of any single 

producer, then many additional organizational possibilities can be 

i 
I 

i! 
II 

i 
I 
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conv idored. In fire services j for exampl ~, the roles (,f state fire 

marshalls, police arson investigator;}l and pri\r;;,c; 1;,.~;l:;rance investi

gators and adjustors surety ought to be included within the structure 

of fire service delivery arrangements. So, too, should the presence 

of barriers or incentives to interagency cooperative arrangements for 

meedng peak demands. In education services, some states have moved 

toward the establishment of specialized producers of services at the 

state or multi-district level. TIlis vertical differentiation ought 

to be considered as it influem'es the incentives and constraints 

placed before local districts and schools, Efforts in some areas to 

involve parents more explicitly in the education production process 

(e.g., as teachers' aides) ought to be researched using a service 

delivery structure fl'amet'lOrIc. 

These agency and industry level studies should be complemented 

with analyses focusing on incentives~ constraints~ and activities 

\'/ithin organizations. If> for example, police officer activities at 

the scene of an encounter with citizens are important predictors of 

citizens' perceptions and evaluations of pOlice service, we ought to 

find out much more about what sorts of actions are related to what 

sorts of pt._ceptions and evaluations. Some work of this nature is 

becoming available now in policing (e. g., Parks, 1976b; Dean, 1979; 

Percy, 1979), and more should be available within the next year 

(e.g., Allen, 1979). Similar micro-level analyses would be quite 

useful in studies of other public sector agencies as well. Such 

studies would have value as they illuminated the operation of incentives 

and constraints resulting from the organization of these ageilcies, 



and would have some immediate prtd~h:':l'ipti vo value in terms of identifying 

clearly inferior or superior sets of activities for sOl'vice supp1l.ers. 

Oesigns for Future Research 

In his 1960 Presidential Address to the American Statistical 

Association, Renis Likert inade a fundamental distinction between two 

functions of statistics (1960). Likert argued that we needed two 

kinds of information in order to addross problems; first, information 

about the nature of the problem, and second, information about the 

state of the problem. 

By information as to the statG of the system let us mean 
the statistical meast1remeii't'St~b:i.ch reveal the current 
situation of the nation or the economy .••• By 
information as to the nature of the system let us mean 
the basic conceptual model or understanding which serves 
as a guide to tell what dimensions of the nation, or 
society, or economy should be measured and how these 
measurements should be interpreted in making decisions. 
This information as to the nature of the system includes, 
of course, both the conceptualizations themselves and 
the extensive, quantitative measurements which are. 
required for valid conceptualizations (ibid.) . 

Clearly $ information about the natul'e of a system is prior to useful 

information about the,state of a system. Likert found l however, that, 

we are doing a far better job of collecting information 
about the state of our nation than we are of [conceptualizing] 
the nature of our nation and developing valid generalizations 
and theories based on these [concepts].l 

I believe that Likert's contentions are quite applicable to our present 

understanding of public service delivery. Many recent efforts aimed 

at Ifevaluating" service delivery agencies and structures or some 

changes in those structures have been focused on measurement of what 

he called IIstate" variables. 
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The Need for Prior rhea!,>, 
.". "., 

!!valuative research is fundame.,tally app1J.vJ l'(:l:>carch. Applied 

research thrives in an environment \tihere basic underlying theory 1s 

well-developed. Evaluating police programs, for example, as a form 

of applied rCDcarch, roquJ.ros that 1,0 <~evelop a theory of policing. 

In the area of organizational arrangements and police performance, we 

require a theory that explains how differences in police organizatSon 

might be expected to effect differences in police performance. 

lVithout an understanding of the nature of. a problem, what influences 

bear upon it and ho\~ it influences other aspects of a 5ystem.. measures 

of the state of a problem (or mE'asul'OS of a c.hange in the state of a 

problem) are most diffic,ult to interpret. Comparative research efforts 

aimed at developing and empirically testing theories or models of the 

nature of structure and perfo:rm.,.,nce relationships offer more promise 

of illuminating these linkages than do evaluative research efforts 

focused on individual changes in stTucture. Theories that are developed 

in these comparative efforts may then h'ilemployed to guide the design 

of critical evaluations of organizational change, but these theories 

are a necessary precondition for successful evaluations. 

Comparison Versus Evaluation 

The research reported here and that contained in the many studies 

discussed in this volume was~ in general, comparative research. Using 

various selection and matching procedures in data collection and various 

statistical procedures to adjust for extraneous influences resulting 

from pre-existing differences among groups they studied, the researchers 



attempted to estimate relationships ;:uhmg the variables of prime 

interest. 2 In reviewing research by ,,)i.hers on the qU(lstit:H1 of wht)thol' 

structure affects performance 1 no ref\;l.'~'Hlc.:e \'1as m'ldc to l'osearch 

that used an experimented Ol' ql,tasi~expi>~dmcntal design for addros!:lng 

the question. The reason fo:i.' this omi~;sion is simple, I havE., hoon 

unable to find any such studtes. In (J. rocent· l'{>'Jiew of evaluation 

resul ts in the field of police organization, for example, I CQuid 

find no jnstance where an organization:.ll chango \'>las evaluated in !;uch 

a way as to yield warrantal: ) oviden(:(: of: the ef{(.!cts of organization 

on performance (?arks, 1979). 

I do not believe that the con~btent fnilure to evaluate structural 

change so as to yield such evidence is coind dental, nor is :i t the 

resul t ahlays of ina.dequate research tcamG 9 designs, or funds (though 

these are often offered as reasons why evaluation efforts were 

unsuccessful), Rather, I believe, the rea~ons for failure in evaluation 

efforts and the possibliity of useful eomparative studies lie in the 

incentives they place before organizational participants and in the 

level of prior theory development each requires. 

In evaluation research, one focuses upon the implementation of 

a specific new program and asks whether 01" not it is successful in 

accomplishing a more or less articulated set of objectives. This 

forces one to openly entertain the possibility that the program may 

not be suc.cessful. Comparative research o.11O\'/s a different thrust. 

Here the focus is upon a number of different, existing programs aimed 

at dealing with a similar set of problems. One could argue that most 

existing programs are dealing with the problems to some degree 
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(evidenced hy the tact that they have been in (~'Xistcm>e for a period 

of time), and examine the extent to which some vperate more effectively 

or efficiontly than others. This mar appear to be only a semantic 

differenco. But in practice it may explain \IJhy comEarative studies 

of the performance of differently orgt:1.nized public agencies have been 

occurrod. 

Why Evaluation Doesn't Happen 

it is tempting to social scient;.5'l:S ':':0 'lelt-I reforms as e;~perilllents, it 

hi safe to assume that \.i 1'tuaU)' no r:grUcirants ill oy.'gan i .zational 

changes vim.., thorn as such. Tht;;) ~hemi!;t does not need to worry about 

how his reagents feel tmlard (In oxp()rim~:m';:' ~ but the attitudes of 

participants in organizaticn~1.1 changes are crucial. Participants may 

act to prevent or drastically alter n given change prog:ram~ or may 

act to prevent or to prec.etomine thel X'E:sults of any evaluative 

effort. While reagents Clmnot be said to have motives that would 

lead them to take such actions, human rarticipants clearly do. 

Organizational changes invoIve shifts in pov,er relationships among 

participants. In a consolidation of police e.gencies, for example, 

.some level of L;cal control must be relinquished. It is likely that 

a consolidated a.gency \oJill allocate resources differently than had 

been the case among the agencies entering into the consolidation. 

Although it is often presented as a technical matter subject to 

decision making by rational police administrators) this allocation of 

"who gets what, when, and how" is the essence of politics (Lasswell, 1958). 

I 

'i 



the extensive political campaiGn~1 pr{~ ... ~euing successful consolidat tOll:;. 

To quote Mayol' Briley w1th 't()!':;I':"'ct to the 1962 consolidation of 

Nashville, 1'eunessee, \'I]1;h sur,nmndlllt; D(l:vidson County: 

ours was a very heavy p:r~")grm;l . . • <l matter. of making 
hundreds of speeches by diif~l'tmt people at civic clubs, 
the men's clubs, in tho SdlOOls p at the PTAs$ the League 
of Women Voters, Over}" n~:uup we ~ .. ~ould got to, • . , I 
thinl< that to really sell t,;0nsol:~~ution you have got to 
have a really hard seE CnTilpaigji.·') 

Campbell spoke directly to this iBsue and i t5 ililpact on the conduct 

of evaluative research. 

In the present political clir.1a·i.:0~ reformers and 
administrators achieve theb: pl"GCar10tls permission to 
innovate by overpromising the Ctl':t.'tain efficacy of 
their new programs. This t:,:'ripz 'l.:hem so that they 
cannot afford to risk learni¥lg t:m.t the programs 
were not effective (1969). 

Those who have recently engaged in a hard-sell campaign for an organi.za-

tional change cannot then be eX1!eci;iJd 'co assist an objective evaluation 

of the c::ffects of the chang0. We might lvish for men to fit an ob:e~~tive, 

scientific model of behavior, but intuition tells us this is unlHely. 

A second reason fm.> the failure to evaluate organizational i..!!<l:nge 

is the difficulty in untangling what changes occarred so as to examine 

their effects. Thus, government consolidatLm in Nashville or police 

consolidation in JacKsonville, Florida, inVOlved a large number of 

changes in the structure of the agencies involved and massive media . ----
campaigns arguing the benefits of consolidation. Hawthorne-like 

effects seem most likely in these env.i:mmnents. A very careful research 

program, based on a well-developed theory of police organizatiQn and 

performance, woul~ be required to successfully dis aggregate the multiple 

1 
1 
1 
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causes and multiple effects in such a situation. Certainly we have 

nothing resembling the required theoretical wlderstanding at present. 

Why Compariso.i1 May Work 

Comparative research does not necessarily pose a direct test of 

a particular program. The comparative researcher usuaJ,ly seeks to 

compare alternative programs that have been in existence for sufficient 

time to have reached a "steady state" level of performance. Innovative 

programs (or any other transient-producing inputs) that occur during 

the course of data collection can have disruptive effects on the 

research. Compa:.:ative data collection often includes meaSl..u'es bearing 

upon a number or different outputs and/or ot1.tc.mnes and the activities 

believed relevant to thei!' producti'~n, Tather than on a more narro\~ly 

defined Sf't of objectives for a single program. In this way, comparative 

research appears more useful for studying libra ad-aim" programs, such 

as policing, than experimental research designs focused on particular 

innovations and their il11'l:lediat0 effE;\cts. 

Comparative research may be able to avoid some of the deliberate 

attempts to affect (or obscure) findings commonly cited in evaluation 

studies. Comparative studies can focus upon organizations that have 

been successful at surviving over time) where organizational representa

tives may be more relaxed about the research. The findings are unlikely 

to directly affect their tenure or that of their agency. TIlus s one 

might expect greater openness and cooperation in the production of 

necessary data for a compal'ative study of existing organizations than 

for an evaluative study of a new one. 4 
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Comparative research offers additional advantages over evaluation 

stUdies by providing substantially more cases for examination and, 

usually, more variation in variables of theoretical interest. In 

policing, for example, it might be possible to find in~~ances where 

the co linearity between agency size and other organizational variables 

is much less, by examining the structural characteristics of police 

forces in other nations. The British police system is an example 

where substantial reliance is placed upon central supply of specialists, 

l'1i th local resources p:;:im~rily allocated to patrol activities (see 

Central Office of Information, 1975). TIlus, the strong correlation 

between size and specialization characteristic of American departments 

is weaker there. The Japanese "Kobanll system of fixed police posts, 

similar in many respects to the Bl'i'CJ.sn "police shops, It offers a 

system for decentralization of la;.?g0 police forces that may t;a.pture 

many of th<l responsiveness advantages found for small- and medium

sized American agencies. Cross-national comparison along the lines 

of the recent work of Bayley (1976) suggest the value of these 

comparisons. 

Improving Public Performance 

The successes of recent analytic efforts based on theories of 

ho\\'politics and st:ructUl'e might be expected to "make a difference" 

augur well for further \vork of this nature. A growing realization 

Elmong the electorate that Hmore of the same" does not seem to offer 

improvement in our capacity to resolva social difficulties or to supr1y 
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proportionately more public goods ~ sUggests that a major focus of 

such rosearch will be on the re1ation,hips of st.'?;.~!':tl~!'e to performance, 

I hope that the conceptual framework provided in this study \~ill 

prove useful to others who study the organization and performance of 

public service delivery systemH. As tl political scientist I bclkve 

that il fram~wl'Ork drawing close attention to the structure of political 

and organizational arrangements and how those structures in turn 

influence conduct and performance is essential to differentiate our 

discipline from those of sociologistf't psychologists, anthropologists, 

and others who seek to explain patterned human behavior. It is this 

focus on institutions that distinguishes us as ,Eolitical scientists, 

As a student of policy analysis, I believe that the knowledge which 

we may obtain using such a structural framework is essential to 

improvements in public performance. Until t'le can predict with some 

accuracy how the structure of service delivery arrangements offer 

incenti ves and provide constraints :~o:r participants in those arrange

ments, we will be hard pressed to offer any prescriptions for 

improvement of these structures. Yet, structural modifications may 

be the only handle available to alter our responseS to problems in 

our society. We must strive to improve the likelihood that such 

modifications will, \'lhen implemented, really make things better 

rather than worse. 



FOOTNOTES l\)R Cr:JW','ER SEVEN 

lLikert I s phrasing was, 11\.,0 are ul"ling a fa1' better Job of 
collecting information !ibout the state' of our nation than we arc 
of c)btaining data dealing \"i th thFru.i-itlre of our nation and 
developing valid generaliztl.tions andilW'Ories based on these 
data. 11 My substitution of concept$ t\l~' Jata in the quotation 
seems ~ hmo/ever, more consistent with t.ho thrust of his argument. 

2In spite of the fa\.~t that such aujustments can never be 
perfect where pre-existing diffet't.;"rh~cs among gl~OUpS are present 
(Lord 1 1960), they may be the bes'i:, '<10 I.!un do in much sodal 
science research. Multiple resQ,ti.'l.!h t:fi'orts, involving 
different combinations of pre-exi.$tinl~ differences and nllll'Ciplc 
measurements aimed at determining and lninimizing errors in these 
adjustments may help alleviate this difficulty. 

3Mayor Briley's remarIes are quote· .. } from n seminar di scussion 
reported in The American County F<:;;'bruo.ry 1972. 

4111i5 advantage of compa:ru'd.vc re~;earch is, of course, on.e 
of degree only. Comparisons umong agencies can be made explicitly 
for the purposes underpinning maay cvu':llation studies, including 

.determining the life expectancy of prugrams or the tenure of 
program participants. But, the di£fe:L'ence is so frequen.tly present 
as to make it quite important for the possibility of either form 
of research. 
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